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Mint .....................The item is in perfect condition
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General Toys 

3001. A group of coloured Prints entitled "Crossing Westminster Bridge" which all feature a Routemaster Bus "VLT140" (now 
preserved in running condition) in a scene from the 1960's original painting by a well known transport artist "MM Jeffries". Each 
print is generally Near Mint to Mint and measures approx 49cm x 66cm and these are ideal for framing. Please note there is 
duplication within this lot (all are the same).  (34) 

 £10 - £15 

3002. A group of black and white Prints entitled "Great Western Hall Class 4-6-0 No.5900" which measure approx 48cm wide 
x 16cm in height and are ideal for framing. Please note there is duplication within this lot (all are the same).  (55) 

 £10 - £15 

3003. EFE "Exclusive First Editions", Lledo Vanguards, Atlas Editions, Corgi and similar and similar a group of mainly 
boxed/carded models comprising mainly of Buses and Trams but does include some other vehicles to include Lledo Vanguards 
1/43rd scale VA3000 Austin A40 Van "Ransome's Lawn Mowers", Atlas Editions (Great British Buses) of 1/76th scale London 
Transport RTW Double Decker, EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed 1/76th scale Double Decker Bus "Typhoo Tea", a 
carded/blister pack Kenworth model Truck "Road Champs" (Made in Hong Kong), carded/blister pack Cadbury Typhoo limited 
edition promotional model "Jubilee Tram" which is an original E1 London Tram (Typhoo 1905 to 1985) x 6 along with others. 
Also included in this lot is a small number of unboxed diecast models which includes a Corgi Jaguar XJ12C, Dinky Atlantean 
Bus "Ring Round with Yellow Pages" along with others. Conditions all generally appear Good to Near Mint in generally Fair to 
Good outer packaging where applicable. Please note there is duplication in this lot. (21) 

 £35 - £40 

3004. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group of models all boxed in maroon window boxes to include Y-12 1912 
Model T Ford "Silverstone Circuit England" (Motor 100 25, 26th and 27th May 1985), Y-18 1918 Atkinson Dampflastwagen 
(Model D) "Blue Circle Portland Cement", Y-18 (Special Edition) 1918 Atkinson Dampflastwagen type D "Bass & Co" along with 
others. Also to include in this lot is a 3-vehcile gift set. Please note there is duplication in this lot. Conditions do all generally 
appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good 
Plus outer window boxes.  (41) 

 £40 - £50 
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3005. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group of models all boxed in maroon window boxes to include Y-19 1929 
Morris Cowley Lieferwagen "Michelin", Y-29 1919 Walker Elektro-Lieferwagen "Joseph Lucas Limited - King of the Road", Y-7 
1930 Model A Ford Abschleppwagen "Arlow Motor Sales" along with others. Also to include in this lot is a 3-vehcile gift set. 
Please note there is duplication in this lot. Conditions do all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes.  (41) 

 £40 - £50 

3006. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group of mixed models in maroon, straw, woodgrain and similar window 
boxes to include Y-16 1928 Mercedes SS Coupe in purple and yellow window box, Y-8 1914 Stutz "Roadster" in woodgrain 
window box, Y-10 1906 Rolls Royce "Silver Ghost" in woodgrain window box, Y-22 1930 Ford A Van "Oxo - Its Meat & Drink to 
You" in straw window box, Y-3 1912 Camion-Citerne Ford Model T" Castrol Motor Oil" in maroon window box along with others. 
Please note there may be duplication in this lot. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none 
have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer window boxes (please note some window boxes 
do suffer from split and torn windows along with some having old price stickers attached).  (44) 

 £40 - £50 

3007. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group of mixed models in maroon, straw, woodgrain and similar window 
boxes to include Y-1 1911 Ford Model T in woodgrain window box, Y-14 1931 Stutz "Bearcat" in woodgrain window box, Y-7 
1912 Rolls Royce in pink/yellow window box, Y-12 1912 Ford Model T "Captain Morgan" in straw window box, Y-16 1928 
Mercedes Benz S.S. in maroon window box along with others. Please note there may be duplication in this lot. Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally 
Good outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from split and torn windows along with some having old 
price stickers attached).  (44) 

 £40 - £50 

3008. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group of models which are all mainly in straw window boxes to include Y-3 
1912 Ford T Tanker "BP-British Petroleum Company", Y-3 1912 Ford T Tanker "Zerolene-Standard Oil for Motor Cars", Y-6 
Rolls Royce Fire Engine "Borough Green & District", Y-23 1922 A.E.C. 'S' type Omnibus "Schweppes" along with others. 
Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer window boxes. Please note there is 
duplication in this lot. (Please note some of these boxes/windows do suffer from crushing and some boxes do have old price 
stickers attached).  (40) 

 £40 - £50 

3009. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group of Code 3 and more harder to find models comprising of 3 x Code 3 
models which are Y-12 1912 Ford Model T "S. and E. Enterprises", Y-12 1912 Model Ford T "The Gourmet Pizza Company" & 
Y-12/45 1912 Ford T "Aldershot News". Also to include in this lot is 3 x models which are more harder to find examples which 
comprises of Y-12 1012 Ford T "Sunlight Seife" & 2 x Y-27 1922 Foden Dampflast-Wagen "Aldershot & District Traction Co Ltd" 
(one has sticker stating No.398 of 750 and the other has sticker stating 399 of 750). Please note there is duplication as stated in 
this lot. Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer window boxes (please note some 
of these window boxes do suffer from slight crushing along with scuffing and they also have old information/numbered stickers 
attached).  (6) 

 £50 - £60 
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3010. Matchbox a small interesting group of collectable sets comprising of (1) a limited edition Models of Yesteryear 
"Connoisseurs Collection" 6-vehcile set with limited edition No.E1389. This set comes complete with 6 models which includes 
1909 Opel 4/8HP Coupe, 1911 Daimler A12 Tourer along with others. This also comes complete with perspex plastic lid and 
key all encased in a wooden hinged display case. The contents appear to be Good to Good Plus in generally Good to Good 
Plus presentation packaging which also comes with Fair outer brown mailer box, (2) A 5-vehicle gift set "Models of Yesteryear" 
which contains a Ford Tanker "BP-British Petroleum Company", Ford Delivery Van "Chivers & Sons" along with others which 
generally appears Good to Good Plus in generally Good outer packaging, (3) 2 x 5-vehicle gift set "Matchbox Series-40th 
Anniversary Collection" (commemorative pack) which includes No.1 Steam Roller, No.4 Tractor, No.7 Horsedrawn Delivery 
Van, No.9 Fire Engine along with a Double Decker Bus. Both these sets do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer display boxes. Also to include in this lot is a small leather effect binder which contains "Models of 
Yesteryear - The Collection" (1st supplement).  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

3011. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group of special edition issues which includes Y16 1923 Scania Vabis Post 
Bus x 2, Y12 1829 Stephensons Rocket x 2, Y10 1931 AEC Trolleybus "Diddler" x 2, Y-19 1905 Fowler Showmans Engine x 2, 
Y-21 1894 Aveling Porter Steam Roller x 2, YS-38 Rolls Royce Armoured Car & Y-9 1920 Leyland 3-ton Subsidy Lorry. 
Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer presentation boxes and all come complete with Fair outer mailer boxes. Please note there is 
duplication as stated.  (12) 

 £50 - £70 

3012. A boxed group of diecast models comprising of Commercial Vehicles, Motor Cars, Formula One and similar to include 
Atlas Editions 1/76th scale Volvo FH Fridge Trailer "Emma Jade" (H4663), Corgi Classics C858 Thorneycroft Bus 
"Sandman-Porto & Sherry", Tonka (Polistil) 1/25th scale Citroen 2CV in green, Solido "Age D'or" Cadillac Commercials 
"Banania" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Near Mint although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness in generally Good outer packaging where applicable. Also to include in this lot is a small group of 
unboxed diecast vehicles which includes a Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" Y18 1920 Mercedes Benz, Matchbox "Models of 
Yesteryear" 1912 Ford Model T Tanker "Express Dairy" along with others. These unboxed all generally appear to be Fair.  (qty) 

 £35 - £40 

3013. Lledo Days Gone and similar a boxed group of promotional models and similar which also may include some harder to 
find examples to include DG103000 Sentinel S6 6-wheel Flatbed "London Brick Company Ltd", 11025 Horse Drawn Removal 
Van "Oxo Trench Heater", 11018 Horse Drawn Removal Van "Days Gone Collectors Club - Summer 1991", DG59028 1950 
Bedford 30CWT Truck "Heinz" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent outer window boxes (please note none of these have been checked for completeness or correctness and 
some window boxes may suffer from slight crushing and there may be duplication).  (73) 

 £40 - £50 

3014. Lledo Days Gone and similar a boxed group of promotional models and similar which also may include some harder to 
find examples to include DG091009 Foden Steam Wagon "Tate & Lyle's", DG91001 Foden Steam Wagon "Pickfords Haulage 
Contractors", DG088010 Sentinel Canvas Back "Royal Mail", along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes (please note none of these have been checked for 
completeness or correctness and some window boxes may suffer from slight crushing and there may be duplication).  (73) 

 £40 - £50 

3015. Lledo Days Gone and similar a boxed group of promotional models and similar which also may include some harder to 
find examples to include 41006 1928 Karrier E6 Trolleybus "Saxa Salt", SL82001 1930 Ford Model A Coupe "Route 66" (Main 
Street of America), SL90000 GMC Tanker "Route 66" (Main Street of America), 75004 1957 Bristol LD6G Lodekka Bus "Days 
Gone Collectors Club 1996/7", along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent outer window boxes (please note none of these have been checked for completeness or correctness and 
some window boxes may suffer from slight crushing and there may be duplication).  (73) 

 £40 - £50 
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3016. Lledo Days Gone and similar a boxed group of promotional models and similar which also may include some harder to 
find examples to include DG006158 Ford Model 'T' Van "Spam", 58005 1950 Morris Z Van "Hamleys", 58002 1950 Morris Z 
Van "Mackeson Stout", 58009 1950 Morris Z Van "Singer Sewing Machine", along with others.  Conditions all generally appear 
to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes (please note none of these have been checked 
for completeness or correctness and some window boxes may suffer from slight crushing and there may be duplication).  (73) 

 £40 - £50 

3017. Lledo Days Gone and similar a boxed group of promotional models and similar which also may include some harder to 
find examples to include 4015 Horse Drawn Bus "Cooperative Tea", DG091008 Foden Canvas Back "Beck & Pollizer", 6088 
1920 Model T Ford Van "Au Bon Marche", along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes (please note none of these have been checked for completeness or 
correctness and some window boxes may suffer from slight crushing and there may be duplication).  (73) 

 £40 - £50 

3018. Lledo Days Gone and similar a boxed group of promotional models and similar which also may include some harder to 
find examples to include 6140 1920 Model 'T' Ford Van "Days Gone Collectors Club 1996", SL46004 1930 Bentley 4.5 litre 
"Blower" in grey with racing decals number 18, SL46003 1930 Bentley 4.5 litre "Blower" in yellow with racing decals number 70, 
41000 1928 Karrier E6 Trolleybus "Robin the New Starch", along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint 
to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes (please note none of these have been checked for 
completeness or correctness and some window boxes may suffer from slight crushing and there may be duplication).  (70) 

 £40 - £50 

3019. Lledo a small quantity of boxed models which are all mainly boxed in hard perspex cases and are more desirably 
sought, which comprises of 6 x "Collectors Guild" models, 6 x "Atlanta 1996" models, 2 x boxed 1/64th scale Vanguards 
2-vehicle sets, along with others.  To include a Vanguards 2-vehicle set BO1002 "Boots Delivery Trucks of the 1960's", a 
Vanguards 1/64th scale 2-vehicle set KT1002 "Ken Thomas Haulage Trucks of the 50's and 60's", DG049024 (The Collectors 
Guild) 1932 AEC Double Decker Bus "Glasgow Corporation/Hitler Will Send No Warning", DG108006 (The Collectors Guild) a 
Dick Kerr Tram "Blackpool Transport/Make Do and Mend", 71010 Coca-Cola Delivery Van "1960 Rome Olympic Games" 
(Atlanta 1996), 63013 Coca-Cola Delivery Van "1948 London Olympic Games" (Atlanta 1996), a limited edition Royal Diecast 
Souvenir "Golden Wedding Anniversary 1947 to 1997", along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer mainly rigid perspex cases complete with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves.  
(16) 

 £30 - £35 

3020. Lledo/Corgi (Trackside) boxed group to include DG174010 Noddy Van "London Brick Stores", DG176022 Leyland 
Octopus Platform Lorry "Glendinning", DG174005 Noddy Van "BRS Parcels Ltd", DG106000 Sentinel Ballast Tractor "Great 
Western Railway", along with others.  Conditions do generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent 
outer window boxes. (28) 

 £40 - £50 

3021. Lledo/Corgi (Trackside) boxed group to include DG176019 Leyland Octopus Platform Lorry/Sacks "Maddox & Marlow", 
DG176020 Leyland Octopus Tanker "Shell/BP", DG174003 VA 'Noddy' Van "Islandlink", DG176027 Leyland Octopus Flatbed 
Lorry "BRS" (with load), along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a 2-vehicle set BR1002 "The Bygone Days of Road 
Transport" which comprises of an AEC Mammoth with Articulated Back Box & Scammell Tractor with Artic Low Loader and 
crated load.  Conditions do generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (28) 

 £40 - £50 
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3022. Corgi, Base-Toys, EFE, Siku and similar a small group of boxed/carded models to include an EFE "Exclusive First 
Editions" 19302 (Commercials) Atkinson Flatbed Semi-Trailer, a Base-Toys 1/76th scale D-50 Delivery Van "Ripponden & 
District", an Oxford Diecast 76TCAB004CC Scania T Cab "Coca Cola Christmas Truck", Corgi 61207 Parcel Delivery Truck 
"Pickfords & Midland 'Red' Express Parcel Services", along with others.  Also to include in this lot is 3 x Siku carded/blister 
packed small scale Tractors which comprise of 0861 Lanz Bulldog, 1016 Fendt Dieselross & 1017 Hanomag R45.  Please note 
there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions do generally appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
packaging (please note some packaging/blister packs do suffer from crushing and some having old price stickers attached).  
(22) 

 £30 - £35 

3023. Eligor & Cararama a boxed pair of 1/43rd and 1/50th scale Truck/Trailer models comprising of an Eligor 1/43rd scale 
111655 DAF 95 Truck and Refrigerated Trailer "Hargrave International" in dark blue and white & a Cararama 1/50th scale 
569-018 (Collectable Hauliers Series) Articulated Truck and Trailer "Freshlinc".  Both models do generally appear Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

3024. Conrad a boxed group of 1/43rd scale Commercial vehicles (Volvo) comprising of (1) 1928 Openback Truck in green 
and black, (2) 1947 Openback Truck in pale yellow and grey & (3) 1949 Openback 6-wheel Truck in green, black, grey and red.  
Conditions do generally appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3025. Mattel Hot Wheels (Racing Series) a pair of boxed Formula 1 Racing models comprising of (1) 1/18th scale 22822 
(Jordan Grand Prix) Jordan Mugen Honda 199 "Damon Hill" (Launch version) which appears generally Excellent to Near Mint in 
Good to Good Plus outer window box, (2) 1/43rd scale 22811 (Jordan Grand Prix) Jordan 199 Formula 1 Racing Car "Damon 
Hill" which generally appears Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer rigid clear perspex case with Good to Good 
Plus outer cardboard slip sleeve. (2) 

 £30 - £35 

3026. Matchbox (Matchbox Collectables) a boxed group comprising of YPC01-M through to YPC06-M and includes 
YPC01-M Chevy Truck "Coca Cola Brand 1957", YPC03-M Mack AC Truck "Coca Cola Brand 1920", along with others.  Also 
to include in this lot is YY052/B-M Collectors Guild 1920 Mack AC & YYM38030 1926 Ford Model TT/2nd Annual Collectors 
Edition (The 1999 Matchbox Collectors Guild).  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for 
completeness/correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

3027. Matchbox a boxed group comprising of Matchbox Collectables and Matchbox Models of Yesteryear models comprising 
of a boxed (Matchbox Collectables) Peterbilt 359 Truck/Trailer which comes with limited edition certificate, Y-27 1922 Foden 
Steam Lorry "Hovis", Y-8 1917 Yorkshire Steam Wagon "William Pritchard", Y-25 1910 Renault Ambulance "British Red Cross 
Society" along with others.  Also to include in this lot is 3 x boxed (Matchbox Beers of the World) which comprises of YGB03, 
YGB11 & YGB12, along with a YS-39 (Models of Yesteryear) special limited edition Passenger Coach and Horses circa 1820.  
Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus 
outer packaging. (13) 

 £30 - £40 

3028. Matchbox (Matchbox Collectables) a boxed group comprising of DYM92015 1948 Diamond T Tractor Trailer "Jack 
Daniels", DYM37796 Tractor Trailer "The Matchbox Collectables Millennium" & DYM34577 Tractor Trailer "McDonalds".  
Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus 
outer packaging and complete with Good inner polystyrene packaging.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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3029. Matchbox (Matchbox Collectables Series) a boxed pair comprising of DYM38258 Budweiser Holiday Spirit 
Tractor/Trailer and a DYM92554 Coca Cola Holiday Treasures 18-wheeler Tractor/Trailer.  Conditions do generally appear 
Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer white mailer boxes complete with Good 
inner polystyrene packaging. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3030. Corgi and similar a boxed group of Rail and Steam related models comprising of 4 x (Dibnah's Choice) which includes 
CC20301 Garrett 4CD Showmans Tractor "The Mighty Atom", CC20001 Sentinel Dropside Wagon Trailer and Load "Tarmac" 
along with others, 2 x Corgi (Gold Star Special Series) which includes CC20107 Fowler B6 "John Murphy's Proud Peacocks" & 
CC20304 Garrett 4CD Showmans Tractor "Pride of the South".  Also to include in this lot is a Static Express Passenger Rail 
model which comes complete with wooden plinth "Sir Nigel Gresley" (Flying Scotsman LNER 4-6-2) and comes complete with 
small information certificate.  This is part of the Steam Memories Collection.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to 
Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes with some having Good inner polystyrene packaging. (7) 

 £40 - £50 

3031. Corgi a group of boxed models comprising of 2 x Commercial models, along with 2 x Special Edition models which 
includes 97970 Foden Tanker "Regent", 97211 Leyland Tiger "Bartons", CC25902 1/50th scale Routemaster Bus (Special 
Edition - Queen Elizabeth II 1952 to 2002 Golden Jubilee) & CC25206 1/72nd scale Opentop Tram "Special Edition Queen 
Elizabeth II 1952 to 2002 Golden Jubilee".  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus 
to Excellent outer packaging. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

3032. Corgi a boxed group (Vintage Glory of Steam) which comprises of 6 x Premium Edition issues along with one other, to 
include CC20201 (Premium Edition) Foden Dropside Wagon "Newquay Steam Beer", CC20302 (Premium Edition) Garrett 4CD 
Tractor and Trailer "War Department", CC20204 (Premium Edition) Foden Dropside Wagon with sack load "GWR" along with 
others.  Conditions generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes complete 
with Good Plus to Excellent wrap around slip sleeves.  Also to include in this lot is a 80109 Fowler B6 Road Engine "Lafayette 
War Department" which generally appears Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent pictorial lift off lid box. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

3033. Matchbox (Models of Yesteryear) a group of No.9 Fowler "Big Lion" Showman Engines which comprises of 4 x boxed 
and 4 x unboxed which includes dark maroon, light maroon and red examples.  Conditions do generally appear Good to Good 
Plus in generally Good outer boxes where applicable. (9) 

 £60 - £80 

3034. Matchbox (Major Pack) a boxed 5 Massey-Ferguson 780 Combine Harvester which generally appears Good to Good 
Plus in Fair to Good outer box (please note this box does suffer from crushing and splitting).  (1) 

 £20 - £25 

3035. Corgi & Lledo a boxed group of Circus related models comprising of 7 x Corgi (The Showmans Range) which includes 
27801 Atkinson Open Pole Truck Set "Anderton & Rowland's", 24801 Leyland Dodgem Truck and Caravan Set "Silcock's of 
Warrington", 16501 Scammell Highwayman Ballast with Closed Pole Trailer and Caravan Set "Carters Steam Fair", along with 
others.  Also to include in this lot is a Corgi 97920 Scammell Highwayman "R. Edwards Amusements" & a Lledo "The 
Showmans Collection" AR1002 Burrell Showman's Steam Wagon and cardboard Carousel "Anderton & Rowlands".  
Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good 
Plus outer pictorial boxes. (9) 

 £60 - £70 
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3036. Lledo a group of boxed promotional multi vehicle Gift Set issues to include a 2-vehicle gift set "North Yorkshire Moors 
Railway" a Double Decker Bus and a Parcel Delivery Van, a 3-vehicle gift set "The RFC/RAF Anniversary Collection 1912 to 
1987", a 3-vehicle gift set "Hotel Labels of the 1930's", a 3-vehicle gift set "D-Day 50th Anniversary of Operation Overlord" 
which contains a Royal Navy Beach Group Tanker, a 1st Canadian Army Ambulance & a Shaef Staff Car, a 4-vehicle gift set 
"Harrods - Souvenir of London", along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to 
Good Plus outer presentation packaging (please note some packaging does suffer from crushing and scuffing).  (19) 

 £50 - £60 

3037. Lledo a group of boxed multi-vehicle Gift/Presentation Sets to include PS1006 6-vehicle set "The Public Services 
Collection" which includes a wooden plinth and comprises of a Ford Canvas Back Truck "National Coal Board", a Ford Model T 
Tanker "Water Works" a Morris Z Van "Post Office Telephones", a Scammell Tractor "British Rail", Mack Truck "Gas Light & 
Coke" & a Model A Van "Royal Mail", a 4-vehicle gift set QM1004 "The Queen Mother Commemorative Set" which is certificate 
number 04469, a 4-vehicle gift set "The Golden Days of the Film Industry" which are 24-carat gold plated (please note these 
vehicles do have heavy scuffing and smudging to the gold plate), a 2-model set "Celebrating 100 Years of Flight - Cooperative 
Dairy Trade Commemorative Flight Set" which comprises of a Kitty Hawk and a Concorde and is certificate number 0598, a 
3-vehicle gift set "Coop Dairy Millennium Collection" along with others.  Conditions do generally appear Good Plus to Near Mint 
although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging (please not some 
packaging does suffer from crushing and scuffing).  (18) 

 £50 - £60 

3038. Dinky an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Tiger Coaches, Observation 
Coaches, 283 Coaches and similar.  Please note there is a vast duplication in this lot, please see photo.  All of the buses in 
this lot have been repainted along with other renovation work, such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, 
homemade decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these buses have been repainted.  This would definitely suit the 
hobbyist or collector who is looking for models to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair.  (50) 

 £40 - £50 

3039. Dinky an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Tiger Coaches, Observation 
Coaches, 283 Coaches and similar.  Please note there is a vast duplication in this lot, please see photo.  All of the buses in 
this lot have been repainted along with other renovation work, such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, 
homemade decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these buses have been repainted.  This would definitely suit the 
hobbyist or collector who is looking for models to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair.  (50) 

 £40 - £50 

3040. Dinky an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Tiger Coaches, Observation 
Coaches, 283 Coaches and similar.  Please note there is a vast duplication in this lot, please see photo.  All of the buses in 
this lot have been repainted along with other renovation work, such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, 
homemade decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these buses have been repainted.  This would definitely suit the 
hobbyist or collector who is looking for models to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair.  (50) 

 £40 - £50 

3041. Dinky an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Tiger Coaches, Observation 
Coaches, 283 Coaches and similar.  Please note there is a vast duplication in this lot, please see photo.  All of the buses in 
this lot have been repainted along with other renovation work, such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, 
homemade decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these buses have been repainted.  This would definitely suit the 
hobbyist or collector who is looking for models to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair.  (50) 

 £40 - £50 

3042. Dinky an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Tiger Coaches, Observation 
Coaches, 283 Coaches and similar.  Please note there is a vast duplication in this lot, please see photo.  All of the buses in 
this lot have been repainted along with other renovation work, such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, 
homemade decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these buses have been repainted.  This would definitely suit the 
hobbyist or collector who is looking for models to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair.  (50) 

 £40 - £50 
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3043. Dinky an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Luxury Coaches, Leyland Tiger Coaches, Observation 
Coaches, 283 Coaches and similar.  Please note there is a vast duplication in this lot, please see photo.  All of the buses in 
this lot have been repainted along with other renovation work, such as replacement tyres, hubs, replacement decals, 
homemade decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these buses have been repainted.  This would definitely suit the 
hobbyist or collector who is looking for models to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair.  (50) 

 £40 - £50 

3044. Dinky, Corgi, Budgie and similar an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Dinky Luxury Coaches, Dinky 
Leyland Tiger, Corgi Major Midland Red, Budgie Midland Red and similar.  Please note there is vast duplication in this 
lot - please see photo.  All of the buses in this lot have been repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement 
tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these buses have been repainted.  
This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or collector who is looking for models to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from 
Poor to Fair.  (50) 

 £40 - £50 

3045. Dinky, Corgi, Budgie and similar an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Dinky Luxury Coaches, Dinky 
Leyland Tiger, Corgi Major Midland Red, Budgie Midland Red and similar.  Please note there is vast duplication in this 
lot - please see photo.  All of the buses in this lot have been repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement 
tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these buses have been repainted.  
This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or collector who is looking for models to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from 
Poor to Fair.  (50) 

 £40 - £50 

3046. Dinky, Corgi, Budgie and similar an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Dinky Luxury Coaches, Dinky 
Leyland Tiger, Corgi Major Midland Red, Budgie Midland Red and similar.  Please note there is vast duplication in this 
lot - please see photo.  All of the buses in this lot have been repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement 
tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these buses have been repainted.  
This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or collector who is looking for models to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from 
Poor to Fair.  (50) 

 £40 - £50 

3047. Dinky, Corgi, Budgie and similar an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Dinky Luxury Coaches, Dinky 
Leyland Tiger, Corgi Major Midland Red, Budgie Midland Red and similar.  Please note there is vast duplication in this 
lot - please see photo.  All of the buses in this lot have been repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement 
tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these buses have been repainted.  
This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or collector who is looking for models to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from 
Poor to Fair.  (50) 

 £40 - £50 

3048. Dinky, Corgi, Budgie and similar an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Dinky Luxury Coaches, Dinky 
Leyland Tiger, Corgi Major Midland Red, Budgie Midland Red and similar.  Please note there is vast duplication in this 
lot - please see photo.  All of the buses in this lot have been repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement 
tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these buses have been repainted.  
This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or collector who is looking for models to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from 
Poor to Fair.  (50) 

 £40 - £50 

3049. Dinky, Corgi, Budgie and similar an unboxed group of diecast Buses comprising of Dinky Luxury Coaches, Dinky 
Leyland Tiger, Corgi Major Midland Red, Budgie Midland Red and similar.  Please note there is vast duplication in this 
lot - please see photo.  All of the buses in this lot have been repainted along with other renovation work such as replacement 
tyres, hubs, replacement decals, homemade decals and other similar work.  As stated all of these buses have been repainted.  
This lot would definitely suit the hobbyist or collector who is looking for models to renovate.  Conditions all generally range from 
Poor to Fair.  (50) 

 £40 - £50 
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3050. Cherilea, Crescent and similar a small loose quantity of plastic figures comprising of Soldiers, Knights, Cowboys and 
Indians, along with plastic animals such as Farm Animals, Horses and similar.  A small interesting group and well worth a good 
sort.  Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Fair. (qty) 

 £10 - £15 

3051. Parker, Waddington, MB Games, Mattel and similar a group of mainly modern boxed Board Games, Puzzles and 
similar to include a Slot Car Racing Set "Super Formula 1 - Looping Raceway" produced by Dickie Spielzeug (Michael 
Schumacher Collection), Mattel a boxed puzzle game "Othello", Vic-Toy a vintage boxed "Mastermind", MB Games "Game of 
Life", along with others.  Please note none of these board games/sets have been checked for completeness or correctness and 
all generally appear to be Fair to Good in generally Fair to Good outer boxes.  Also to include in this lot is a small number of 
other interesting items such as a boxed Mattel "Miami Barbie" Doll which generally appears Good Plus to Excellent in Good 
outer window box, along with a Mattel Hot Wheels loose "Dual-Lane Rod Runner" track and similar.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3052. TM (Japan), Technofix and similar a small quantity of tinplate and plastic constructed wind-up and push-along toys 
which are mainly all unboxed and comprises of a boxed Technofix 297 tinplate "Automatic Loader" set which generally appears 
Good in Poor pictorial box, a TM Toys (Japan), M-18 tinplate Space Vehicle, a tinplate push-along "Eagle Train", 2 x tinplate 
push-along BS567 Helicopters, along with others.  Also to include in this lot is 2 x boxed vintage Painting Sets which are 
housed in tinplate tins.  Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Fair (please note none of these toys have been tested or 
checked for completeness and they all appear to have small parts missing, broken off or loose).  (small qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3053. Marx & Co Ltd, John Waddington, Spears Games, Merit and similar a quantity of boxed vintage Games/Puzzles to 
include a Marx Toys "Arnold Palmers Pro Shot Golf", a Waddingtons "Mine a Million", a Dennis Fisher "Draw with Spirograph", 
a Merit "The Amazing Magic Robot" (3rd edition), a Spears Games "Coppit", along with others.  Please note none of these 
boxes games/puzzles have been checked for completeness or correctness.  Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to 
Good in generally Poor to Good outer pictorial boxes. (12) 

 £30 - £40 

3054. Meccano, Bayko and similar a small group of boxed Construction and similar kits to include Meccano "Site Engineering 
Set" which generally appears Good in generally Poor to Fair outer box, a Bayko "Building Outfit No.14" which generally appears 
Fair in Poor to Fair outer box, along with other incomplete construction kits.  Also to include in this lot is a wooden and plastic 
Construction boxed "Bilo Fix Set No.7".  Conditions of all the sets not mentioned so far all generally appear Poor in Poor boxes 
with all of these sets appearing to be incomplete. (5) 

 £25 - £30 

3055. Pedigree "Tommy Gun" and Palitoy "Action Man" a quantity of vintage figures and accessories/uniforms to include 2 x 
Palitoy "Action Man" figures (painted heads) which generally appear Good, along with 1 x Pedigree "Tommy Gun" figure which 
generally appears Fair and disassembled although appears to be complete, along with a quantity of bagged Action Man and 
Tommy Gun uniforms and accessories which comprises of a Pedigree Tommy Gun "Grenadier Guards" uniform, a Pedigree 
Tommy Gun "Life Raft" set, a Palitoy Action Man "Astronaut" outfit, a Palitoy Action Man "Survival Set", along with others.  
Please note all these accessories and uniforms are bagged according to which set they are and the bags are all plastic generic 
bags.  Please note none of these sets/bagged accessories have been checked for completeness or correctness.  Conditions 
all generally appear Good.  (Large qty) 

 £60 - £80 
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3056. A group of boxed Vintage Sports related Games which comprises of a boxed vintage wooden constructed Billiard Table 
Game, a boxed vintage metal, plastic and wood constructed Bar Football Game, a boxed Spears Games "Blow Football", along 
with a quantity of Subbuteo accessories which comprises of Playing Pitch, a quantity of Goals and other accessories, along with 
a number of Subbuteo Team boxes which although doesn't house complete teams they do however contain a quantity of 
Subbuteo Players, along with a boxed Track Suited Team.  Please note although these Subbuteo items do not appear 
complete they are definitely worth a good sort and would suit someone looking for spare parts or spare accessories.  
Conditions all generally appear Fair to Good in generally Poor to Fair outer boxes (please note nothing in this lot has been 
checked for completeness or correctness).  (qty) 

 £25 - £30 

3057. Corgi an unboxed group to include a Superior Ambulance on Cadillac Chassis, Chevrolet "Impala", Mercedes-Benz 
600 Pullman, an Aston Martin DB4, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to range from Poor to Fair/play worn. 
(26) 

 £50 - £70 

3058. Dinky, Spot-On and similar an unboxed group to include a Dinky Superior Criterion Ambulance, Dinky 188 4-berth 
Caravan, Dinky Mercedes-Benz 600, Daimler Ambulance, Spot-On Austin A60 "Cambridge", Spot-On Rover 3 litre, along with 
others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Poor to Fair/play worn. (17) 

 £50 - £60 

3059. Matchbox, Husky and similar a large quantity of Regular Wheels and similar to include 3 Bedford 7.5-ton Tipper, 29 
Bedford Milk Van, 39 Ford Zodiac Convertible, 33 Ford Zodiac, 75 Ford "Thunderbird", along with others.  This is a really 
interesting lot and is well worth a good sort.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally appear to be 
Poor to Fair/play worn. (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

3060. Matchbox Regular Wheels an unboxed pair comprising of 26b Foden Cement Mixer in orange with grey barrel & 27c 
Cadillac Sixty Special in metallic green with what would have been a white roof (no paint left on it).  Conditions do generally 
appear to be Fair with the Cadillac model appearing to have the majority of its paint rubbed off. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

3061. Corgi & Morestone a small unboxed TV Related group to include a Corgi Toys Oldsmobile Super 88 "Man from 
UNCLE" with cast top bonnet headlights, a Batmobile "Batman" which comes complete with 2 x figures, a Morestone "Noddy 
and His Car" x 2, a Corgi Toys "Smith's Karrier" Van "Chipperfields Circus" & a Corgi Toys Platform Trailer "Chipperfields 
Circus".  Conditions do generally appear Fair to Good/play worn. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

3062. Corgi "Colin McRae" a boxed Motorsport group of 1/43rd scale models (The Tribute Collection) which comprises of 
VA12300 Subaru Impreza "World Rally Championship, Monte Carlo Rally, 1998", VA11800 Subaru Legacy 2000cc Turbo 
"Group A British Rally Champion, 1991 and 1992" & VA12100 Subaru Impreza 2000cc Turbo "1995 World Rally Champion".  
Conditions do generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint presentation boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3063. Corgi "Colin McRae" a boxed Motorsport group of 1/43rd scale models (The Tribute Collection) which comprises of 
VA12800 Colin McRae R4 2500cc "McRae 2006", VA99900 Ford Focus WRC "Monte Carlo Rally 2001", VA02529 Mini 1275cc 
(modified to Cooper specification) "West of Scotland Auto Test Championship 1984".  Conditions do generally appear to be 
Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint presentation boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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3064. Corgi "Colin McRae" a boxed Motorsport group of 1/43rd scale models (The Tribute Collection) which comprises of 
VA12800 Colin McRae R4, 2500cc "McRae 2006", VA11300 Talbot Sunbeam TI 1600cc "Group A Scottish Rally Championship 
1986" & VA99901 Citroen Xsara Turbo WRC "Monte Carlo Rally 2003".  Conditions do generally appear to be Near Mint to 
Mint in Near Mint to Mint presentation boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3065. Corgi "Colin McRae" a boxed Motorsport group of 1/43rd scale models (The Tribute Collection) which comprises of 
VA11401 Vauxhall Nova Sport 1300cc "Group A Scottish and National Rally Championship 1987", VA11600 Peugeot 309 
1900cc "Group N Scottish and National Rally Championship 1988" & VA99902 Skoda Fabia Turbo WRC "Wales Rally of Great 
Britain 2005".  Conditions do generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint presentation boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3066. Corgi "Colin McRae" a boxed Motorsport group of 1/43rd scale models (The Tribute Collection) which comprises of 
VA10010 Ford Sierra Sapphire Cosworth 4x4 "Group A RAC Rally 6th Place 1990", VA12601 Ford Escort Mk.II "DJM 
Motorsport Ultimate Escort - Colin McRae" & VA11700 Ford Sierra RS Cosworth "Group A, WRC 1989".  Conditions do 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint presentation boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3067. Otto Models a boxed 1/18th scale OT642 UVI Renault 25 V6 Injection in metallic grey (Nissan official licensed product).  
Condition does generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer box with Good inner 
polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

3068. Autoart, Bburago and similar a boxed group of 1/18th and 1/24th scale models comprising of an Autoart 1/18th scale 
(Millennium Series) Mazda Savannah RX-7 (SA) in metallic green, Gateway Global Limited 1/18th scale Mazda MX-5 RH Drive 
in Twilight Blue, Bburago 1/24th scale Jaguar XK120 "Roadster" (Italian Design) & a Welly 1/24th scale Jaguar XJ220 in green.  
Conditions do generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in 
generally Good outer window boxes (although these window boxes do appear to suffer from slight crushing/splitting).  Please 
note the Gateway Global 1/18th scale Mazda MX-5 does appear to have one wheel detached although present.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

3069. Corgi & Atlas Editions a small group of boxed Military Aircraft which comprises of 5 x Atlas Editions Military Aircraft 
which includes a Handley PH Halifax Bomber, a Heinkel HE111 German Bomber "Dam Buster" along with others.  Also to 
include in this lot is a Corgi 1/72nd scale (The Aviation Archive) AA31925 Supermarine Spitfire (70 Years of the Spitfire) 
Supermarine Spitfire LFI XE - Flight Lieutenant "Dick Audet" No.411 Squadron.  Along with these models there is a softback 
Book entitled "Dam Busters' - The inside story of the most famous bombing raid of World War II" by Guy Gibson - VC DSO 
DFC".  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes (two 
of these Atlas Military Aircraft are still factory sealed).  (6) 

 £30 - £35 

3070. Dinky/French Dinky (Norev/Atlas Editions) a boxed group to include 110 Aston Martin DB3S, 24CP Citroen DS19 
(Avec Pare-Brise, Lunette Et Glaces), 184 Volvo 122S, 532 Lincoln "Premier" along with others. Conditions all are assumed to 
be Near Mint to Mint as there are all still sealed in Good Plus to Excellent outer picture boxes. Also to include in this lot is the 
corresponding magazines to these models (Classic Dinky Toys Collection) which also generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent (please note Dinky model 555 Cabriolet Ford "Thunderbird" is still attached to the shop display card/bubble pack).  
(10 models/10 magazines) 

 £70 - £80 
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3071. Dinky/French Dinky (Norev/Atlas Editions) a boxed group to include 548 Fiat 1800 "Familiale", 181 Volkswagen, 549 
Coupe Borgward "Isabella" along with others. Conditions all are assumed to be Near Mint to Mint as there are all still sealed in 
Good Plus to Excellent outer picture boxes. Also to include in this lot is the corresponding magazines to these models (Classic 
Dinky Toys Collection) which also generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent (please note Dinky model 11 Triumph TR2 
Sports is still attached to the shop display card/bubble pack).  (10 models/10 magazines) 

 £70 - £80 

3072. Dinky/French Dinky (Norev/Atlas Editions) a boxed group to include 157 Jaguar XK120 Coupe, 23d Auto-Union Racing 
Car, 518 Renault 4L along with others. Conditions all are assumed to be Near Mint to Mint as all of these are still sealed apart 
from 1 which is also Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial boxes. Also to include in this lot is the 
corresponding magazines to these models (Classic Dinky Toys Collection) which also generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent (please note 480 Bedford 10-ton Van "Kodak" is still attached to the shop display card/bubble pack).  (10 models/10 
magazines) 

 £70 - £80 

3073. Dinky (Atlas Editions) a boxed Commercial group comprising of 512 Guy Flat Truck, 917 Guy Van "Spratt's", 905 
Foden Flat Truck (with chains), 943 Leyland Octopus Tanker "Esso" & 588 GAK Berliet Delivery Lorry (Plateau Brasseur 
Berliet). Conditions of these all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial 
boxes.  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

3074. Autoart, Eligor, Solido, Kyosho and similar a small group of boxed models comprising of Kyosho 1/64th scale Mazda 
"Savannah" RX-7 Turbo SE-Limited (SA-22C) 1983, Autoart 1/43rd scale Jaguar XJ13 in green, Eligor 1135 Triumph TR 1968 
"Coupe Des Alpes", Solido 1/43rd scale Renault 25-1504 along with others. Conditions do generally appear Good Plus to 
Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes/rigid perspex cases complete with Good outer cardboard slip 
sleeves where applicable (please note some packaging does suffer from slight crushing along with some having old price 
stickers attached). Also to include in this box is 1 unboxed Norev Aston Martin DB5 which generally appears Good.  (9) 

 £40 - £45 

3075. Matchbox a mixed boxed and unboxed group comprising of boxed sets, loose catalogues, boxed Motor Vehicles along 
with a quantity of loose spare parts which includes K-24 "Super Kings" Container Truck complete with plastic container 
"Gentransco", Matchbox Series No.12 Land Rover Safari, 69 Rolls Royce "Silver Shadow Coupe" with cream base, 22 Pontiac 
in purple (no baseplate), 46 Mercedes in gold with opening doors and boot (no baseplate), 65 Jaguar in blue (body only) along 
with others, a boxed Y-12 "Models of Yesteryear" 1912 Ford Model T "25 Years Models of Yesteryear", a boxed Y-5 "Models of 
Yesteryear", 1927 Talbot "Chivers & Sons" along with others. Also to include in this lot is a carded/blister packed Matchbox 
"Action" programmable stunt car along with 2 x Matchbox boxed sets comprising of Set E-2 extension set which generally 
appears to have the contents still sealed & Set M2 "Motorised Motorway" which appears to be incomplete along with small 
quantity of Matchbox Catalogues which includes 1176, 1977, 1978 catalogues along with others and a small quantity of loose 
spare parts including baseplate, body shells, wheels along with other spare parts. Conditions all generally range from Poor to 
Near Mint in generally Poor to Good outer packaging where applicable (please note the 2 boxed Matchbox Sets have not been 
checked for completeness or correctness. This is an interesting lot and is definitely worth a good sort.  (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

3076. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a group of unboxed diecast models which includes 1929 4 1/2 litre Bentley with 
racing decals No.5, 1926 type 35 Bugatti, 7 Delivery Van "W&R Jacobs & Co Limited", Y-5 1927 Talbot Van "Lipton's Tea" 
along with others. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair (please note it appears that a lot of these models do have 
small pieces missing, loose or broken off and there is a small amount of loose seats which may or may not match the models).  
(qty) 

 £30 - £40 
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3077. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group to include Y-15 1907 Rolls Royce "Silver Ghost", Y-5 1929 4 1/2 (S) 
Bentley, Y-13 1911 Daimler, Y-14 1911 Maxwell Roadster along with others. Conditions generally appear Poor to Fair with 
models having pieces missing in generally Good to Good Plus outer clean boxes.  (17) 

 £30 - £40 

3078. Dinky/Dublo Dinky a unboxed group to include Dinky "Super Toys" No.952 Vega Major Luxury Coach, Dinky Dublo 
Ford Prefect, Dinky Dublo Austin Taxi, Dinky Dublo Bedford Flat Truck along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be 
Poor to Fair.  (13) 

 £20 - £30 

3079. Tomica, Majorette and similar small group of boxed/carded and unboxed models comprising of carded/blister pack 
Majorette (200 Series) 257 Mazda in blue with racing decals 21 x 2, Majorette (200 Series) 257 Mazda RX7 in orange, carded 
Majorette 257 Mazda RX7 "Daytona", unboxed Tomica 50 Mazda "Savannah" RX-7 in yellow, unboxed Tomica 50 Mazda 
"Savannah" RX-7 in red along with others. This is a small interesting group. Conditions do all generally appear Good to Near 
Mint in Good outer packaging/blister packs where applicable.  (22) 

 £25 - £30 

3080. A boxed group of RX-7 models comprising of Jet Machine 1/37th scale 416 RX-7 in white and black (Police Car), Jet 
Machine 1/37th scale 413 RX-7 in red, Tomica/Dandy (Tomy) RX-7 in grey metallic along with a B-Line/Jet Machines Mazda 
RX-7 in metallic silver (Bachmann licensed) with pop-up headlights, opening doors and realistic decals. Conditions do generally 
appear Good Plus to Excellent in Good outer window boxes (please note these window boxes do suffer from crushing/splitting 
along with old price stickers attached).  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

3081. Corgi (Whizzwheels, Rockets and similar) & Dinky a small group of unboxed models comprising of Corgi (Rockets) 
Jaguar Pace Car "Control Car/Spedeworth" in bronze (rear figures missing), Corgi Juniors (Whizzwheels) Super Stock Car in 
silver and blue "Castrol" decal, Corgi Juniors (Whizzwheels) Super Stock Car in silver and yellow "Castrol" decal, Corgi 
(Rockets) Stock Car "Derek Fiske", Corgi TV Related Magic Roundabout vehicle, Dinky Austin 1800 in metallic blue along with 
others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good.    (12) 

 £50 - £60 

3082. Diapet a boxed group of RX-7 models (Japanese) comprising of a P-57 Mazda "Savannah" RX-7 Patrol Car, G-120 
Mazda "Savannah" RX-7 Racing Car in metallic silver along with a G-114 Mazda RX-7 in red. Conditions do generally appear to 
be Good in Good outer window boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3083. Bburago boxed 1/24th scale 0174 Mazda RX-7 which is boxed in a earlier silver/rainbow window box in blue with 
racing decals No.40 which appears generally to be Good to Good Plus in generally Good outer earlier silver/rainbow window 
box and mounted along with Good inner polystyrene mount/display. 

 £20 - £30 

3084. Matchbox a small group of mainly boxed but does include one unboxed model, comprising of 2 x boxed MB31 
comprising of a Mazda RX-7 in black and gold and a Mazda RX-7 in white and red with racing decals number 7, a boxed 76 
(New) Mazda RX-7 in blue, 31 boxed Mazda RX-7 in black and gold (yellow, red chequer box), along with an unboxed Mazda 
RX-7 in metallic green.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in generally Fair to Good outer packaging 
where applicable. (5) 

 £25 - £35 

3085. Tomica a small boxed group of mainly RX-7 models comprising of TD06 RX-7 in metallic green with black side stripes, 
a blister packed/carded (Pocket Cars) 245-50 Mazda RX-7 in silver, 50 1/60th scale RX-7 in black, along with others.  
Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Fair to Good outer boxes. (8) 

 £25 - £30 
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3086. A pair of boxed tinplate and plastic construction battery-operated and friction drive RX-7 models which comprises of a 
Ichiko (Japan) friction drive RX-7 in red & Tot (Japan) a battery-operated Mazda RX-7 in yellow with racing decals number 157 
(battery compartment is clean).  Please note these models have not been tested.  Conditions do generally appear Good Plus 
to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid box/window boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3087. A group of boxed radio controlled plastic construction Mazda RX-7 models to include Nikko (Singapore) a Mazda 
"Savannah" RX-7 in white and green with racing decals number 78, ST (Japan) Mazda RX-7 in red with racing decals number 
77, along with others.  Please note each model does have the battery-operated radio controller although none of these models 
have been tested.  Conditions do generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although the models would benefit from a further 
clean in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes complete with Good inner polystyrene packaging. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

3088. A quantity of boxed and unboxed battery-operated radio control and friction drive plastic and tinplate construction 
Mazda RX-7 models (mainly China & Japan) to include a pair of matching plastic RX-7 "Savannah" models in orange with black 
and white decals complete with battery-operated radio controlled unit, a boxed TI (China) plastic construction battery-operated 
radio controlled Mazda RX-7 in orange, a boxed (Japanese) battery-operated Mazda RX-7 in chrome effect with racing decals 
number 7 (spinning/go spin action with light), along with others.  Please note none of these models have been tested and 
some of these models are missing the battery-operated radio control units.  Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair 
to Good in generally Poor to Fair packaging where applicable (some battery compartments are missing lids).  (8) 

 £30 - £40 

3089. A group of boxed mainly Japanese produced plastic RX-7 model kits which also includes Monogram, AMT and US 
Airfix comprising of 5 x Japanese produced kits which includes a Mazda "Savannah" RX-7 (Racing), Gunzesangyo 1/24th scale 
Mazda "Savannah" RX-7 Imai 1/24th scale RX-7 "Savannah" (Racing) Super Silhouette Series 1 Arii RX-7 "Savannah" '79 
(Owners Club Series).  These models although appear unmade and parts still bagged they have not been checked for 
completeness and are generally Good in Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes.  Also to include in this lot is a Monogram 1/24th 
scale Mazda RX-7 in red which appears unbuilt but not checked for completeness in Good box, AMT (Big Scale Snap Fit) 
Mazda RX-7 which appears complete but not checked for completeness, US Airfix 1/24th scale Mazda RX-7 in yellow which 
appears unbuilt but not checked for completeness, along with an Airfix 1/76th scale Military plastic kit comprising of a Bedford 
MK Tactical Aircraft Refueller which generally appears unbuilt and still bagged in Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid 
box.  Please note none of these kits either stated or otherwise have been checked for completeness or correctness, along with 
some kits as stated have been part built or completely built. (10) 

 £40 - £50 

3090. Polistil a group of boxed 1/24th scale Motorcycle models to include GT656 Honda 750 CC.Four, GT664 Triumph 750cc 
(Police), GT657 Kawasaki 900cc, GT653 Ducati 750cc, along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear Good Plus to 
Excellent in generally Good outer window boxes (please note some of these window boxes do suffer from slight crushing along 
with some suffering from water/mildew damage).  (11) 

 £50 - £60 

3091. Mattel Hot Wheels, Atlas Editions, Cararama a group of boxed/carded models comprising of Emergency vehicles, 
Commercial vehicles and others to include an Atlas Editions 1/43rd scale Jaguar Mk.II "Bedfordshire Police" (Best of British 
Police Cars), an Atlas Editions (Classic Coaches Collection) 4642102 Bedford VAL "Wallace Arnold" Coach, a Hot Wheels 
blister pack/carded M6915 '32 Ford Delivery (Hot Wheels Stars '08), Mattel Hot Wheels P2458 carded/blister packed '32 Ford 
"Vicky" (Rebel Rides '09), Schabak Ford Orion in metallic blue, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good Plus 
to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer packaging/blister 
packs (please note some packaging does suffer from crushing/tearing, along with some having old price stickers attached).  
(31) 

 £35 - £40 
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3092. Bburago, Lledo, Oxford Diecast and similar a boxed group of models which also includes some multi-vehicle gift sets, 
to include a Bburago 1/43rd scale 4118 Mazda RX-7 in red, Bburago 1/43rd scale 4174 Mazda RX-7 in lime green with racing 
decals number 40, Lledo 4-vehicle gift set "Kellogg's Rice Krispies", Lledo 2-vehicle gift set "Royal Wedding 10th Anniversary 
1981 to 1991", along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
packaging (please note some packaging does suffer from slight crushing).  (qty) 

 £35 - £40 

3093. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed group of 1/76th/OO Scale models which also includes Commercial 
Trucks/Lorries and Vans along with Buses to include 13001 Atkinson Car Transporter "Transportation Services Ltd", 13002 Car 
Transporter "Swift's Motor Services", 22004 Bedford TK Artic Box Van "Vladivar Vodka", 20007 Leyland PD/12 Orion Double 
Decker Bus "Plymouth City", along with others.  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to 
Good Plus outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from slight crushing along with some having old 
price stickers attached).  (14) 

 £40 - £50 

3094. Atlas Editions (Jaguar Collection) a boxed group to include 4641112 Jaguar Mk.IX, 4641106 Jaguar Mk.2 (1960), 
4641124 Jaguar SS1, 4641109 Jaguar XJ12C, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial special 
edition boxes (please note there is a slight possibility of duplication).  Also to include in this lot is an Atlas Editions Six Jaguar 
Coaster Set which are housed in a metal tin which all look generally Good Plus to Excellent. (26 + coaster set) 

 £100 - £120 

3095. Base-Toys & Classix a boxed/carded group of 1/76th scale/OO Gauge models which comprises of Commercial 
vehicles, Emergency vehicles and similar and includes a Classix EM76651 Ford E83W Thames Estate "Ambulance", EM76882 
Triumph Vitesse Convertible with hood down in racing red (1968), a Base-Toys/BT Models DA85 Leyland FG Van "Fire Brigade 
Decontamination Unit" (circa 1962 to 1977), Base-Toys/BT Models L14 a set of two Forklift Trucks with Safety Cage, along with 
others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window 
boxes/blister packs. (27) 

 £35 - £40 

3096. Atlas Editions a boxed group of Fire Engine models to include 4144109 Mercedes-Benz L1519, 4144103 Leyland TLM, 
4144106 Dennis F106, 4144122 Bedford Heavy Unit along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see 
photo. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer rigid perspex cases 
complete with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves with some still being factory sealed. Also to include in this lot is a small 
quantity of Atlas Editions, Fire Engine Keyrings/Badges.  (27 models plus 8 badges/keyrings) 

 £60 - £70 

3097. Oxford Diecast group of boxed Fire Engine models comprising of Oxford Commercials and Oxford Fire Series to 
include 76REG002 (Oxford Commercials) AEC Regent III "Newcastle & Gateshead Fire Brigade", 76SFE003 (Oxford 
Commercials) Scania CP31 Pump Ladder "Grampian Fire & Rescue Service", 76F 8001 Oxford Fire Series Dennis F8 "London 
Fire Brigade" along with others. Conditions do generally appear to Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent 
outer rigid perspex cases along with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves (please note some of this packaging would benefit from 
a further clean and some do have old price stickers attached).  (20) 

 £60 - £70 

3098. Oxford Diecast group of boxed Fire Engine models comprising of Oxford Commercials and Oxford Fire Series to 
include 76TLM003 (Oxford Commercials) Leyland TLM Fire Engine "Newcastle City Fire Brigade", 76DN002 (Oxford Fire 
Series) Dennis R8 Fire Engine "Dublin Civil Defence" along with others. Conditions do generally appear to Excellent to Near 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer rigid perspex cases along with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves (please note 
some of this packaging would benefit from a further clean and some do have old price stickers attached).  (20) 

 £60 - £70 
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3099. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of 1/76th scale Fire related Emergency Vehicles comprising of Oxford Fire Series and 
Oxford Commercial Series to include 76 CWT003 (Oxford Fire Series) Commer Walk Through Van "London Fire Brigade", 
76MAR005 "Oxford Fire Series" Morris Marina "Heathrow Fire Service", 76DEF006 (Oxford Commercials) Land Rover, Station 
Wagon "Gloucester Fire Service" along with others. Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although 1 or 2 of 
these models do appear to be loose from fastenings inside the boxes therefore may have some small pieces broken off in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases complete with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves (please note some of 
these cases do have old price stickers attached).   (27) 

 £40 - £50 

3100. Yat-Ming, Oxford Diecast, Atlas Editions and similar a group of mixed scale Fire Brigade models to include a Yat-Ming 
1/43rd scale (Signature Series) 1935 Mack type 75BX, Yat-Ming (Signature Series) 1/43rd scale 1923 Maxim C1, Atlas Editions 
(Classic Fire Engines) AEC Regent III "Merryweather", Atlas Editions (Classic Fire Engines) Dennis F12 Fire Engine along with 
others. Also to include in this lot is a Oxford Diecast 6-vehicle promotional set 76SET31 "150 Years of London Fire Appliances" 
(Anniversary Set 1865 to 2015). Conditions do all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent 
packaging.  (9) 

 £35 - £45 

3101. A group of boxed/bubble packed Magazine Issue/Atlas Editions and similar (Del Prado) and similar Fire Brigade 
models comprising of Metz DLK 23-12 MAN LE 15.280 Fire Tender (Feuerwehr-Betzdorf), DL30 Magirus Saurer 2 DM, Leyland 
TLM, Bedford RLHZ "Green Goddess" along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot, conditions all generally 
appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases/blister bubble packs.  (24) 

 £30 - £35 

3102. Corgi & Atlas Editions and similar a group of mainly Corgi Trackside Emergency Vehicles along with other models such 
as Steam and Railway related, to include Corgi (Trackside) DG223000 Dennis FL F12 Fire Engine, Corgi (Trackside) 
DG221006 Green Goddess "Army Fire Service", Corgi (Trackside) DG215001 Mini Van "Somerset Fire and Rescue", along 
with others.  Also to include in this lot is 4 x Corgi (Steam Rally Collection) which includes DG125015 Burrell Showmans 
Engine "King of the Belgians", DG125016 Burrell Showmans Engine "Britannia", along with others with 2 x Static Rail Engines 
comprising of a Schools Class 220 SR & a Henschel Wegmann 4-6-4.  Along with these items is 2 x hardback Railway related 
Books both by O.S. Nock and are titled "The GWR Stars, Castles and Kings Part 1 1906 to 1930" & "The GWR Stars, Castles 
and Kings Part 2 1930 to 1965".  Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint with the books appearing to be Good 
Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes. (30) 

 £30 - £40 

3103. Corgi and similar a boxed Mini group which includes CC82297 (Mini Mania) a Rover Mini Cooper in Surf Blue, 
CC82294 Mini Se7en "Darren Thomas Corgi Car 2012", along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to 
Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (8) 

 £35 - £40 

3104. Corgi and similar a boxed group of Commercial Vehicles including Buses, Rally Cars, TV related and similar, to include 
Corgi (Original Omnibus) 42502 Bedford OB Coach "Trossachs Trundler", (Original Omnibus) 42505 Bedford OB with 
Quarterlights "Malta", TV related (magazine issue) Jaguar XJ8 "Casino Royale", Corgi (Vanguards) 1/43rd scale VA12802 
McRae DGM R4 "Colin McRae - Goodwood Festival of Speed 2007", along with others.  Conditions all generally appear 
Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging 
(there may be duplication in this lot).  (39) 

 £35 - £40 

3105. Corgi, Yatming, Road Champs, Matchbox and similar a large quantity of unboxed mixed scale diecast and plastic 
models, comprising of Corgi Toys Routemaster Bus "London Transport", Road Champs Mazda RX-7, Yatming 1059 Mazda 
RX-7, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to range from Poor to Good play worn.  (100+) 

 £40 - £50 
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3106. Corgi, Del Prado magazine issue, Lledo and similar a quantity of unboxed Emergency Vehicle models comprising of 
Oxford Diecast Green Goddess "Auxiliary Fire Service", Oxford Diecast Green Goddess "Royal Air Force", Del Prado 1/80th 
scale Iveco Magirus Dragon X6 Fire Engine, Lledo Days Gone Fire Engine "Oban Western Area Fire Brigade", Corgi Toys 
Ambulance, along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions do all generally range from Fair to Good 
with some of these models appearing to have small pieces missing, broken off or loose. (qty) 

 £35 - £40 

3107. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of 1/76th scale models including multi-vehicle sets (Oxford Automobile Company Series) 
to include 76SET14 5-piece set "The Jaguar Collection" x 2, 76SET20 3-piece set "Mini Set", 76RP004 Rover P6 in Paprika, 
76XKR001 Jaguar XKR-S in blue, 76ANG033 Ice Cream Van "Lyons Maid", along with others.  Conditions all generally appear 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer rigid perspex cases with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves. (38) 

 £60 - £70 

3108. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of mainly Commercial, Steam and Circus related vehicles to include 76SP012 (Oxford 
Show Time) a Scammell Pioneer "T Whiteleg & Sons Dodgems", 76WFL001 (Oxford Omnibus) Leyland Weyman Fanfare 
Coach "Southdown", 76SCL002 (Oxford Haulage) Scania Crane Lorry, 76SCT002 Scania Evo 6 Car Transporter "Quinns", 
along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent 
packaging/rigid perspex cases, along with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves where applicable. (16) 

 £50 - £60 

3109. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of mainly 1/76th scale Commercial Vehicles, Vans and Military related to include 
76BMC003 (Oxford Commercials) BMC Car Transporter and 2 x Minis "BMC Competitions Department", LAN180003 (Oxford 
Commercials) 1/43rd scale Land Rover "AA", 76TAC002 (Oxford Military) 1/76th scale TACR2 "Queens Flight", 76WOT001 
(Oxford Military) Fordson WOT1 Crash Tender "RAF/camouflage", along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases, along with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves 
(please note some of these cases do have old price stickers attached).  (28) 

 £60 - £70 

3110. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of mainly 1/76th scale Emergency Vehicles which comprises mainly of Ambulances, 
Police Vehicles and similar to include 76HB002 Vauxhall Viva HB "Metropolitan Police", 76FF004 Ford Fiesta Mk.I "Essex 
Police", 76AK004 Austin Welfare Ambulance "Nottingham Ambulance Service", 76LAN1109006 Land Rover 109" Canvas 
"Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC)", along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a 5-vehicle set 76SET17B 5-piece Land 
Rover Set.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer rigid perspex 
cases, along with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves (please note some of these cases do have old price stickers attached)  
(59) 

 £60 - £70 

3111. Triang Minic a group of boxed and unboxed Accessories and Sets to include (1) a boxed "Motor Rail" set which comes 
complete with instructions, Engine, Car and other accessories (barriers do appear to have been snapped), condition does 
generally appear of this set in Good in generally Fair outer pictorial box (please note that the Car Transporter does not have 
"No Jump Shunting" wording on its side), (2) a boxed M1525 "Minic Motorways Set" which generally appears incomplete and 
appears generally to be Fair in Poor to Fair pictorial lift off lid box; (3) a boxed Hump-Back Bridge accessory pack which comes 
complete with paper instructions but does not look complete and appears generally Good in Good outer pictorial lift off lid box, 
(4) a loose unboxed M1812 "Automatic Starting Gate" which generally appears Fair (not tested) and (5) a loose Minic "GT 
Motor Racing" Set (International Golden 5000 Cup Race) which generally appears to contain mainly straight and curved track, a 
few street signs, 2 vehicles and paper instruction set. Please note this loose set is not complete and appears Poor in Poor 
heavily damaged box which appears to be in pieces. This is definitely an interesting lot for anyone interested in Triang Minic 
and is well worth a good sort.  (5) 

 £60 - £70 
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3112. Hornby and similar a quantity of Railway related spares or repair items to include small number of unboxed engines, 
coaches and similar which includes Thomas the Tank Engine engines, Pacific 4-6-2 engine (engine only), Prairie 2-6-2 Tank 
engine along with a modified Lima 4F Loco which appears to have been Scratchbuilt and has had scratchbuilt armour plating 
attached along with others. Also to include in this lot is a small amount of loose track, plastic "Peco" buildings along with 8 x 
static engines, which includes King Class GWR, PLM Pacific, LNER "Flying Scotsman" along with others, along with a boxed 
Hornby "The Rambler" electric train set (this is not complete). Please note as stated at the beginning all these are for spares or 
repairs.  (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

3113. Corgi & Cararama a boxed group of Military vehicles to include 5 x (Showcase Collection-Fighting Machines) which 
includes CS90086 "Operation Desert Storm" x 2, CS90075 M4 Sherman Tank - US Army "Operation Overlord" along with 
others along with Corgi 69902 Bedford Mk. high canvas back plus 25pdr Gun "British Army" (gun is missing), CC60002 
Krauss-Maffei semi track "German 12th Army" (incomplete), CC51004 M4 A3 Sherman Tank "British Army - Royal Scots 
Greys" (incomplete) along with others. Please note the majority of these models do appear to have been out on display at some 
point therefore are missing small parts and may have other parts broken off or loose.  (10) 

 £30 - £40 

3114. Corgi, Solido and similar & Lone Star a small group of unboxed diecast Military Vehicles comprising of Lone Star Bren 
Gun Carrier, Solido 230 AMX 13T Cannon DE90 "Hombourg", Lone Star Jeep, Corgi King Tiger German Heavy Tank along 
with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Fair play worn (please note some of these models do appear to have 
small pieces missing, broken off or loose).  (19) 

 £35 - £40 

3115. Corgi & Solido a small boxed group of Military vehicles to include Corgi 902 M6A1 Medium Tank, Corgi 905 SU100 
Russian Tank Destroyer & Solido 235/239 Simca-Unic (S.U.M.B. 4x4). Conditions do generally appear to be Fair to Good in 
generally Fair outer pictorial boxes (please note inner packaging is missing in all 3 boxes along with all boxes do suffer from 
tearing, crushing along with some end flaps missing and it does appear that these models may have been out on display at 
some point therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose).  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

3116. A small group of boxed and unboxed Russian Military diecast vehicles comprising of an unboxed T-34 Tank, unboxed 
1P 20K Missile Launcher and a boxed 1/43rd scale CY-100 Tank Destroyer, conditions generally appear Fair to Good in Fair 
outer pictorial box where applicable.  (3) 

 £20 - £25 

3117. Corgi, Lledo and similar a group of boxed and unboxed diecast vehicles which also includes Military vehicles to include 
Corgi boxed 1/43rd scale (Vanguards) VA03805 Vauxhall Victor in Horizon blue, boxed Corgi 30304 Thames Trader Box Van 
"Robson's of Carlisle", unboxed Corgi Morris Truck "Caress Petrol" along with others. Also to include in this lot is x 13 Magazine 
Issue Military Vehicles which are all housed in clear plastic perspex boxes and include M4 A3 Sherman Tank, M48 A3 Patton 2 
Tank, Challenger Tank along with others. Conditions all generally appear to range from Poor to Good in Fair outer packaging 
where applicable.  (qty) 

 £25 - £30 

3118. Dinky a group of unboxed Military diecast vehicles to include 689 Medium Artillery Tractor x 2, 651 Centurion Tank, 
670 Armoured Car, 622 10-ton Army Truck, 677 Armoured Command vehicle along with others. Please note there is duplication 
in this lot - please see photo. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good/play worn. (28) 

 £40 - £60 

3119. Picture Pride a wooden and glass constructed wall display case with blue and gold outer edge trim and blue baize 
backing and measures approx 83cm high x 76cm wide x 8cm in depth and also comes complete with 11 glass shelves. 
Condition does generally appear Good. 

 £30 - £40 
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3120. Oxford Diecast, Hornby & Bachman a mixed boxed group comprising of 9 x Oxford Diecast 1/76th scale models which 
includes multi model set which includes "Boodhound" Guided Missile with loading ramp, 76TIP005 (Oxford Haulage) AEC 
Ergomatic Tipper “London Brick Company", 76SET41 1/76th scale 5-piece Ford Set, 76COR 1004 Ford Cortina Mk.1 with 
racing decals No.27 along with others. Also to include in this lot is boxed Railway related models comprising of Bachmann 
(Branch-Line) Scene Craft by Bachmann a boxed 44-101Z OO Scale model building "Goathland Church", a boxed Hornby 
"Hornby Skaledale" R8641 OO Gauge platform footbridge & Hornby (Hornby Skakedale) a boxed R9814 platform signal box. 
Conditions of all these models all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer packaging.   
(12) 

 £50 - £60 

3121. IMC Models a boxed 1/50th scale 33-0103 DAF XF Euro6 SSC 8x4 with 3-axle Goldhofer Low Loader "R.A. Bugler & 
Son". Condition does generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer box complete with Excellent 
inner foam packaging and also comes with certificate which is No.308 of 125 produced. 

 £60 - £70 

3122. Corgi a boxed pair of 1/50th scale Commercial/Haulage models comprising of CC15507 (Hauliers of Renown) Volvo 
F12 3-axle Low Loader "Cadzow Transport, Glasgow, Scotland" & CC12002 (Heavy Haulage) MAN King Trailer and crusher 
load "Cadzow Heavy Haulage Ltd". Conditions of both these models generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although both 
have not been checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes and Good inner packaging (please 
note these boxes do suffer from crushing and have old price stickers attached).  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

3123. Corgi CC13912 a boxed 1/50th scale (Heavy Haulage) model set which comprises of Foden Alfa Nooteboom 
Stepframe Trailer, Atkinson Adventurer and Ford Transit Escort Van "Cadzow Heavy Haulage". This comes with limited 
numbered certificate which is 0138 of 1510 produced. Condition does generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although not 
checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer box with Good inner polystyrene packaging and Good outer 
cardboard slip sleeve. 

 £70 - £80 

3124. WSI Models a boxed 1/50th scale 02-2431 MB Actros MP4 Big Space 6x2 twin steer plus Curtainside Trailer/3-axle 
"Currie Solutions". Condition does generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window 
box and comes complete with numbered certificate which is 163 of 175 pieces. 

 £70 - £80 

3125. WSI Models a boxed 01-2204 (Irish WSI scale model) Volvo FH4GL XL 6x4 plus Low Loader 4-axle and Dolly 2-axle 
"John O'Neill". Condition does generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window box, comes 
complete with certificate stating limited edition of 220 pieces world-wide. 

 £70 - £90 

3126. WSI Models a boxed 1/50th scale 02-2471 boxed Volvo FH4 Globetrotter XL 8x4 plus Low Loader and 4-axle "Lime 
Hillock Quarries Ltd". This model comes complete with numbered certificate which is 55 of 175 pieces. Condition does generally 
appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window box. 

 £70 - £90 

3127. WSI Models a boxed 1/50th scale 01-1453 DAF XF SSC plus Flatbed Trailer with Palfingercrane "John O'Neill Heavy 
Haulage". Condition does generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good outer window box (please note this window box 
does suffer from slight crushing, scuffing and some slight tearing). 

 £70 - £80 
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3128. WSI Models a pair of boxed 1/50th scale Articulated Trucks/Cabs comprising of (1) 02/2469 Scania R Highline 1 
CR20H 6x2 Tag axle "JST Services" which comes complete with numbered certificate which is 140 of 225 pieces produced, (2) 
02-1595 Mercedes Titan "Chapels" which comes with numbered certificate which is 134 of 155 pieces. Conditions of both these 
models generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good Plus to Excellent 
outer window boxes.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

3129. WSI Models a boxed pair of 1/50th scale Articulated Truck/Cab models comprising of 02-2413 Volvo FH4 Globetrotter, 
6 x 4 tractor unit Fassi crane and load tray, customised in the livery of Scottish operator "Cadzow Heavy Haulage" which comes 
complete with numbered certificate which is No.21 of 205 pieces produced, (2) 02-2452 Mercedes Arocs (8x4) Tractor Unit and 
is customised in the livery of "McIntosh Heavy Logistics". This comes complete with numbered certificate which is 119 of 175 
pieces produced. Conditions of both models generally appear Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus outer window boxes 
(please note these 2 window boxes do suffer from slight crushing and slight tearing).  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

3130. Corgi 36502 "The Italian Job" a 4-piece gift set to include Coach plus 3 x Minis - finished in red, white and blue. 
Conditions all appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in a Good Plus to Excellent (couple of scuffs around edges) presentation 
window box - please see photo. 

 £110 - £130 

3131. Corgi a boxed 01803 Jaguar 2.4 which is from the TV Series "Inspector Morse". Condition does generally appear Near 
Mint to Mint in Good outer window box (please note this window box does suffer from slight crushing/scuffing). 

 £20 - £30 

3132. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale AA32601 Avro Lancaster R5868/PO-S-467 Sqn. Condition generally 
appears Near Mint to Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid 
box along with Excellent inner polystyrene packaging and also comes with Good outer generic brown cardboard mailer box. 

 £60 - £70 

3133. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed group of 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft which includes AA49005 (Spitfire Mk.1 - 54 Sqn 
and includes authentic reproduction pilots notes, AA33102 Mitsubishi A6M3-22 "Japanese Zero" 251st Kokutai, IJBAF 
"Hiroyoshi Nishizawa", AA32102 Messerschmitt BF109E-4 "Hauptmann Helmut Wick-Geschwader-Kommodore" along with 
others. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good 
outer pictorial flip-up lid boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from slight crushing and some have old price stickers 
attached).  (8) 

 £60 - £70 

3134. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed group of 1/72 and 1/144 scale Military Aircraft which comprises of 1 x (Military Series), 
4 x (Flying Aces Series) and others and includes AA49002 (Flying Aces) a Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IIA OC Tangmere Wing 
"Wing Commander Douglas Bader", AA59203 (Flying Aces) a Messerschmitt 109E 7.JG51 "Wener Molders", AA31103 
(Military) Bogie B-17 Flying Fortress "Yankee Doodle" along with others. Conditions do all generally appear Excellent to Near 
Mint although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer flip over pictorial lid boxes 
(please note some of these boxes do suffer from slight crushing and some have old price stickers attached).  (8) 

 £60 - £70 
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3135. Marx Toys and similar a boxed group of plastic construction friction drive, clockwork and battery operated Fire Engines 
which includes 2 x Marx Toys No.5390 friction drive Fire Engines (circa 1972), a boxed 7531 clockwork Snorkel Fire Engine 
(made in Hong Kong) with siren bell and automatic go-stop and raising ladder, a boxed 7532 Snorkel Fire Engine (battery 
operated) with self raising ladder along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer window boxes/pictorial lift off lid boxes. (Please note some of these boxes do suffer slightly front 
crushing and some have old price stickers attached).  (6) 

 £20 - £30 

3136. Wargaming/Diorama and similar - a group of square terrain modules.  Each terrain module measures 30cm x 30cm 
square and are all finished with green baize with some having road and river detailing.  All modules sit together to form large 
terrain/diorama for wargames, military modelling, scene and similar.  Please note there are 28 square terrain models and all 
appear to be Good although some do have chips to corners which reveal the polystyrene inners but can be painted over.  Also 
to include 2 x large blue coloured baize mats, both with honeycomb white markings and depict areas within a seascape/ocean 
scene and are again ideal for wargaming/battleship scenes - conditions are Excellent. (30) 

 £30 - £50 

3137. A quantity of replica/re-issue military sew on Badges/Insignia to include badges such as "The Brave Bulls", "333rd FTR 
Squadron (Lancers)", Republic F-105 "Thunder Chief" along with others.  Conditions are generally Excellent and appear to be 
unused.  Also to include a quantity of military video cassettes including 3-video box set "The Wehrmacht in Russia 1941-1945", 
Tank Battles "El-Alamein to The Volga", The Story of Hitler's Battle Tank "The Panzer" along with others.  Conditions are 
generally Good in Good outer slip cases although none have been checked or tested.  Plus soft-backed book "McDonnel 
Douglas F-4 Phantom II Air Superiority Legend" by Mark A Chambers - Excellent.  An interesting lot. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

3138. Wargaming "GHQ Micronauts", a group of carded/blister packed miniature 1/400 scale metal Battleships "World War 
II - Wargame Miniatures" comprising of UKN-24 BB "Valiant"; IJN-9 BB "Congo"; USN-21 DD "Benson Class" along with others.  
Perfect for a wargaming enthusiast.  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus 
outer card/blister packs (please note some of these packs do have old price stickers attached and there may be some 
duplication). (11) 

 £40 - £50 

3139. Wargaming "GHQ Micronauts", a group of carded/blister packed miniature 1/400 scale metal Battleships "World War 
II - Wargame Miniatures" comprising of UKN-2 CA "Suffolk"; USN-71 BB-57 "South Dakota"; GEN-1 CB "Scharnhorst" along 
with others. Perfect for a wargaming enthusiast.  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to 
Good Plus outer card/blister packs (please note some of these packs do have old price stickers attached and there may be 
some duplication). (11) 

 £40 - £50 

3140. Wargaming "GHQ Micronauts", a group of carded/blister packed miniature 1/400 scale metal Battleships "World War 
II - Wargame Miniatures" comprising of USN-15 CA-38 "San Francisco"; GEN20-CB "Admiral Scheer"; USN-38 "Gato Class 
Submarines" along with others. Perfect for a wargaming enthusiast.  Also to include is a soft-backed wargaming book "World 
War II Micronauts - The Game" along with a magazine "GHQ Miniature Wargaming Source Book". Conditions do generally 
appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer card/blister packs (please note some of these packs do 
have old price stickers attached and there may be some duplication). (11 and 2 books). 

 £40 - £50 
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3141. Revel, Flames of War, Trumpeter, Triang Minic (Ships), Mini Wings and similar - a large quantity of boxed/blister 
packed and loose miniature wargaming and similar models and accessories which includes 4 x Revel boxed 1/72 scale military 
figures comprising of 2502 German Infantry, 2500 German Paratroopers, 02517 US Paratroopers and 2503 US Infantry along 
with "Flames of War" The World War II miniatures game 1/144 scale boxed models comprising of AC005 Typhoon 1B, AC007 
P-47 Thunderbolt, AC002 JU87 Stuker along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a quantity of boxed Trumpeter 1/350 
scale miniature plastic military aircraft kits comprising of 06233 18C Hornet, 06237 EA-6B Prowler, 06222 Hawkeye Airbourne 
Early Warning Aircraft along with others.  This lot also includes unboxed and loose miniature military plastic models such as 
battleships, jet fighters, figures and other similar items.  This is an exceptionally interesting lot of miniature wargaming 
accessories and would suit a wargaming enthusiast. Conditions all generally range from Fair to Mint in Good to Excellent outer 
packaging where applicable (please note there is some duplication). (large qty). 

 £70 - £80 

3142. F-Toys, a boxed group of 1/144 scale (Workshop) wargaming and similar model aircraft comprising of 2 x Workshop 
Volume 24 "US Attacker Collection"; 2 x "Euro-Jet Collection" Workshop Volume 17 and 16 x "Century 100 Series Collection" 
Workshop Volume 19 which includes FTC295 F-105D Thunder Chief; A-10 Thunderbolt II "18th Aggressor Squadron"; A-10 
Thunderbolt II "47 FS" along with others.  Please note there is heavy duplication within this lot. Conditions all generally appear 
Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer boxes 
where applicable (please note all boxes have been opened). (38) 

 £30 - £40 

3143. J Wings (MAS - Military Aircraft Series), a boxed group of 1/144 scale military aircraft which are ideal for wargaming 
and similar comprising of 5 x Volume II "World Fighters" & 7 x Volume III "The Air War over Vietnam" to include Volume II "F-15 
East Strike Eagle"; Volume III "F-105G Thunder Chief" - please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally 
appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Good 
outer pictorial boxes (please note all boxes have been opened). (12) 

 £40 - £50 

3144. J Wings (MAS - Military Aircraft Series), a boxed group of 1/144 scale military aircraft which are ideal for wargaming 
and similar comprising of 6 x Volume II "World Fighters"; 5 x Volume III "The Air War over Vietnam" and Volume IV "Navy and 
Marines Freak" and includes Volume IV "F/A-18D Hornet"; Volume III "F-105G Thunder Chief"; Volume II "F-15E Strike Eagle" 
along with others - please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note all 
boxes have been opened). (12) 

 £40 - £50 

3145. J Wings (MAS - Military Aircraft Series), a boxed group of 1/144 scale military aircraft which are ideal for wargaming 
and similar comprising of 6 x Volume II "World Fighters"; 5 x Volume III "The Air War over Vietnam" and Volume IV "Navy and 
Marines Freak" and includes Volume II "F-15E Strike Eagle"; Volume III "F-105G Thunder Chief"; Volume IV "EA-6B Prowler" 
along with others - please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note all 
boxes have been opened). (12) 

 £40 - £50 

3146. J Wings (MAS - Military Aircraft Series), a boxed group of 1/144 scale military aircraft which are ideal for wargaming 
and similar comprising of 5 x Volume II "World Fighters"; 6 x Volume III "The Air War over Vietnam" and Volume IV "Navy and 
Marines Freak" to include Volume II "F-15E Strike Eagle"; Volume III "F-105G Thunder Chief"; Volume IV "S-3B Viking" along 
with others - please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although 
none have been checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note all boxes have 
been opened). (12) 

 £40 - £50 
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3147. A quantity of 1/100 and 1/144 scale and similar magazine issue and similar military aircraft with some having the 
original magazines attached and still sealed in bags.  Magazine is entitled "Giant War Planes" by Amer Collection and includes 
Issue No.27 with Polish 1939 PZL P-37B "Los"; Issue No.30 with 1/200 scale 1948 Douglas C-54 "Skymaster" (USA); Issue 
No.31 with 1/144 scale 1942 Dornier DO24T "Nazi Germany"; Issue No.33 with 1/144 scale 1943 Martin B-26B "Marauder" 
(USA) along with others.  Also to include a small number of blister packed (minus magazines) military aircraft and helicopters 
including 1/72 scale 1991 UH-60L "Black Hawk" Military Helicopter; 1/144 scale 2008 Lockheed F-117A "Knight Hawk" Stealth 
Fighter (USA) along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer blister 
packs, complete with Good magazines (where applicable). (27) 

 £40 - £50 

3148. HM Hobby Master, a boxed group of 1/72 scale Military Aircraft (Air Power Series) comprising of HA1954 McDonnel 
Douglas RF-4C Phantom II "RAF Alconbury, 1967"; HA4501 McDonnel Douglas F-15 Strike Eagle Fighter "Afghanistan, 2012" 
& HA1957 McDonnel Douglas RF-4C Phantom II "Playboy" (Vietnam War).  Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near 
Mint (although not checked for completeness) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial hinged lid box. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

3149. HM Hobby Master, a boxed group of 1/72 scale Military Aircraft (Air Power Series) comprising of HA3001 F-111A 
Aardvark (Thailand, 1972) x 2 & HA3016 F-111F Aardvark (The General Dynamics F-111).  Conditions do generally appear 
Excellent to Near Mint (although not checked for completeness) in generally Good outer hinged lid pictorial boxes (please note 
boxes do suffer from slight crushing, scuffing and corner wear). (3) 

 £70 - £80 

3150. HM Hobby Master, a boxed group of 1/72 scale Military Aircraft and Helicopters (Air Power Series) comprising of 
HH1203 Boeing AH-64 Apache Helicopter "Long Bow" (British Army Air Corps, Cosford Air Show 2013); HA2501 F-105D 
Thunder Chief "Lt David B Waldrop" & HA2550 F-105F/G Thunder Chief Jet Fighter "Wild Weasel" (War of Vietnam).  
Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint (although not checked for completeness) in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent outer pictorial boxes/pictorial hinged lid boxes, complete with Good inner polystyrene packaging where applicable. 
(Please note one box does have old price sticker attached). (3) 

 £60 - £70 

3151. HM Hobby Master & Witty Wings, a boxed group of 1/72 scale Military Aircraft comprising of HM Hobby Master 
HA1978 (Air Power Series) McDonnel Douglas F-4D Phantom II; HM Hobby Master HA4405 (Air Power Series) Lockheed 
F-35A Lightening II; HM Hobby Master HA2110 F-100D Super Saver Jet Fighter "Thor's Hammer" & Witty Wings F-15E Strike 
Eagle.  Conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Excellent (although none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness) in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some of these models appear to have been repackaged 
possibly due to display and therefore may have some small pieces missing, broken off or loose and two of the boxes do suffer 
from tearing). (4) 

 £50 - £60 

3152. Corgi "The Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft AA32624 Avro Lancaster B.III “75th Anniversary of 
the Lancaster" RAF 103 Sqn, Elsham Wolds, Lincolnshire late 1944. Condition does generally appear to be Excellent to Near 
Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good Plus to Excellent pictorial lift off lid box complete with Good 
inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £60 - £70 

3153. Corgi "The Aviation Archive" a boxed pair of 1/72nd scale and 1/44th scale Military Aircraft (Unsung Heroes Series) 
comprising of 1/44th scale AA33502 Boeing B-52D "Diamond Lil" SAC, Utapao Royal Thai Naval Airfield, 1972 & 1/72nd scale 
AA33204 McDonnell Douglas F-4C Phantom II. Also to include in this lot is 2 other diecast boxed Military Aircraft comprising of 
a boxed 1/72nd scale (Walterstones Industry - The Hobby Co Ltd) No.821004A Chinook CH47D Military Helicopter "Forces of 
Valour" & a boxed 1/100th scale A-1H Skyraider (Model Power Postage Stamp Planes). Conditions do all generally appear to 
be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer packaging (please note packaging for 
AA33502 does suffer from tearing and pieces of the package missing along with all packaging requiring a further clean).  (4) 

 £50 - £60 
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3154. Revel, Monogram, Italeri and similar a group of boxed mixed scale plastic Military Kits comprising of Military Aircraft, 
Military Helicopters and Military Battle Ships to include a Revel 1/720th scale Aircraft Carrier "USS Abraham Lincoln" CVN72, 
Italeri 508 1/720 scale Battle Ship "Admiral Scheer", Hasegawa 1/72nd scale McDonnell Douglas RF-101C "Voodoo" Fighter 
Jet, Monogram 1/72nd scale Sky Raider A-1E "The Flying Dump Truck", Team Yankee  (WW3 miniatures game) AH-1 Viper 
Attack Helicopter Platoon (which contains 2 plastic Viper Helicopters), Revel 04068 1/100th scale Bell AH-1G Cobra Helicopter 
along with others. Some of these kits when built are a nice miniature scale and would be ideal for war gaming and similar along 
with display purposes. Conditions of the contents all generally appear to be Good (some boxes are still factory sealed) in 
generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note none of these kits have been checked for completeness or correctness and 
there is duplication in this lot). Also to include in this lot is a Rotocraft Mini Rotary Tool Kit which is ideal for precise intricate 
modelling work and comes complete with carry case and accessories which generally appears Good to Excellent (this has not 
been tested or checked for completeness or correctness).  (23) 

 £40 - £50 

3155. A large quantity of loose mixed scale unboxed plastic and diecast Military Aircraft models which comprise mainly of 
Fighter Jets but does also include Military Battle Ships and other Aircraft to include F-117 "Night Hawk" Stealth Fighter, US 
F-15E Strike Eagle Fighter Jet, Triang Minic P800 Minitz Class Aircraft Carrier (US Navy Series), 1/200th scale 1995 Lockheed 
AC-130A (USA), F-22A "Raptor" Fighter Jet 7th FS, 49th FW, Holloman AFB/New Mexico, USA along with others. Please note 
all these models are ideal for renovation/refurbishment and all appear to be built or part built and all appear to have pieces 
missing, broken off or loose. Also to include in this lot is a large quantity of model aircraft stands/plinths which may or may not 
match some of these models in this lot. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good with some of these models also being 
hand painted. Please note there is duplication in this lot. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3156. A quantity of loose unboxed plastic and diecast Military Aircraft and Helicopters which includes a consolidated Catalina 
Mk.1 (UK), Avro Lancaster "Dambuster", 1/44th scale 1945 Avro Lancaster B1 (United Kingdom), NH60K Black Hawk Military 
Helicopter "Night Stalkers" (USA), along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot. This lot would be ideal for 
renovation or repair as all these models do appear to be built/part built and all appear to have small pieces missing/broken off 
or loose with majority of them already being hand painted. Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Good. Also to include in 
this lot is a small number of loose stands/plinths which may or may not match the models in this lot.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3157. Bburago & Polistil a group of unboxed plastic and metal constructed mainly 1/18th scale but does include some 1/24th 
scale Classic Sports Cars and similar comprising of Bugatti, Alfa Romeo, Mercedes-Benz and similar to include a Bburago 
1/18th scale Mercedes-Benz SSK, Bburago 1/18th scale Alfa Romeo 2300 "Spider" (1932), Bburago 1/24th scale 
Mercedes-Benz 500K "Roadster" (1936), Bburago 1/18th scale Alfa Romeo 2300 "Monza", Polistil 1/16th scale Alfetta TG4 
along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be in various states of disrepair with the majority of these models having 
small pieces missing, broken off or loose. This lot would definitely suit restoration or renovation work or especially is someone 
who is looking for spare parts. (Please note these models would benefit from a further clean).  (15) 

 £30 - £35 

3158. Franklin Mint small group of unboxed Rolls Royce models comprising of 1929 Rolls Royce "Phantom I", 1925 Rolls 
Royce "Silver Ghost" & 2 x 1907 Rolls Royce "Silver Ghost". Conditions of these models all generally appear to be in some 
degree of disrepair and having small pieces missing, broken off or loose. This small lot would definitely suit restoration or 
renovation work or someone who is looking for spare parts. (Please note these models would benefit from a further clean).  (4) 

 £15 - £20 
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3159. Autoart, Bburago, Maisto and similar a unboxed mainly 1/18th and similar scale Porsche group which includes Autoart 
1/18th scale Porsche 911 GT 3RS in white with red alloy wheels, Bburago 1/18th scale Porsche "Carrera" 911 (1993) with 
racing decals No.26, Bburago 1/18th scale Porsche 356B (1961), Maisto 1/18th scale Porsche "Boxster", Polistil 1/16th scale 
Porsche Turbo in red along with others. Conditions all generally appear Poor to Fair and in various states of disrepair with some 
models appearing to have small pieces missing, broken off or loose. This lot would definitely suit renovation or restoration or 
someone who is looking for spare parts. (Please note these models would benefit from a further clean).  (15) 

 £35 - £40 

3160. Bburago, Maisto, Hot Wheels, Polistil and similar a unboxed Ferrari group of mainly 1/18th scale models but does 
include some 1/24th scale to include Maisto 1/18th scale Ferrari 550 "Maranello", Polistil 1/18th scale Ferrari F40, Hot Wheels 
Ferrari 360 "Spider", Bburago 1/18th scale "Testarossa" (1984), Bburago 1/24th scale Ferrari 250 "Testarossa", Bburago 1/24th 
scale Ferrari FSO (1995) along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Fair to Good with the majority in various 
states of disrepair and some appearing to have parts missing, broken off or loose. This lot would defiantly suit renovation or 
restoration or someone who is looking for spare parts. (Please note these models would benefit from a further clean).  (16) 

 £35 - £40 

3161. Bburago, Maisto & Solido, unboxed group of 1/18 and 1/24 scale Performance Cars comprising of Lamborghini, 
Bugatti, Aston Martin & Maserati and includes Maisto 1/18 scale Aston Martin DB7 "Vantage" - metallic silver; Maisto 1/18 scale 
Aston Martin "Vantage" - metallic green; Maisto 1/18 scale Lamborghini "Countach" (1988); Bburago 1/18 scale Bugatti II GB; 
Maisto 1/24 scale Bugatti II GB along with others.  Please note there is some model duplication although styling and colours 
are different.  Conditions all generally appear to be Fair with the majority of models having small pieces missing, broken off or 
loose.  Lot would benefit from renovation or restoration or be good for spare parts. (17) 

 £35 - £40 

3162. Maisto, Bburago, Polistil and similar, an unboxed group of mainly 1/18 and other scale Mercedes Benz and Jaguars 
comprising of 7 x Mercedes Benz models & 12 x Jaguar models to include Polistil 1/16 scale Jaguar XKE 4.2 Litre; Bburago 
1/18 scale Jaguar E type (1961); Maisto 1/18 scale Jaguar XK8; Bburago 1/24 scale Jaguar XK120 (1948) with "42" racing 
decals; Bburago 1/18 scale Mercedes Benz 300SLR with "722" racing decals; Maisto 1/18 scale Mercedes Benz 300S (1955) 
along with others.  Please note some models may have some small pieces missing, broken off or loose and would suit 
renovation or restoration or someone who is looking for spare parts.  Conditions generally appear to be Poor to Fair and would 
benefit from further cleaning. (19) 

 £35 - £40 

3163. Ertl, Franklin Mint, Majorette and similar, a group of unboxed mainly 1/18 scale American Classic Cars and others to 
include Ertl 1/18 scale Shelby GT 500; Ertl (Racing Champions) 1/18 scale Ford Thunderbird (1963); Franklin Mint 1949 Ford 
Woody Wagon; Maisto 1/18 scale Cadillac El Dorado Biarritz along with others.  Please note these models do appear to have 
small pieces missing, broken off or loose and would therefore benefit from renovation or repair or would be suitable for 
someone looking for spare parts.  Conditions are generally Poor to Fair and would benefit from further cleaning. (10) 

 £25 - £30 

3164. Maisto, Bburago, Ertl and similar, unboxed group of 1/18 scale mainly American Performance Cars to include Ertl 1/18 
scale Plymouth Prowler Concept Vehicle - metallic purple; Motor Max 1/18 scale Chrysler Prowler Concept Vehicle - black; 
Bburago 1/18 scale Chevrolet Corvette CS (1997) - bright yellow; Bburago 1/18 scale Dodge Viper GTS Coupe; UT Models 
1/18 scale Chevrolet Mako Shark; Maisto 1/18 scale Dodge - metallic copper along with others.  Please note there is some 
duplication within this lot.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good with some models appearing to have pieces 
missing, broken off or loose so would therefore suit someone to renovate/restore or someone looking for spare parts.  These 
models would benefit from further cleaning. (14) 

 £35 - £40 
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3165. Bburago, Road Signature, Mira, Maisto and similar, group of boxed mainly 1/18 scale but does include some 1/24 
scale models comprising of Road Signature 1/18 scale 1955 Ford Thunderbird; Road Legends 1/18 scale Chevrolet Bel Air 
(1957); Maisto 1/18 scale Jaguar Mark II (1959); Bburago 1/24 scale 0503 Bugatti Atlantic (1936) along with others.  Please 
note some of these models are loose inside packaging and also appear to have small pieces missing, broken off or loose.  
Conditions generally appear to range from Fair to Good Plus in generally Fair outer window boxes (boxes do suffer from 
crushing and splitting, all would benefit from cleaning). (10) 

 £40 - £50 

3166. Bburago, Maisto, Franklin Mint, Sun Star, Hot Wheels and similar, group of unboxed mainly 1/18 scale models 
comprising of Maisto Lexus SC430; Road Signature '62 Volkswagen Microbus; Ertl Range Rover Freelander; 2 x Franklin Mint 
Rolls Royce Silver Cloud I; Sun Star Lincoln Town Car Stretch Limousine (1999) along with others.  Conditions all generally 
appear to range from Poor to Fair with the majority having pieces missing, broken off or loose.  Please note this lot would suit 
renovation or restoration or someone looking for spare parts. (18) 

 £20 - £25 

3167. Conrad, Polistil, Corgi, Lone Star and similar, a small group of boxed and unboxed diecast vehicles to include Lone 
Star "Top Boy" Tipper Truck; Conrad Nerster Diesel Lastwagen 1923/1924; Corgi Major Chubb Pathfinder Airport Crash Truck; 
Corgi Volkswagen 1200 Saloon along with others.  Conditions range from Poor to Good in generally Fair outer packaging 
where applicable. (16) 

 £25 - £30 

3168. Saico, Corgi and similar, a group of diecast and plastic mixed scale models to include Corgi BMW Z3 "James Bond 
007"; Maisto 1/38 scale BMW Z8 - metallic silver; Bburago 1/24 scale Mercedes Benz 300SL (1954) along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Fair. (Please note the majority of these models would benefit from further cleaning 
and some do seem to have small pieces missing, broken off or loose). (40+) 

 £25 - £30 

3169. Saico, Majorette, Bburago and similar, a group of unboxed plastic and diecast mixed scale models to include Majorette 
1/32 scale Limousine; Saico 1/26 scale Morris Minor Van "OXO"; Corgi Bedford Luton Van "John Julian Estate Agents" along 
with others.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good.  Please note some of the models do appear to have small 
pieces missing, broken off or loose and most would benefit from further cleaning. (40+) 

 £25 - £30 

3170. Corgi, Maisto and similar, a group of unboxed diecast and plastic mixed scale models to include Maisto 1/24 scale 
1970 Plymouth GTX; Corgi Delivery Van "Royal Mail"; Corgi Scenicruiser Greyhound Bus; Maisto 1/24 scale Jaguar XJ220 
along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Good with some models having small pieces missing, broken 
off or loose and would benefit from further cleaning. (40+) 

 £25 - £30 

3171. Corgi Classics, a boxed group comprising of Bedford O Series Vans and Bedford Type OB Coaches to include C822/4 
Bedford O Series Van "Carter Paterson and Pickfords"; C822/3 Bedford O Series Van "New Razor/Gillette"; 97102 Bedford 
Type OB Coach "Skills"; D949/18 Bedford Type OB Coach "Devon General" along with others.  Please note there is 
duplication within this lot. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
window boxes. (22) 

 £30 - £40 

3172. Corgi Classics, a boxed group of Cars, Vans, Trucks and Cabover Vans to include 806 1956 Mercedes 300S Soft Top; 
811 1954 Mercedes 300SL - silver; C957/2 Morris Minor Van "Gas"; C958/1 Morris Minor Van "Post Office Telephones"; 
C906/6 Mack Truck "Stanley - The Tool Box of The World"; C897/8 AEC 508 Forward Control 5 Ton Cabover "His Masters 
Voice" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
window boxes (please note there some slight duplication and some window boxes do suffer from slight crushing). (19) 

 £30 - £35 
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3173. Corgi Classics, a boxed group comprising of Bedford O Series Pantechnicon Vans and Thorneycroft Vans to include 
C953/5 Bedford O Series Pantechnicon "Griff Fender"; C953/4 Bedford O Series Pantechnicon "Steinway & Sons"; 932 1929 
Thorneycroft Van "Puritan Soap"; 926 Thorneycroft Van "Double Diamond" along with others.  Conditions do all appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes (please note there is slight duplication and some 
window boxes do suffer from slight crushing/scuffing). (24) 

 £30 - £40 

3174. Corgi (Classic Models Series), a boxed group of diecast models to include 96080 Jaguar E-Type Open Top; D709 Ford 
Zodiac Saloon; D735 Austin Healey 3000; D730 MGA Hard Top along with others.  Please note there may be duplication in 
this lot.  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer perspex boxes 
(some models do appear to be slightly loose inside the packaging). (24) 

 £40 - £50 

3175. Corgi Classics (Corgi Classic Model Series & Corgi Classic Cars Series), a boxed group comprising of mainly Vans but 
does include some other types to include 96960 (Classic Models) Volkswagen Van "Bosch"; D981 (Classic Models) Bedford CA 
Van "Evening News"; 96941 (Classic Models) Volkswagen Caravanette; C700/1 (Classic Cars Series) 1959 Jaguar Mark 
II - red; C701/1 (Classic Cars Series) Ford Popular 103E (1935-1959) along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer perspex boxes (please note there is slight duplication within this lot). 
(27) 

 £50 - £60 

3176. Corgi Classics, a boxed group of Commercials comprising of 97695 3-vehicle Gift Set "The Abingdon Set" which 
includes Morris J Van and 2 x MGA; 91705 Double Decker Metro Bus "Atlantic Park"; 97911 Scammell Scarab "British 
Railways" along with others.  Also to include Corgi Classics 97092 Bedford Pantechnicon "Billy Smee Wardrobe" 
(Chipperfields Circus).  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness - in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

3177. Corgi, a boxed group of Special Edition and Multi-Vehicle Gift Sets to include 2-vehicle Set "The X-Men" (Marvel Super 
Heroes Limited Editions) which contains Morris J Van and Bedford CA Van; 2 x 97124 Bedford O Series Van "Youngsters Your 
Specialist Toy Shop"; 08007 2-vehicle Set "Cadbury's" which contains Bedford CA Van and Morris J Van; 3 x 97200 2-vehicle 
Set "British Road Services" along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good 
to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes (some do come with outer card mailers). Please note there is duplication as stated. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

3178. Corgi (Cars of the 50's Series) a boxed group to include 815 1954 Bentley 'R' type x 3, 805 1956 Mercedes 300SC x 2, 
803 1953 Jaguar XK120. Please note there is duplication as stated. Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near 
Mint in generally Good outer window boxes (please note some of these window boxes do suffer from slight crushing and slight 
tearing).  (6) 

 £20 - £25 

3179. Corgi a boxed group of models which are all in orange, yellow and black window boxes and includes 1108 Ford 
Articulated Truck and Container Lorry "Michelin" complete with 2 plastic yellow containers, 309 Volkswagen Turbo with racing 
decals No.14, 307 Renault Turbo in yellow and black with racing decals No.8, 497 Ford Escort Van "Radio Rentals TV & 
Video", 405 Ford Transit "Dairy Crest/Milk Marketing Board" along with others. Please note there is duplication in this 
lot - please see photo. Also to include in this lot is one model mounted on inner card but no box and is 201 Mini 1000 in blue 
with racing decals No.8. Conditions do all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer window boxes 
(please note these window boxes do suffer from crushing and splitting and also some do have old price stickers attached).  
(18) 

 £60 - £70 
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3180. Corgi a boxed group comprising of 2 x "Corgitronics" models which are 1006 "Radio Roadshow" & 1001 "Rapid 
Intervention Fire Fighter". Also to include in this lot is a boxed D2022 an X4 Scanotron "X-Ploratrons". Please note nothing has 
been tested or checked for completeness. Conditions do generally appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer 
window boxes (please note these window boxes do have old price stickers attached and they suffer from slight crushing).  (3) 

 £25 - £30 

3181. Lone Star a boxed group to include 3 x diecast metal Trucks (tilt cabs, windscreens, seats, steering wheels) along with 
a boxed Catalogue No.1261 Crane (giant 15" folding jib). Conditions generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in Fair to Good 
outer window boxes/pictorial box (please note the 3 window boxes do lack cellophane windows and all these packages do 
suffer from crushing and old price stickers attached).  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

3182. Corgi a group of boxed Sets comprising of No.10 Jeep with Trailer complete with 2 Motorcycles in yellow, orange and 
black window box, 3112 "Wild West" Set comprising of Stage Coaches and Buildings which comes complete with detachable 
header card, along with 2 x 2-vehicle Rally Sets. Conditions all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally Fair to 
Good outer window boxes (please note these window boxes do suffer from crushing along with some models do appear loose 
inside packaging.   (4) 

 £35 - £40 

3183. Corgi a boxed Mini group which also includes a Woolworths Department Store Issue 93715 a 3-Mini Set which includes 
"Red Hot" / "Mini Ritz" /"Jet Black", C18/1 "Mini Racers" 3-Mini Set "Jet Black", C18/1 "Mini Racers" 3-Mini Set, C330/2 Mini in 
white with pink roof "30th Anniversary 1959 to 1989" (Rose) x 2 & C330/3 Mini in white with blue roof "30th Anniversary 1959 to 
1989" (Sky). Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window 
boxes (please note some of these window boxes do suffer from crushing/splitting and have old price stickers attached along 
with duplication as stated).  (5) 

 £35 - £40 

3184. Corgi a boxed group of x 4 No.259 "Batman" - "Penguin" Penguinmobile in white with gold detailing and gold wheel 
trims and comes complete with Penguin figure with yellow and red umbrella. Please note all 4 of these models are the same. 
Conditions all generally appear Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good outer window box which all come complete with pictorial 
header cards (please note these boxes do suffer from slight crushing and all have old price stickers attached to the pictorial 
header card). Please note there is duplication as stated.  (4) 

 £60 - £70 

3185. Corgi a boxed group of x 4 No.259 "Batman" - "Penguin" Penguinmobile in white with gold detailing and gold wheel 
trims and comes complete with Penguin figure with yellow and red umbrella. Please note all 4 of these models are the same. 
Conditions all generally appear Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good outer window box which all come complete with pictorial 
header cards (please note these boxes do suffer from slight crushing and all have old price stickers attached to the pictorial 
header card). Please note there is duplication as stated.  (4) 

 £60 - £70 

3186. Corgi a boxed group of Multi Vehicle Gift Sets comprising of Ferrari, Jaguar and other similar sets and includes 2 x 
97690 a 3-vehicle Ferrari Set "Ferrari 1962 Tourist Trophy Set", Set No.97705 3-vehicle Jaguar Set "Jaguar 1953 RAC Rally 
Set", 2-vehicle Set 97680 2-vehicle Jaguar Set "Jaguar 'E' type/30th Anniversary" (2 1/43rd scale Classic Super Cats), 
4-vehicle Set No.D53/1 "4 Rally Cars Set" & Set No.D54/1 "4 National Resources Vans". Also to include in this lot is a 3-vehicle 
set D35/1 "50th Anniversary Battle of Britain" which includes Bedford Coach, Morris 1000 Van and Ford Zephyr. Conditions all 
generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some having original Good 
outer card mailer boxes. Please note there is duplication as stated.  (7) 

 £40 - £50 
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3187. Corgi a group of boxed Gift Sets to include 2-vehicle gift set "York Fair - 225 Years" (Americas Oldest Fair since 1965) 
which comprises of Bedford type OB Coach and a pantechnicon, C82 2-vehicle set "Corgi We're on the Move" 
(Leicester/Swansea), 2 x 97104 which comprises of a Bronte Bedford OB Coach, 2 x 97084 which comprises of a Pantechnicon 
Removal Van "Grattons", D47/1 2-vehicle set "The Back Street Kids/Mini the Minx" which comprises of a Morris J Van and AEC 
Bus along with others. Please note there is duplication as stated. Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer packaging complete with Good outer generic cardboard mailer boxes where applicable.  
(9) 

 £40 - £50 

3188. Corgi a boxed group of Commercial Multi Vehicle and Single Vehicle Promotional Sets to include 3 x 97189 AEC Regal 
Coach, D41/1 2-vehicle gift set "Barton - 1908 to 1989" (Bartons Bus & Coach), 97741 2-vehicle set "Ireland Transport" which 
comprises of 2 x Jersey Bedford OB Coaches, Q57/1 2-vehicle set which comprises of Single Decker Coach "Ribble Motors" & 
Pantechnicon Delivery Van "Slumberland Beds" along with others. Please note there is duplication as stated. Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally 
Good outer pictorial boxes along with Good outer generic mailer boxes where applicable.  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

3189. Corgi, Majorette and similar a quantity of boxed diecast models which also includes some Store Promotion Models 
comprising of Corgi 471 Double Decker Bus "Silver Jubilee Bus", Corgi 1009 MG Maisto 1600 "Austin Rover Group", 56632 
(The Vintage Cameo Collection) Delivery Van "Pickfords", Tesco Promotional Model (Speed Champions Auto Club) 
Racing/Rally Car, Marks & Spencers Promotional Model which comprises of an Aston martin DB5 "James Bond 007" complete 
with leather keyring along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Near Mint although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer packaging (please note some packaging does suffer 
from crushing, splitting etc and some do have old price stickers attached).  (27) 

 £40 - £50 

3190. Merlin and similar a large quantity of loose Football Stickers and Cards which includes Merlin Premier League 99 
stickers, Merlin Premier League 95 stickers and similar along with a number of Shooting Stars 1991/92 Season Football Cards. 
Please note all these stickers are still intact with backing sheets and have not been used. There may be duplication in this lot. 
This lot is well worth a good sort as early to mid 90's Merlin stickers are now becoming very collectable.  (lg qty) 

 £5 - £10 

3191. Middlesbrough Football Programmes - a quantity of Home & Away Middlesbrough Football Programmes ranging from 
the 80's to 2005 (no complete runs) comprising of 8 x 1995/96 Home Programmes, 10 x "Red Square" Home Programmes 
along with others and includes Away Programme Aston Villa v Middlesbrough 1990 "Zenith Data Systems Cup Northern Area 
Final First Leg", Away Programme Chelsea v Middlesbrough 1988 "League Play-Offs Final 2nd Leg", along with other 
interesting away programmes and some home programmes include Middlesbrough v Arsenal 1996, Middlesbrough v Leeds 
United 1998, Middlesbrough v Manchester United (Souvenier Edition) 1996 along with others. Also to include in this lot is an 
8-part Special Middlesbrough Football Club Supplement "The Boro" which was produced by the Evening Gazette and came in 
Part 1 to 8 (please note there is 3 x sets of 1 to 8 supplements plus some spares). This is an interesting lot and would definitely 
suit a Middlesbrough Football fan or collector of Middlesbrough Football Club Programmes. Conditions of all these programmes 
all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked and there is duplication in this lot.  (qty) 

 £10 - £15 
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3192. Middlesbrough FC Club Cup Related Football Memorabilia which includes a Middlesbrough Home Football Shirt 
"Carling Cup Winners 2004" which generally appears to be Good although does have a few marks which may or may not wash 
off along with Football Cup Related Programmes which includes Coca Cola Cup Final Programme 1997, Leicester City v 
Middlesbrough, Coca Cola Cup Final 1998 Chelsea v Middlesbrough along with other interesting cup programmes which 
includes Zenith Data Systems Cup Final Chelsea v Middlesbrough March 1990 x 2, The Coca Cola Cup Final 1997 replay 
Leicester City v Middlesbrough, Middlesbrough v Ancona "Anglo Italian Cup" November 1993, Middlesbrough v Hearts (friendly 
fixture) November 1976 along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot. Also to include in this lot is 3 
Middlesbrough Football Club related hardback and softback Books comprising of Middlesbrough a complete record 1976 to 
1989 by Harry Glasper, hard black book "Ayresome Park Memories" by Eric Paler and John Wilson & a soft back book entitled 
"Boro Gold" which celebrates 125 Years of Middlesbrough Football Club, along with a small number of earlier vintage 
newspaper cuttings all relating to Middlesbrough Football Club and mentions players such as Camsell, Birkett and other football 
greats. Conditions of all the programmes and the books generally appear Good although none have been checked and the 
paper cuttings do all appear to be suffering from age related wear and tear such as creasing, splits and tears, staining etc. This 
is an interesting Middlesbrough Football Club Cup related lot and would definitely suit a collector or fan.  (qty) 

 £30 - £35 

3193. A quantity of rarer harder to find early Football Programmes which range from the early 1960's through to the 1980's 
and includes Friendlies, Cup Games and other interesting items and also includes teams from lower divisions and none league 
to include Manchester v Everton (single sheet), FA Cup 6th Round/2nd replay April 5th 1966, Leicester City v Tottenham 
Hotspur Combination Cup Final 2nd Leg 4th April 1967, Charlton Athletic v Crystal Palace FA Cup 3rd round tie 1968/69, 
Millwall v Fulham Public Practise Match 1966, Dulwich Hamlet v Newquay FC FA Amateur Cup 1st round proper January 5th 
1974 along with other interesting and harder to find programmes, also to include in this lot is a small number of International 
Programmes and Testimonial Programmes to include Sir Stan Mathews Eleven v World Stars (Farewell Match at the Victoria 
Ground Stoke April 28th 1965), England under 23's v Belgian under 23's November 7th 1962, England v Scotland (under 23 
International) at Roker Park on 4th March 1970 along with others. Also to include in this lot is a small number of hard back 
Football related books which includes "The History of Chelsea" by Ralph L.Finn, "Great Masters of Scottish Football" by Hugh 
Taylor along with others. Please note there is a possibility of duplication in this lot. Also along with these programmes there is a 
small number of Football League Review Magazines, Programme Monthly Magazines and other similar magazines. Conditions 
all generally range from Fair to Good.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

3194. Corgi, Meccano and similar a quantity of boxed and unboxed mixed items including diecast models, puzzle games, box 
builder sets, DVD's and similar to include Corgi boxed Mini Cooper (Great British Classics) "Official Product of London 2012", 
Corgi 2 x Double Decker Bus (Great British Classics) "Official Product of London 2012", Meccano boxed 2728 Kit (Design 
Starter), Waddingtons carded/blister packed "Mini Cube Fusion" which is a 3D modular strategy game for 2 players along with 
others. Also to include in this lot is a small quantity of unboxed diecast models along with some loose metal/lead or similar 
constructed Military Figures which includes a Matchbox (King Size) K-9 Harvester, Matchbox (Super Kings) K-5 Muir Hill Tractor 
(no trailer) and as stated along with some loose (bagged) painted and unpainted military figures. Conditions all generally range 
from Fair to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer packaging 
where applicable.  (qty) 

 £30 - £35 

3195. Hornby/Lima, unboxed group of Wagons and Coaches to include Hornby Great Western 40703 Coach; Hornby (boxed) 
OO gauge R2783 BR 0-4-0 Diesel Class 06 "Shunter Club" Loco", "06008" along with other unboxed wagons and coaches.  
Please note there is duplication within this lot. (see photo). (17) 

 £40 - £60 

3196. Corgi, EFE, Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, Atlas and similar, a group of unboxed Commercial Vehicles comprising of 
buses, trucks, vans and similar to include Corgi Bedford O Series Van "LMS Express Parcels Traffic"; Corgi Bedford OB Coach; 
Matchbox Models of Yesteryear 1909 Thomas Flyabout.  Also to include a number of Atlas Editions or similar diecast 
buses/trolleybuses all mounted on plastic plinths and include 3-axle QI Trolleybus; AEC Regent "Brighton Hove & District"; 
Feltham Tram "Metropolitan"; blue tram "Blackpool".  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus.  Please note 
there is duplication in this lot. Some models do have small pieces missing, broken off or loose, with old price stickers attached 
and would benefit from further cleaning. (large qty in 2 boxes) 

 £40 - £50 
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3197. Unboxed Farm Related Models, Implements and Accessories to include Dinky Field Marshall Tractor; Corgi Elevator 
Loader; Matchbox Combine Harvester; Britains Round Baler along with others.  Conditions all do generally appear to be Poor 
to Good (please note some of these models do have small pieces missing, broken off or loose). (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

3198. EFE (Exclusive First Editions), boxed group of 1/76 scale Buses to include 14001 Bristol Lodekka Bus "Brighton & 
Hove Festival"; 17901 Open Top Routemaster Bus "LT Sightseeing Tour"; 11108 Double Decker Bus "A1 Services" along with 
others (please note there may be duplication within this lot).  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer window boxes (boxes do suffer 
from slight crushing/scuffing and other age related wear and have old price stickers attached). (18) 

 £50 - £60 

3199. EFE (Exclusive First Editions), boxed group of 1/76 scale Buses to include 20301 Bristol VR Ser's "East Yorkshire"; 
18002 Daimler Fleetline "Manchester City"; 14001 Bristol Lodekka Bus "Brighton and Hove Festival" along with others (please 
note there may be duplication within this lot).  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have 
been checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer window boxes (boxes do suffer from slight 
crushing/scuffing and other age related wear and have old price stickers attached). (18) 

 £50 - £60 

3200. EFE (Exclusive First Editions), boxed group of 1/76 scale Buses to include 18711 Bedford Duple Vega "Bolton"; 18701 
Bedford SB Duple Vega "Orange Luxury"; 20801 Bristol L6B Windover "Thames Valley" along with others (please note there 
may be duplication within this lot).  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer window boxes (boxes do suffer from slight crushing/scuffing 
and other age related wear and have old price stickers attached). (18) 

 £50 - £60 

3201. EFE (Exclusive First Editions), boxed group of 1/76 scale Buses to include 10114 Double Decker Bus "Bradford"; 
12102 Cavalier Coach "East Yorkshire"; 14001 Bristol Lodekka Bus "Brighton and Hove/Festival" along with others (please note 
there may be duplication within this lot).  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have 
been checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer window boxes (boxes do suffer from slight 
crushing/scuffing and other age related wear and have old price stickers attached). (18) 

 £50 - £60 

3202. EFE (Exclusive First Editions), boxed group of 1/76 scale Buses to include 12103 Cavalier Coach "Hebble"; 19707 
AEC Regent V "West Yorkshire"; 12102 Cavalier Coach "East Yorkshire" along with others (please note there may be 
duplication within this lot).  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer window boxes (boxes do suffer from slight crushing/scuffing and other 
age related wear and have old price stickers attached). (18) 

 £50 - £60 

3203. EFE (Exclusive First Editions), boxed group of 1/76 scale Buses to include 16314 Bristol LS Bus "West Yorkshire"; 
24310 BET Style Bus - AEC Reliant "Halifax"; 12110 Harrington Cavalier "Flights Tours" along with others (please note there 
may be duplication within this lot).  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer window boxes (boxes do suffer from slight crushing/scuffing 
and other age related wear and have old price stickers attached). (18) 

 £50 - £60 

3204. Corgi "Original Omnibus", a boxed group of Buses to include OM41001 AEC 4Q4 Single Decker Bus "London 
Passenger Transport Board" (1934 - Wartime); 43401 Plaxton Beaver 2 "Eastern National" (Bus Operators in Britain); 43904 
AEC Utility Bus "Leicester City Transport" along with others.  Please note there may be duplication within this lot. (see photo).  
Conditions appear to be Good Plus to Excellent (although not checked for completeness or correctness) in generally Good 
outer rigid perspex cases (some suffer from scuffing and cracking and all have circular coloured stickers/old price stickers). (16) 

 £50 - £60 
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3205. Corgi "Original Omnibus", a boxed group of Buses to include 97850 Bristol L5G "Merthyr Tydfil"; 97945 Leyland 
PD2/12 "Ribble Motor Services Limited" (limited to 9,500 produced); 97943 AEC Regent "Douglas Corporation Transport" 
(limited to 11,500 produced) along with others.  Please note there may be duplication within this lot. (see photo).  Conditions 
appear to be Good Plus to Excellent (although not checked for completeness or correctness) in generally Good outer rigid 
perspex cases (some suffer from scuffing and cracking and all have circular coloured stickers/old price stickers) in Fair outer 
card slip sleeves. (16) 

 £50 - £60 

3206. Corgi "Original Omnibus", a boxed group of Buses to include OM41401 ROE Trolleybus "Teesside Railless Traction 
Board"; 42705 (Bus Operators in Britain) Van Hool Alize "OK Travel"; 43110 (Bus Operators in Britain) Leyland Lynx Mark II 
"United" along with others.   Please note there is some duplication within this lot.  Conditions do all generally appear to be 
Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer rigid 
perspex cases and Fair outer card slip sleeves where applicable (all cases do have coloured circular stickers/old price stickers 
attached and some suffer from scuffing/scratching). (14) 

 £50 - £60 

3207. Corgi "Original Omnibus", a boxed group of Buses to include 97902 AEC Reliant "The Potteries Motor Traction Co Ltd" 
(limited to 9,000 produced); 97903 Leyland Leopard PSU 3B "Londonderry and Lough Swilly Railway" (limited edition of 7,000); 
42907 (Celtic Collection) Optare Delta "Edinburgh Transport" along with others.   Please note there is some duplication within 
this lot.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness 
or correctness - in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases and Fair outer card slip sleeves where applicable (all cases do 
have coloured circular stickers/old price stickers attached and some suffer from scuffing/scratching). (14) 

 £50 - £60 

3208. Corgi "Tramlines Series", boxed group to include C990/1 "Southampton Corporation Tramways"; C992/2 "Glasgow 
Corporation Tramways"; Q991/7 "National Garden Festival"; D991/4 "Bournemouth Corporation Tramways" along with others.  
Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note all 
boxes do suffer from crushing, scuffing and other age related/storage wear, and have old price stickers attached). (7) 

 £30 - £35 

3209. Corgi (Original Omnibus) a boxed Bus group to include 42709 Van Hoole Alizee "Evesway Travel", 40305 Burlingham 
Seagull "Yelloway", 42907 "Celtic Collection" Optare Delta "Edinburgh Transport" along with others. Please there may be 
duplication in this lot. Conditions do all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness and some model do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have small pieces missing, 
broken off or loose in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases (please note some of these perspex cases do suffer from slight 
scuffing and cracking along with all of them having small coloured circular stickers which was possibly for ID purposes along 
with some having old price stickers attached).  (14) 

 £50 - £60 

3210. Corgi (Original Omnibus) a boxed Bus group to include 42701 Van Hoole Alizee "Shearings Carefree Coach Holidays", 
43805 Plaxton Excalibur "Flights Coach Travel Limited", 979004 AEC Reliance "Leicester City Transport" (limited edition 6000 
produced) along with others. Please there may be duplication in this lot. Conditions do all generally appear Good Plus to 
Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and some model do appear loose inside 
packaging therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases (please 
note some of these perspex cases do suffer from slight scuffing and cracking along with all of them having small coloured 
circular stickers which was possibly for ID purposes along with some having old price stickers attached).  (14) 

 £50 - £60 
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3211. Corgi (Original Omnibus) a boxed Bus group to include 97836 Leyland PS1 "East Yorkshire Motor Services Limited" 
(limited to 10500 produced), 97856 Bristol K6B "West Yorkshire Road Car Company Limited", 97853 Bristol L5G "Merthyr 
Tydfil" along with others. Please there may be duplication in this lot. Conditions do all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and some model do appear loose in generally Good outer 
rigid perspex cases complete with Fair outer cardboard slip sleeves where applicable, (please note some of these perspex 
cases do suffer from slight scuffing and cracking along with all of them having small coloured circular stickers which was 
possibly for ID purposes along with some having old price stickers attached).  (16) 

 £50 - £60 

3212. Corgi (Tramlines Series) a boxed group to include D990/4 "Wolverhampton Corporation Tramways" x 4, C991/2 
"Blackpool Corporation Tramways" x 2, along with others. Please note there is duplication as stated. Conditions do generally 
appear Good although these models are loose in packaging therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose in 
generally Fair outer window boxes (these window boxes do suffer from splitting, crushing and other age related/storage wear 
and they all have old price stickers attached).  (5) 

 £15 - £20 

3213. Corgi Classics a boxed Bus group to include 98652 (Modern Buses USA) MCI 102-DL3 P.C.S.T. "Sea World", 98473 
(Vintage Buses USA) Yellow Coach 743 "Waves", 35002 (40th Anniversary 1956 to 1996) London Transport AEC Routemaster 
Bus RM664 Set, 97871 Karrier W Utility Trolleybus (Bradford City Transport) along with others. Conditions all generally appear 
Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer pictorial boxes 
(please note all of these models do appear to have been repackaged at some point possibly due to display purposes therefore 
may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and all packaging does suffer from crushing, scuffing and other age/storage 
related wear and tear along with all of them having old price stickers attached).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

3214. Corgi a boxed Bus group to include 471 Silver Jubilee Bus (London Transport) "The Queen's Silver Jubilee/London 
Celebrations 1977", 627 Double Decker Routemaster Bus "Model Motoring", 469 Routemaster Bus (yellow, red and black 
window box), Routemaster Bus "Great Western Railway 150th Anniversary 1835 to 1985", 97096 (The Original Omnibus) a 
2-vehicle set "Capital & Highland Set" along with others. Conditions do all generally appear Good although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes/window boxes (please note all of these boxes 
do suffer from crushing/scuffing and other age/storage related wear along with most of them having old price sticker attached).  
(10) 

 £40 - £50 

3215. Corgi Classics a boxed Bus group to include 97800 Sunbeam Trolleybus "Reading Corporation Transport", 97191 (The 
AEC Regal) which contains 1 AEC Regal Bus "Rosslyn Motor Co", 34901 (The Connoisseur Collection) Leyland Royal Tiger 
"Manchester Corporation" along with others. Conditions do all generally appear Good although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer pictorial boxes (please note these models do appear to have been 
repackaged possibly due to display purposes therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and all of these 
boxes do appear to suffer from crushing, tearing etc and other storage/age related wear and tear along with all of these boxes 
having old price stickers attached).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

3216. Corgi Classics a boxed Bus group to include 97800 Sunbeam Trolleybus "Reading Corporation Transport", 34901 (The 
Connoisseur Collection) Leyland Royal Tiger "Manchester Corporation", 97210 Leyland Tiger "Maypole" along with others. 
Conditions do all generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to 
Good outer pictorial boxes (please note these models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to display purposes 
therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and all of these boxes do appear to suffer from crushing, tearing 
etc and other storage/age related wear and tear along with all of these boxes having old price stickers attached).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 
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3217. Britbus, Oxford Diecast, Atlas Editions and similar a boxed Bus group to include Britbus Double Decker "Southdown", 
Oxford Diecast RM105 Routemaster "Coventry Transport Museum", Oxford Diecast (Oxford Omnibus) 76WFL001 Weymann 
Fanfare "Southdown" along with others. Also to include in this lot is a boxed tinplate Chinese Issue friction drive Double Decker 
Bus along with 12 x Atlas Editions (Great British Buses) which includes RTW Double Decker "London Transport", AEC Regent 
"Douglas Corporation", Metropolitan Feltham Tram along with others. Please note there may be duplication in this lot. 
Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to 
Good outer packaging (please note all these packages does suffer from crushing/tearing and other age/storage related wear 
along with having old price stickers attached), there may be duplication this lot - please see photo.  (21) 

 £35 - £40 

3218. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group comprising of straw and maroon window boxes to include Y-12 1912 
Ford Model T "Smiths Potato Crisps", Y-12 1912 Ford Model T "Pepsi Cola", Y-3 1912 Model T Ford Tanker "Carnation Farm 
Products", Y-27 1922 Foden Steam Lorry "Spillers" along with others. Conditions do all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent 
although none have been checked for correctness in generally Good outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do 
suffer from crushing along with some having old price sticker attached and there is duplication in this lot).  (42) 

 £40 - £50 

3219. Vanguards a boxed group of Commercial vehicles which includes VA033304 Ford 300E Thames Van "London 
Transport", VA00420 Ford Anglia Van "British Railways", VA4008 Ford Anglia Van "Esso Aviation Services" along with others. 
Conditions do generally appear Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in 
generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note these boxes do suffer from crushing and splitting along with other age/storage 
related wear).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

3220. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd and 1/64th scale Commercial vehicles to include VA3009 Austin A40 Van "Raleigh 
Cycles", VA4009 Ford Anglia Van "National Benzole Mixture", VA16000 Commer Dropside "Carlsberg" along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to 
Good outer pictorial boxes (please note these boxes do suffer from crushing, scuffing and other age/storage related wear and 
tear along with some having old price sticker attached).  (7) 

 £35 - £40 

3221. Corgi, Joal, Matchbox (Models of Yesteryear), EFE and similar a boxed Commercial group to include Corgi Classic 
C897/3 AEC 508 Forward Control 5-ton Cabover "LMS Express Parcels Traffic", EFE (Deluxe Series) 11004 DL AEC 8-wheel 
Box Van "Hovis", Corgi D67/1 2 Commercial vehicle set "United Dairies Limited Edition" which comprises of an AEC Cabover 
and Tanker, Corgi 23701 (Guinness) Series Leyland Octopus with container "Malt for Guinness - Guinness for Strength", Joal 
Ref 330 1/50 scale Volvo FH16 Globetrotter XL "Joal - World Wide Miniature Replicas" along with others. Conditions do all 
generally appear to be Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good 
outer packaging (please note some models do appear to repacked or loose inside packaging therefore may have small pieces 
missing, broken off or loose and all packaging does suffer from crushing and other age/storage related wear along with most 
having old price stickers attached).  (19) 

 £35 - £40 

3222. Corgi & Atlas Editions a small boxed Circus related group which comprises of 5 x Atlas Editions (The Greatest Show 
on Earth) and includes Harrington Box Van "West of England Boxing Academy", Guy Pantechnicon Van "Micky Kiely Boxing & 
Wrestling", Ford Cargo Box Van "John Lawsons Circus" along with others. Also to include in this lot is 2 x Corgi Classic Circus 
related models comprising of 97896 AEC Pole Truck "Chipperfield Circus" & 27801 Atkinson Open Pole Truck Set "Anderton & 
Rowlands" (The Showmans Range). Conditions all generally appear Good in general packaging ranging from Poor to Good 
(please note the Atlas Editions boxed packaging is severely crushed and torn and most of these do have old price stickers 
attached).  (7) 

 £25 - £30 
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3223. Corgi, Saico and similar a boxed Van group to include Saico 1/26th scale Morris Minor Van "Post Office Telephones", 
Corgi Classics 96852 Morris Minor Van "1994 Gaydon Corgi Classics Show", Corgi 06504 Morris 1000 Van "TV Licensing 
Investigation", Corgi Vanguards VA01121 Morris Minor Van "Aldershot & District Interest Group" along with others. Please note 
there may be duplication in this lot. Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness 
or correctness and all in generally Fair to Good outer packaging (please note the majority of this packaging does suffer from 
crushing and tearing along with having old price stickers attached).  (23) 

 £25 - £30 

3224. Solido, Atlas Editions, Corgi and similar a boxed group comprising of 4 x Solido (Age D'or Series) and includes 4145 
Hispano Luisa, 405 Minibus "Palace Hotel" along with others. Also to include in this lot is a Corgi Classics 97377 (Donnington 
Collection) Lotus 72D Ford Cosworth V8, Atlas Editions (Best of British Police Cars) 1/43rd scale Jaguar Mk.II "Bedfordshire 
Police" along with others. Conditions do generally appear Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for 
completeness in generally Fair to Good outer packaging (please note the majority of this packaging does suffer from crushing 
along with other age/storage related wear and tear).  (29) 

 £20 - £25 

3225. Unboxed OO Gauge Railway group of Coaches by Hornby Dublo, Hornby Railways, Triang and similar - an unboxed 
OO Gauge Coaches group which all generally appear to be Fair to Good.  (35) 

 £70 - £80 

3226. Flair Products (Scout Series) a pair of boxed balsa wood, metal and plastic constructed Aviation Models comprising of 
(1) "Puppeteer II" which has a wingspan of 60 and (2) "Baronet" which has wingspan of 49". Both these models are Radio 4 
functioning and both require other parts to complete this model as illustrated in the instruction sheets. Please note these 2 
models contents have not been checked for completeness or correctness and would definitely suit a modeller. Condition of the 
contents generally all appear to be Good in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

3227. Herald, Timpo, Britains (Deetail) and similar, a large quantity of plastic figures which comprises of Cowboys, Indians, 
Cavalry, US Civil War and similar along with a large number of mounted and unmounted horses.  Also to include a small 
number of plastic accessories including Indian tepees, totem poles etc.  A large quantity, well worth a good sort as there may 
be some harder to find items within this lot.  Conditions appear to be generally Fair to Good. (large qty) 

 £50 - £60 

3228. Britains, Kelloggs, Lone Star and similar, a large quantity of plastic and metal loose soldiers comprising of 
Napoleonic/British Infantry, Lifeguards, Footguards, Bandsmen and similar.  This lot also includes mainly World War II British 
and German soldiers.  Again, a nice lot with potentially some rarer examples to be found.  Plus boxed Action Packs Model 
Toys Ltd Prussian Infantry Soldier Set "Battle of Waterloo".  Conditions of loose figures generally appear Good and the set 
generally Good (painted) in generally Good outer pictorial box. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

3229. Britains, Timpo and similar, a large quantity of loose plastic figures comprising mainly of Knights and Turks which all 
generally appear to be Good.   Please note there might be some harder to find examples in this lot. (large qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3230. EFE (Exclusive First Editions), a group of boxed Buses to include 12111 Harrington Cavalier "Charlie's Cars"; 20502 
AEC Regal BET Half Cab "South Wales"; 12307 Harrington Grenadier "North Western" along with others.  Please note there 
may be duplication within the lot.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer window boxes (the majority of boxes do suffer from slight 
crushing and scuffing etc. along with having a small circular coloured sticker/old price sticker attached). (18) 

 £50 - £60 
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3231. EFE (Exclusive First Editions), a group of boxed Buses to include 26306 Guy Arab 2 Utility "Southdown"; 16303 Bristol 
LS Bus "Thames Valley"; 13905 Bristol Lodekka "Eastern Counties" along with others.  Please note there may be duplication 
within the lot.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer window boxes (the majority of boxes do suffer from slight crushing and 
scuffing etc. along with having a small circular coloured sticker/old price sticker attached). (18) 

 £50 - £60 

3232. EFE (Exclusive First Editions), a group of boxed Buses to include 24308 AEC Reliance BET style Bus "Highland"; 
19704 AEC Regent V "South Wales2; 18401 Leyland TS8 Tiger Type B "West Riding" along with others.  Please note there 
may be duplication within the lot.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer window boxes (the majority of boxes do suffer from slight 
crushing and scuffing etc. along with having a small circular coloured sticker/old price sticker attached). (18) 

 £50 - £60 

3233. EFE (Exclusive First Editions), a group of boxed Buses to include 15801 Leyland PD1 Lowbridge "Wigan Corporation"; 
11903 Harrington Cavalier "Grey Green"; 15609 Routemaster Bus "Mansfield & District" along with others.  Please note there 
may be duplication within the lot.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer window boxes (the majority of boxes do suffer from slight 
crushing and scuffing etc. along with having a small circular coloured sticker/old price sticker attached). (18) 

 £50 - £60 

3234. EFE (Exclusive First Editions), a group of boxed Buses to include 12305 Grenadier Coach "Ellen Smith"; 15609 
Routemaster Bus "Mansfield & District"; 20115 Bedford OB Coach "Yelloways" along with others.  Please note there may be 
duplication within the lot.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer window boxes (the majority of boxes do suffer from slight crushing and 
scuffing etc. along with having a small circular coloured sticker/old price sticker attached). (18) 

 £50 - £60 

3235. EFE (Exclusive First Editions), a group of boxed Buses to include 20603 (De-Regulation) Plaxton Pointer Dennis Dart 
"Thamesway"; 12301 Harrington Grenadier "Maidstone B District"; 20403 (De-Regulation) Bristol VR Series III "Devon General" 
along with others.  Please note there may be duplication within the lot.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to 
Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer window boxes (the 
majority of boxes do suffer from slight crushing and scuffing etc. along with having a small circular coloured sticker/old price 
sticker attached). (16) 

 £50 - £60 

3236. EFE (Exclusive First Editions), a group of boxed Buses to include 15704DL (De-Luxe Series) Plaxton Panorama 
"Abbott's"; 18701 Bedford SB Duple Vega "Orange Luxury"; 12101 Harrington Cavalier "Southdown" along with others.  Please 
note there may be duplication within the lot.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none 
have been checked for completeness or correctness - in generally Good outer window boxes (the majority of boxes do suffer 
from slight crushing and scuffing etc. along with having a small circular coloured sticker/old price sticker attached). (16) 

 £50 - £60 

3237. Corgi "The Original Omnibus", a group of boxed Buses to include 42720 Van Hool Alize "Eavesway Travel" (Everton 
Football Club); 42718 Van Hool Alize "Seagull Coaches"; 42901 (Bus Operators in Britain) Optare Delta "Go Ahead Gateshead" 
(Super Shuttle S5) along with others.  Please note there may be duplication within this lot.  Conditions all generally appear 
Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and some models are loose inside 
boxes and therefore may have some small pieces missing, broken off or loose - in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases, 
with Fair outer card slip sleeves where applicable (some packaging has the internal card display bases missing and have 
circular coloured and old price stickers attached). (20) 

 £50 - £60 
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3238. Corgi, EFE, a group of boxed Buses comprising of China Motor Bus, City Bus, Kowloon Motor Bus Company (KMB) 
and others which includes Corgi 3-bus Set "China Motor Bus - Olympian Story"; Corgi 44601 (City Bus) Leyland Atlantean; 
Corgi 42803 (City Bus) Dennis Dart "City Shuttle"; EFE (De-Regulation) 20618 Plaxton Pointer Dennis Dart "Transmac Macau" 
(China Bus) along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer window 
boxes/rigid perspex cases, complete with Good outer card slip sleeves where applicable.  Please note none of these models 
have been checked for completeness or correctness (some packaging does have coloured circular/old price stickers attached). 
(9) 

 £40 - £50 

3239. Corgi Classics a group of Bedford O Type Vans - to include Gillette, LNER, 3 x Lee Brothers of Bolton, Pickfords early 
style, LMS, 2 x John Julian, 2 x Arthur Batty and others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent windows boxes. (14) 

 £40 - £50 

3240. EFE 1/76th scale model Buses a group - to include Devon General AEC Regent V, Leicester City Leyland PD1, Bristol 
Coach in United and South Midland livery, Leyland Atlantean - Ribble, Bedford SB Duple - orange luxury, Cavalier 
Coach - Neath and Cardiff and others including Bedford OB, a little duplication - ex-shop stock examples - Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint in Excellent packaging. (19) 

 £40 - £50 

3241. EFE 1/76th scale Bus group - to include Bedford SB Duple Gorwood, Bristol MW Coach in Wiltshire & Dorset livery, 
AEC Regal Windover - Trent, Bristol VR Series II - Southdown, London RT with roof box Premium Bonds, AEC RF - London 
Transport and others including Southdown Harrington Cavalier and Blackpool Transport Routemaster - ex-shop stock, some 
duplication - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (19) 

 £40 - £50 

3242. Corgi Classics a group of Bedford Vans and OB Coaches - Vans include Millers, 2 x Persil, 2 x Weetabix, Camp 
Hobson, NOL.  Coaches include Southern Vectis, 2 x Devon General, Southdown, Western and Eastern National and 
others - Near Mint to Mint ex-shop stock examples in Good to Excellent window boxes. (16) 

 £40 - £50 

3243. Corgi 50's Classics ex-shop stock boxed Cars - to include 2 x 811 Mercedes 300 SL in both silver and red versions, 
804 Jaguar XK120, 2 x 806 1956 Mercedes 300 SC in both cream and burgundy versions - Mint in Excellent window boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

3244. Corgi 50's Classics ex-shop stock Cars - comprising 811 1954 Mercedes 300 SL, 815 1954 Bentley R-type - black, 813 
1955 MG TF, 804 1952 Jaguar XK120 and 810 1957 Ford Thunderbird - Mint in Excellent window boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

3245. Corgi 50's Classics ex-shop stock boxed Cars - to include 805 1956 Mercedes 300 SC - black, 804 Jaguar 
XK120 - cream, 811 Mercedes 300 SL - silver, 803 XK120 - red, 814 Rolls Royce Silver Dawn - two-tone red/black and 810 
1957 Thunderbird - white - Mint in Excellent window boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

3246. EFE 1/76th scale model Bus group - to include London Transport Opentop Routemaster, Leyland PD2 Portsmouth and 
Wigan liveries, Daimler CV-Potteries, London RT in green livery, Devon General Leyland PD2, Thames Valley Bristol L6B and 
others including Bedford Duple in Grey Green and gold liveries, a little duplication, ex-shop stock - Excellent Plus to Near Mint 
in Excellent packaging. (20) 

 £40 - £50 
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3247. EFE 1/76th scale Buses - Single Deckers comprise Bedford SB Duple Gorwood, Bedford OB in Vectis and Royal Blue 
livery, Southdown Cavalier Coach, Lancashire United Leyland TS8 Tiger.  Double Deckers include City of Manchester 
Atlantean and Portsmouth, Ribble Leyland Orion and others including Maidstone PD2 - some duplication, ex-shop stock but 
generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. (20) 

 £40 - £50 

3248. EFE 1/76th scale Bus group - to include London Transport Routemaster, plus Opentop version and STD Leyland with 
Vernons Pools Advertising, together with Hull Corporation Atlantean, Bedford OB in Vectis and British Railways livery and 
others including Leyland Tiger TS8 Yorkshire Woollen - some duplication, ex-shop stock examples are Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint in Excellent packaging. (13) 

 £30 - £40 

3249. EFE 1/76th scale model Bus group - to include Southdown Cavalier Coach, Devon General Leyland PD2, Manchester 
City Atlantean, Yorkshire Post Leeds Transport Tram, London Coaches Opentop Routemaster, Bristol Coach Southern Vectis, 
The Potteries Daimler, South Midland and British Railways OB and others - ex-shop stock examples - Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint in Excellent packaging. (15) 

 £40 - £50 

3250. Benbros 11 (TV Series) Tractor - yellow including metal wheels with green rubber tracks, silver trim - Good (tracks do 
have small splits) in a Poor box. 

 £5 - £10 

Tinplate & Plastic 

3251. Triang (Lines Bros UK) pre-war tinplate clockwork RAF Tractor - scarce example finished in RAF blue with black rubber 
scalloped wheels, working order with integral key and brake, 8.5"/22cm long. Also included is a pressed steel Steam Roller, 
large scale version of the contemporary Triang Minic version, 8"/20cm long, 1950's tinplate Dumper Truck (motor requires 
attention) - otherwise Fair to Good scarce examples.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

3252. Triang (Lines Bros UK) pair of pre-war tinplate clockwork Tractors (1) larger orange version with black grille and rubber 
scalloped wheels, clockwork motor with integral key is in working order but lacks the drive to the wheels; (2) very scarce similar 
smaller scale version in brick red with black scalloped rubber wheels, motor needs attention, 5"/12cm long - otherwise Fair to 
Good for display.  (2) 

 £30 - £50 

3253. Wells Brimtoy tinplate clockwork Trolleybus - 7"/17cm version is orange with tinprinted passenger detail, includes 
trolleypoles to roof and working clockwork motor with integral key, some age related wear otherwise generally Good overall. 

 £40 - £50 

3254. Wells and Mettoy British made Van and Lorry (1) Mettoy clockwork Articulated Truck, 9"/24cm long (some repainting to 
the wheels and trailer body) and (2) Wells "Express Transport" Van - cream/green with tinprinted detail including driver, some 
repainting/repair to the wings - otherwise Fair, both motors are in working order.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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3255. Chad Valley and other British made tinplate vehicles - to include (1) Chad Valley clockwork aluminium Car - blue with 
steerable wheels; (2) Wells clockwork Streamlined Car (similar to the DUX German model), no key but the motor is in working 
order and (3) JB Toys large pressed steel vintage Delivery Van similar to the vintage Bing Products, finished in a Bakers 
Delivery Van livery of dark green - Good.  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

3256. Kingsbury (USA) large pressed steel Streamlined clockwork Car - of pressed steel construction, circa 1940's, finished 
in beige, all 4 wheels are present but some have age related deterioration, the front axle is steerable and the motor is in 
working order although the gearing may need attention, lacks rear bumpers - otherwise Fair, 14"/35cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

3257. Mettoy and Marx Toys pressed steel Vehicles for spares or repair - to include a scarce "Swan Vale Coal Company" 
Tipper Truck - scarce item 12"/31cm long. Other Marx toys include County Borough Fire Brigade Engine and Delivery Lorry, 
large clockwork Tractor with black plastic wheels in working order with brake, a British style Farm Tractor, Tractor Unit Truck, 
Lines Bros pre-war Delivery Truck (lacks some of the wheels) and others including a Mettoy large Fire Engine (lacks ladder but 
the motor is in working), together with a repainted Mettoy tinplate Caravan with sliding roof - Fair.  (10) 

 £40 - £60 

3258. Schuco and other mostly German tinplate Cars - to include a Schuco Examico 4001 repainted Car and a Kommando 
Anno 2000 Car - green, lacks front wheel. Also included is a tinplate Habi Car, larger scale 7"/18cm tinplate clockwork Car with 
driver figure, some overpainting but does include a working motor with brake, Tractor Unit Truck, 2-door Coupe, Streamlined 
Car and a Lehmann Gnom Garage - a Fair basis for some restoration or spares.  (8) 

 £50 - £60 

3259. Fairylite (Japan) tinplate clockwork pre-war style Car - beige/red, no key but the motor is in working order, 4"/11cm 
long - Good. Other tinplate Japanese vehicles include a large battery operated Savanna Jeep, a SSS or similar Rocket 
Launcher in military green, 8"/21cm long and a battery operated Crawler Tractor - Fair to Good Plus. Also included is a tinplate 
Chevrolet Opentop Car - Poor to Fair for spares.  (5) 

 £30 - £40 

3260. Chad Valley Ubilda and Mettoy Railway related models - to include Chad Valley Ubilda tinplate clockwork Royal Scot 
Locomotive No.6100, lacks tender but the motor is in working order and a LMS 442 Tank Locomotive with working motor. Also 
included is a Mettoy Joytown "Loco Shed", lacks doors and track to the interior - otherwise Fair.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

3261. Triang and other pressed steel and plastic vehicles - to include a Triang Hi-way Milk Truck with load of 28 plastic milk 
bottles - Good. Boxed items include a Triang Minic Bulldozer (loose blade). Marx Toys comprise a Baby Bulldozer and a Cap 
Firing Tank, together with a Codeg Anti Aircraft Gun - Fair in Poor to Fair boxes.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

3262. Wells (UK) tinplate clockwork Single Engined Aircraft - circa 1950 - beige, with red trim, registration number G-E OBT, 
the clockwork motor is in working order with integral key, some bending to parts of the wings and the tail plane is marked 
MS1555 (possibly made for Marks & Spencers Stores) - Fair to Good, does include the propeller and pilot figure with a 
14"/35cm wingspan. Also included is a similar Biplane in 3-colour camouflage, some repainting to lower wing and upper wing 
requires re-attaching - otherwise Fair, 18"/45cm wingspan.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3263. Meccano Constructor Biplane Trimotor Aircraft, finished in silver, with RAF roundels to upper wings and fuselage sides, 
fitted with floats to the undercarriage and does include the cast metal pilot figure, of nut & bolt construction - built to a Fair 
standard, 18.5"/47cm wingspan. 

 £60 - £80 
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3264. Tinplate Biplane of nut & bolt construction, using some Meccano Constructor parts - Fair, 14.5"/37cm wingspan. 

 £30 - £50 

3265. Meccano Constructor Biplane, fitted with green tinplate floats to undercarriage, RAF roundels to upper wings, includes 
propeller - Fair. 

 £40 - £50 

3266. DUX (Germany) Aeroplane Constructor Set No.106 - unchecked for completeness but includes corrugated wing 
sections, painted upper fuselage, wheels and other parts - otherwise Good in a Fair (torn lid) card box. 

 £60 - £70 

3267. Arnold (Germany) "Helibus" tinplate Helicopter in blue/white "Sabena Belgian Airlines" livery. The rotors require 
re-straightening and the mechanism requires attention, lacks one rear wheel - otherwise a Good example which comes in a Fair 
(torn) card box, still retains the instruction slip. 

 £30 - £50 

3268. Arnold (Germany) "Helibus" Mechanical tinplate Helicopter in "Sabena" livery - Fair to Good, fitted with mechanical 
remote control which requires attention otherwise Fair to Good for display and comes in a Fair card box. 

 £30 - £50 

3269. Wimmer (HWN of Germany) tinplate "Sport Plane" - scarce battery operated toy featuring a tinplate model of a Cessna 
Single Engined Aircraft with counter balanced battery compartment and wooden handle, untested but overall Good for display, 
the aircraft is 8"/20cm long. All is contained in a Fair to Good illustrated box. 

 £30 - £50 

3270. Haji (Japan) tinplate "Sky Taxi" - large tinplate battery operated Helicopter, based on the "Boeing Vertol 107" in Pam 
Am New York Airways livery - white with tinprinted detail, yellow plastic rotors, untested but appears Excellent for display, 
24"/60cm long including rotors and comes in a Good illustrated box with some inner packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

3271. Schopper (Germany) 5100 tinplate clockwork Control Tower with 3 x Aircraft - tinprinted detail with lever action 
clockwork motor - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Excellent illustrated box, 6.5"/17cm high. 

 £30 - £50 

3272. Tinplate Spaceship and Robot (1) AA Toys "X-52 Spaceship" - battery operated tinplate/plastic model with 2 x 
astronauts pilots to the clear plastic cockpit, 8"/20cm in diameter and (2) "Mechanical Walking Spaceman" tinplate clockwork 
Atomic Robot - metallic grey with red fittings, clockwork motor in working order with integral key, of recent limited edition 
production, 8.5"/22cm high - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes.  (2) 

 £30 - £50 

3273. Fairylite (Yonezawa of Japan) No.2205 "Moon Explorer" - scarce battery operated tinplate Space vehicle is white/red, 
includes white plastic antenna to roof, clear plastic dome at each end, one containing astronaut pilot and marked M-27, opening 
door to side with further astronaut, standing on 4 legs with 4 x orange plastic feet, untested, remote control cable attached with 
plastic missile shaped battery compartment and control unit (broken securing clip), the battery compartment requires cleaning 
but the model overall is generally Good Plus to Excellent for display, 8"/21cm long and comes in a Fair to Good card box with 
some sellotape repairs to the lid but does include inner packaging, "Caution" slip and spare plastic antenna. 

 £160 - £220 
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3274. Triang C24 Pond Yacht - impressive model with green/black painted pressed steel hull, includes wooden masts with 
rigging (require sorting), impact damage towards the rear of the hull but does include the rudder and is otherwise Good in a 
Poor to Fair plain cardboard box. Also included are 2 x wooden Speed Boats including a "Miss Britain" together with a Bowman 
Racing Yacht wooden hull with metal keel (lacks masts) - Fair.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

3275. Victory, Sutcliffe and other model Boats - to include Victory Industries (UK) Vosper Triple Screw Express Turbine 
Yacht - featuring black hull with white/tan deck and superstructure, battery operated, 20"/50cm long. Also included are a 
Sutcliffe Models "Meteor" Speedboat, Triang plastic Lifeboat, Chinese plastic Kursk Submarine - Fair. Also included is a 
Welsotoys (UK) clockwork plastic Speedboat in working order with integral key - Good including illustrated box.  (5) 

 £40 - £50 

3276. A group of Model Boats and Aircraft - to include an Outdoor Zone wooden Yacht Kit and a Alligator Eastern European 
plastic Yacht with fittings for assembly, together with a Wilson Kit for a RAF Launch and a quantity of wooden boat parts. 
Aircraft comprise a Forma Plane plastic kit requiring the components to be cut out of a single sheet and a FROG 
Buccaneer - all are unchecked for completeness otherwise Fair to Good Plus including some packaging.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3277. Chad Valley and PVP Boat Kits (1) PVP (France) "Le Petit Commandant de Sous Marin" - unusual wooden toy 
comprising a Battle Ship with loose components and strong spring to underside, when a missile enters a hole in the side of the 
hull the spring is actuated and the ship "explodes, 16"/41cm long; (2) Chad Valley "Take 2 Pieces" model of RMS Queen 
Mary - made-up from card layers with printed detail and 3 x funnels - Good to Good Plus in Fair to Good illustrated boxes.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

3278. Bowman (UK) "Aeroboat 1" - scarce pre-war large scale Speedboat with hollow wooden hull, fitted for strong rubber 
band propulsion, gear wheel to rear turning rudder and fitted with propeller - blue/cream with brown varnished hull, includes 
spring loaded aluminium engine cover and loose front tinplate cover - a Good scarce example, 31.5"/83cm long and still retains 
its original Fair wooden packing crate. 

 £100 - £150 

3279. Astra Britains and other diecast and tinplate Cannons and Machine Guns - to include Astra Fort Gun and Cannon, 
Britains Cannon and other items including an Astra Machine Gun and a tinplate example with camouflage base - unchecked for 
completeness but appear Fair.  (8) 

 £30 - £40 

3280. Astra boxed and unboxed accessories - boxed items comprise Traffic Signal, Railway Colour Light Signal and a Fort 
Gun with wooden missiles, would benefit from further cleaning otherwise generally Fair to Good including boxes. Unboxed 
items include a revolving searchlight on a base and a traffic light - Good.  (5) 

 £30 - £50 

3281. A pair of French tinplate Tanks (1) Jouets Francaise EVK410 friction drive Tank (marked made in Western Germany), 
comes with clear plastic magazine with 6 x missiles for attaching to the turret, 10.5"/24cm long and (2) Jouets Mont Blanc 
tinplate AMX Combat Tank - battery operated with control cable attached, military green, includes rubber tracks (box lacks an 
end flap) both are untested - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3282. China Can Company (Hong Kong) a pair of Field Guns tinplate clockwork Cannons - each cannon is in working order 
and comes with a key, when wound the gun makes firing sound then recoils backwards, 7.5"/19cm long - Good Plus to 
Excellent in Fair to Good illustrated boxes.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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3283. A pair of large scale tinplate Railway Locomotives - battery operated examples include EGE Toys (France) Indiana 
Harbour Belt Diesel Loco 17"/43cm long; (2) Chinese made Western style Steam Locomotive and (3) Fu Wi Toys battery 
operated Diesel Locomotive 359 - orange - untested but appear Excellent to Excellent Plus for display.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

3284. Ichiko and other tinplate Railway Locomotives - to include "Internal Combustion Train" - tinplate friction drive railcar 
with adjustable passenger detail, Ichiko friction drive railcar 15.5"/40cm long and 3 x Car miniature clockwork Train - Excellent 
to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

3285. Paya or similar tinplate vintage vehicles and figures - of recent limited edition production - to include Tramcar, 2-door 
car with opening doors, Motorcycle & Sidecar, Taxi with driver, General Bus together with Man with Suitcase and Road 
Sweeper plus a Boat - appear Excellent Plus to Near Mint, still sealed in blister packs, believed to have been magazine issues.  
(8) 

 £50 - £60 

3286. Mettoy and Marx Toys British Games and Novelties - to include a Mettoy "Spinner Winner" Horse Game tinplate 
baseboard and a printed Tigers face clockwork target, 14"/35cm wide with wagging tail - Good Plus to Excellent. Also included 
is a Marx Toys "Soccer Bagatelle" - Excellent in a Good box.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

3287. Tinplate clockwork novelty toys and figures - of recent limited edition Chinese production - to include 2 x Lumberjacks 
sawing a log, "Playing Ping Pong" with 2 x players and table tennis table together with "Little Traveller" boy with plastic face and 
tinplate suitcase - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

3288. Mettoy (UK) group of Child's Typewriters - early 50's tinplate examples include The Mettype Junior, The Mettoy Minor 
together with a later 1960's Mettoy Prefect example - untested but generally Good to Good Plus for display.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

3289. Chinese, Eastern European and other tinplate and plastic boxed vehicles - to include 1/18th scale Minister Buick 
friction drive Sedan, Eastern European 6-wheeled clockwork Delivery Van with sliding doors, Double Decker Bus, Eastern 
European tinplate Tank, plastic remote control Mini, Lucky Toys Sports Car together with scarce Chinese made 15"/38cm 
"Articulated Oil Tanker" - friction drive and others - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging.  (9) 

 £50 - £60 

3290. Merit (UK) and other assorted Gift Sets and Games - to include 3 x Merit "Chemistry Set" in 10, 18 and 27 "Chemicals" 
sizes, unchecked for completeness but the contents appear generally Good in Fair to Good illustrated boxes. Also included are 
a Merit "Magic Robot" - Good in a Poor box, John Bull Printing Set and a Thomas Salter Microscope Lab 3 - Good including 
packaging.  (6) 

 £20 - £30 

3291. Science Fair and other Electronic Educational Toys and Gift Set - to include Science Fair Electronic Project Lab 50 in 
1, 60 in 1 and 200 in 1 sets. Also included is a Kay's (London) "Magnet-Tricity", Solar Power Lab and a Radionic X30 
Kit - unchecked for completeness but generally Fair to Good including packaging.  (6) 

 £30 - £40 
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3292. Airfix, Matchbox, Plastruct and other assorted plastic Kits - to include Airfix Flying Fortress, WW1 Tank and Austin 
Healey Sprite Mk.1 together with a Matchbox Siskin Biplane, Tower Trams Leeds Tram, Jo-Han Mustang Stock Car and a 
Plastruct Road Roller together with a 21st Century 1/32nd JU87B Stuka Aircraft - a couple of kits are still sealed, others have 
been started, unchecked for completeness - otherwise generally Fair to Good including packaging. Also in this lot are 2 
made-up models of a Peterbilt Tractor Unit and a Alfa Romeo Car which are generally Fair.  (8 plus 2 made-up models) 

 £20 - £30 

3293. Spears, Merit, Chad Valley, Games and Pastimes and others including "International Circus" reproduction Pop-up 
Book, Merit large "Derby" Horse Racing Game with 26.5"/68cm base board, Chad Valley Escalado, Spears Mousey Escalade 
and Chronology Games, Meccano Jigsaw Puzzle Maker and others including Tiddley Cricket and Pub Quiz Cars - unchecked 
for completeness, some of the boxes have suffered through storage but otherwise generally Fair to Good including packaging.  
(qty) 

 £30 - £50 

3294. Dinky Toys Triang Minic and other mostly model Cars - to include Dinky Toy Guy Van, Bedford Tractor Unit, Morris 
Royal Mail Van, Mini Cooper Police Car together with a larger scale Polistil Citroen 2CV, boxed Matchbox 900 TP2 Exon 
Articulated Tanker, various Lledo Record Cars, Pepe Military Police Jeep and others. Conditions vary widely as some are 
repainted and others are boxed otherwise generally Fair to Good Plus, some have Good packaging. Also included is a 
Scalextric 200 Set with track, controllers and 4 x cars to include a March 771 and a Porsche MM/C5 and 2 others - unchecked 
for completeness but generally Fair including the box.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3295. Domestic Toys and Novelties - a large quantity to include Mini Mum Ironing Board, Vulcan boxed and unboxed Sewing 
Machines, Child's Food Mixer, Crescent Bus Conductors Ticket Machine, Ivik Projector, ESL Students Microscope together with 
a large Chad Valley Talking Monkey, Ayr Blaster Stock Car, Pelham Girl and another Puppet and various tinplate toys - Fair to 
Good, some still have Good packaging.  (qty in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

3296. Boxed and unboxed Vehicles, Animals and Novelties - boxed items include a Busy Bus, Jet Plane, Turtle, Knight on 
Horseback, Camel and others including a Marx Toys 1950's Rainbow Top - generally Good to Excellent in Fair to Good boxes. 
Unboxed items include a plastic Robot, large cast metal model car shaped Radios, Police Department Truck, Rocket Racer and 
others - the unboxed items are generally Fair.  (qty in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £50 

3297. Victory, Falcon, Waddingtons and other Railway and other Jigsaws - to include Victory hand cut wooden Cornish 
Riviera Jigsaw, Good Companion Mainline Terminus, Arrow the Age of Steam and others include a Gibson's Heritage Series, 
Waddingtons Cambrian Coast Express and Summer of 47 together with a Coca Cola Jigsaw in a tin and more - unchecked for 
completeness otherwise Fair to Good including packaging.  (33 in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

3298. Gibsons, Falcon, Victory and other Railway and other related Jigsaws - to include The Dangerous Book for Boys 
500-piece Puzzle, Falcon Copenhagen Fire Brigade, Victory Union Castle and Duchess of Atholl, Gibson's Out & About and 
others including 2 sealed unmarked wooden Railway Jigsaws - unchecked for completeness but generally Fair to Good 
including packaging.  (20 in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £20 - £30 

3299. Indian and Romanian tinplate clockwork Train Layouts (1) "Local Shuttle Return Train" with tram traversing printed 
baseplate from one station to the other, 27.5"/70cm long; (2) Bus on Roadway Layout with tunnel (would benefit from some 
lubrication due to storage) - otherwise Excellent to Near Mint in Good packaging, both are in working order with keys.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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3300. A group of mostly tinplate clockwork Railways and Tramways - to include British Chad Valley Overhead Railway, 
42"/108cm long; Eastern European 2-piece Locomotive with Truck and pipe load (similar to the early Technofix example); 
Indian Local Shuttle Train and a German hand operated Lehmann Rigi 900 Cable Car - all are in working order with respective 
keys and are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in Fair to Good packaging.  (4) 

 £60 - £80 

3301. Mamod (UK) Minor No.2 Stationary Steam Engine - scarce early example with light green fittings and tinplate burner, 
some age related wear, has had some use but is otherwise generally Fair and includes a Fair (torn) card box with a Good 
illustrated label. 

 £30 - £40 

3302. Mamod (UK) early Lineshaft Live Steam Accessory, with red base and light green uprights, would benefit from 
cleaning - otherwise Good in a Fair to Good card box with black and white label. Also included is a Bing or similar hand 
operated Bucket Chain accessory - Good.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

3303. L Rees (London) Live Steam Stationary Steam Engine, restored by the vendor in 1999 comprising aluminium 
baseplate with brass boiler and cylindrical burner, single cylinder - Good, 12"/31cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

3304. Bowman Live Steam Stationary Engine - scarce example with brass boiler, single cylinder, brass burner with remains 
of wick, all is mounted on a green Meccano style baseplate - Good Plus for display. 

 £30 - £40 

3305. Large Live Steam Stationary Engine of unconfirmed manufacture, unmarked, with single cylinder and heavy brass 
flywheel with gearing, brass boiler, some of the pipe work needs re-attaching and comes with a large loose chimney. All is 
mounted on a Meccano style baseplate, appears to have had some restoration in the past - Fair to Good basis for repair, the 
boiler is 3"/8cm in diameter. 

 £30 - £40 

3306. Doll & Co and other German tinplate Live Steam accessories - Doll Products include a driveshaft pulley with gear 
wheel mounted on a baseplate, together with an "Esso" tinplate accessory. Also included are a grinding wheel with man figure 
and a saw bench, both marked "Made in Germany" - Fair to Good.  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

3307. Mettoy and other tinplate Roadway and Railway Layouts - to include a Mettoy (UK) figure of 8 layout with plastic 
clockwork car and key, an Eastern European figure of 8 railway layout with clockwork Locomotive together with a similar "Magic 
Crossroads" layout by Marx Toys (no vehicles) - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in Fair packaging.  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

3308. Doll & Co (Germany) Lineshaft accessory - circa the earlier part of the 20th Century, green painted tinplate base, with 
long shaft featuring 5 x assorted pulleys - Fair, 11"/28cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

3309. Hess (Germany) "Dynamobil" tinplate Gyro Motor with winding handle and operating lever, mounted on a wooden 
base. Also included is a Bowman or similar Saw Bench Live Steam accessory with pulley and circular saw - Fair to Good.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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3310. Live Steam vertical Boiler with single cylinder, driveshaft and pulley, copper boiler, lacks burner and is unmarked, 
10"/25cm high. 

 £30 - £50 

3311. Bing (Bavaria) and other Live Steam accessories - to include a Bing vertical drill, Lineshaft with 3 alternative pulley 
sizes, an incomplete saw bench and a lathe type machine with a spare pulley - Fair to Good.  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

3312. Various boxed Games, loose toys and other items - boxed items include a Tomy Thomas & Friends Train Set, battery 
operated Jungle Express, John Lewis Desktop Railway, Space Building toy, Puffing Billy Express, Astral authentic wooden 
Aircraft Kit, Fit Build Set, Inventor Centre and others including Minibrix, Construments and a Subbuteo set (lacks teams) plus a 
Kay's Chemistry Set plus various loose unboxed items including a Minister tinplate car - unchecked for completeness otherwise 
generally Fair.  (lg qty in 3 large cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

3313. Triang, Hornby Dublo and other OO Scale Trains - to include Hornby Dublo tinplate red and cream Coaches, Triang 
Hornby Hymek Loco and 3 x Intercity Coaches together with Triang Trans Continental Diesel Locomotives, matching Blue 
Coaches, Express Mail Coach and others including a Signal Box together with a Jinty and Diesel Shunter Loco. Other loose 
items include various wooden and plastic railway related items including platform parts, scenic accessories, Yugoslavian RSO 
Diesel Loco and 3 x Coaches, a quantity of collectable Matchbox with locomotive pictures and others - Fair.  (lg qty in 2 large 
cardboard boxes) 

 £40 - £60 

3314. Timpo (UK) "Wild West Cavalry Ambush Set" - comprising O Gauge plastic Wild West style Steam Locomotive and 
Tender with matching Coach and Caboose together with a quantity of track and various figures - the contents are unchecked 
but appear Good to Excellent for display and come in a Poor to Fair illustrated box. 

 £40 - £50 

3315. Novo Railways "The Big Big Jungle Train" - set comprises a battery operated Diesel Locomotive with a Bogie Wagon 
and Open Bogie Wagon and a Flat Truck in 2 halves with 2 x cages and animals etc - unchecked for completeness but the 
contents otherwise appear Good to Good Plus in a Fair card box with instruction sheet. 

 £40 - £60 

3316. Ubilda (Burnett of London) tinplate Fort - contains quantity of tinprinted parts to build a Fort including walls, 4 x towers, 
ramp etc, unchecked for completeness but appears Good, a scarce pre-war example, all is contained in a Fair illustrated card 
box with wooden base (some tape repairs to the split lid). 

 £40 - £60 

3317. Dinky Toys a group of "Dinky Builder" Construction Outfits - lot comprises of Set 2 and Set 3, each with yellow/blue and 
pink/green tinplate components, each containing a box of rods, contents still strung onto backing card together with appropriate 
instruction books - unchecked for completeness but the contents appear Good to Good Plus in Fair card boxes. Also included is 
an unboxed set of tinplate components with box of rods, still strung onto backing card - Good but no box.  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

3318. Large vintage Meccano Sets in a wooden box - the set is unmarked but comes in a substantial wooden box with 2 x 
removable trays. Components include worm gears, wheels, perforated strip and sheet, boiler tubes and others, unchecked for 
completeness but does include a Meccano tin with nuts, bolts and other small components - contents are generally Fair in a 
Fair wooden box with removable lid and the remains of instruction books for No.9 and No.10 Outfits together with "Special 
Model Leaflets". These leaflets feature Fire Escape, Car & Caravan, Forklift Truck, Cranes, Tower Bridge and others. 

 £60 - £80 
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3319. Meccano Set No.6 - pre-war set with components in violet blue and gold, the wooden box comes with a removable 
inner tray, unchecked for completeness but includes wheels, perforated strip, sheet etc and a tin of small components, together 
with an instruction book for the No.6 Outfit, wrapped in plastic film - otherwise Good to Good Plus in a Good card box (some 
wear to the lid edges). 

 £60 - £80 

3320. Meccano group of pre-war Sets - to include Sets 1, 2, 3 and 4 - each set contains violet blue and gold parts including 
perforated strip, wheels, Set 3 includes the correct instruction book and Set 4 has a instruction book for 4a accessory 
outfit - otherwise the contents are generally Good to Good Plus although unchecked for completeness and come in Fair boxes 
with Good illustrated labels.  (4) 

 £60 - £80 

3321. Meccano (France) pre-war Accessory Set No.6a - unchecked for completeness but some components are still wrapped 
in brown paper with Meccano labels and included is the correct instruction book - the components appear generally Excellent 
and come in a Good Plus card box with illustrated lid. 

 £50 - £70 

3322. Meccano (France) a pair of Construction Sets - to include Gear Set A with quantity of brass and metal gears together 
with lengths of chain and Set D pre-war set with violet blue/gold components, plus wheels, tins of small parts, unchecked for 
completeness but the contents appear Good to Good Plus and come with instructions for Sets A to D and another one for 
"Boited" - Good in Fair to Good boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3323. Meccano group of smaller sets and outfits - to include 2 x Accessory Outfit, Set No.00, Special Edition Set of recent 
issue, Meccano Junior, Set 3A and Set No.2 with yellow and blue components and instruction books - unchecked for 
completeness but appear Good to Good Plus including illustrated boxes. Also included is a "Accessory Outfit 00A" in a plain 
box with illustrated label and contains a small number of unchecked components, includes instruction book for No.0 
Outfit - Fair.  (8 sets) 

 £80 - £100 

3324. Meccano Motors and Bayko Set - motors comprise electric motor No.E20R 20 volt reversing, No.1 clockwork motor 
with reversing lever in gloss black with key. Also included is a Bayko "Plimpton Engineering" Building Set, unchecked for 
completeness but comes with a packing slip for Set No.1 and a 1950's instruction book - Good to Good Plus in Fair to Good 
boxes.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

3325. Meccano boxed sets including accessory outfits - to include "Engineering in Miniature" - early clockwork motor with key 
and instructions, accessory outfit No.2A together with French accessory outfit No.0A - all have bare metal 
components - unchecked for completeness otherwise Good in Fair to Good boxes.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

3326. Meccano a group of early Sets and accessory outfits - to include 2A with dark green and red components plus a part 
instruction book for Outfits 0023, together with a box marked accessory outfit No.4A (most parts missing), Outfit 3A, Set No.1 
(includes instruction book) and Accessory Outfit No.1A. All are unchecked for completeness otherwise generally Fair in Fair to 
Good boxes.  (5 sets) 

 £40 - £60 

3327. Meccano pre-war "Mechanised Army Outfit" - scarce example comprising a yellow backing card with original strung 
military green components, unchecked for completeness and there is no outer box but does include the 8-sided foldout 
"instructions for building models with the mechanised army outfit" (some tape repairs) - still a Fair scarce example. 

 £80 - £100 
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3328. Meccano a group of assorted boxed sets including - Junior Meccano Set A1, Combat Multi Kit and Combat 
Construction Set, recent issue Racing Car and Starter Sets, Gear Set and a plastic Meccano Set No.2 - unchecked for 
completeness but appear Fair to Good including boxes.  (14) 

 £50 - £70 

3329. Meccano "Elektrikit" - scarce kit for use with Meccano Standard Outfits of No.3 or larger - contains various components 
including black perforated, unchecked for completeness and has been used but the contents appear Fair to Good and come 
with a 32-page instruction book with photocopy of Meccano Electrical parts attached to the rear - Fair including illustrated box 
and inner plastic tray. 

 £50 - £60 

3330. Meccano Aeroplane Constructor Set No.2 - contains a number of red/cream/powder blue components, unchecked for 
completeness but does include the wheels with tyres, floats, RAF roundels, 2 sets of wings (to construction Biplane), 3 x Radial 
Engine Parts and propellers, minor component tins, pilot figure and others - Fair to Good including box with illustrated label. 
Also included is the correct 24-page instruction book. 

 £80 - £120 

3331. Primi Voli (Bral of Milan) tinplate Aeroplane Construction Kit - components are still sealed within illustrated box 
comprising camouflaged tinplate effect - Excellent in a Excellent card box with instruction book. 

 £30 - £50 

3332. ETS (Czechoslovakia) O Gauge "Elektricka Zeleznice" tinplate electric Train Set - of recent limited edition production, 
includes a 040 Steeplecab Locomotive with pantograph, 2 x brown Open Wagons, Lowsided Wagon and a green Guards Van 
with sliding doors, together with a quantity of brass track on plastic sleepers and a ERS controller (UNTESTED) - appears 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint for display, all is contained in a substantial wooden box with illustrated label to lid. 

 £100 - £150 

3333. Hornby O Gauge No.101 Tank Passenger Set - comprising tinplate LMS 040 Tank Engine No.2270 - maroon, with 3 x 
matching LMS Coaches including a Brake Van, fitted with plastic wheels. Also included is a quantity of curved tinplate track and 
a box of connecting plates - the track is a little tarnished through age but the vehicles are generally Good to Excellent in a Good 
card box with illustrated label to the lid and some Hornby Trains paperwork. Circa 1954, believed to have been bought by the 
vendor from new. 

 £60 - £80 

3334. Hornby Trains O Gauge pre-war LNER Passenger Train Set - comprising a LNER 442 clockwork Tank Locomotive in 
apple green No.1784, with solder repair to rear of bunker and some retouching. Also included are 2 x LNER teak Suburban 
Bogie Coaches and a quantity of tinplate curved track - Fair to Good in a Fair card box with significant repairs to the lid. 

 £60 - £80 

3335. Hornby O Gauge pair of clockwork Tank Locomotives (1) LNER No.1784 442 Tank, replacement reproduction wheels, 
some retouching and (2) Southern 040 clockwork Tank Locomotive No.126 - green, lacks coupling rods on one side - otherwise 
Fair to Good.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3336. Hornby O Gauge New Zealand Railways 442 clockwork Tank Locomotive - finished in maroon NZR livery, some 
retouching but still a Fair to Good scarce example. 

 £130 - £180 
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3337. Hornby O Gauge New Zealand Railways 040 clockwork Tank Locomotive - finished in NZR green, fitted with 
replacement driving wheels, some wear particularly around the keyhole - otherwise a Good example which comes in a Fair card 
box (marked LMS) with significant tape repairs. 

 £80 - £100 

3338. Hornby O Gauge New Zealand Railways and other tinplate Wagons - lot comprises New Zealand Railways Open 
Wagon, Guards Van (lacks roof) and Milk Van with sliding doors. Also included are a FCS Open Wagon and a FCO Lumber 
Wagon - both made in France - some repainting and retouching otherwise generally Fair.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

3339. Hornby O Gauge a group of incomplete clockwork Train Sets - to include (1) No.601 Goods Set, lacking some of the 
wagons; (2) E220 Tank Mixed Goods Set - lacking locomotive but with extra track and (3) Goods Set No.50 with Locomotive 
Tender and 2 x Wagons - sets are unchecked and the boxes have been subject to poor storage - otherwise Fair in Poor to Fair 
boxes.  (3 boxed sets) 

 £50 - £70 

3340. Bing and Hornby O Gauge Train Sets (1) Bing Train Set box containing a repaired clockwork turntable and some 
tinplate track, together with a Bing Railway Station Building and Platform - Fair including card box covered in cellophane with a 
illustrated lid. Hornby MO Series clockwork O Gauge Train Sets - comprising 2 x MO Sets, one with red tender loco and green 
wagons, the other with green loco and red wagons - unchecked for completeness but appear Good in Fair to Good illustrated 
boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

3341. Hornby O Gauge Rolling Stock and a Signal - to include a part repainted LMS clockwork Tender Locomotive, Bogie 
Well Wagon, Luggage Van, Flat Truck with straw load, 2 x Nord Wagons with canopies and others plus a quantity of spare 
wheels. Also included is a pre-war double arm signal and 2 x wooden and plastic wagons.  (12) 

 £30 - £50 

3342. Bing (Germany) assorted wooden and tinplate Wagons - wooden bodied wagons include 2 x LMS Coke Wagons, 
Bogie Hopper Truck, Southern Railway and London North Western Open Wagons, Southern Railway Van and a LMS Brake 
Van together with a Crane Truck - Fair to Good.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

3343. Bassett-Lowke O Gauge tinplate Wagons - to include Great Western TOAD Guards Van, LMS Guards Van, scarce 
Southern Railway Open Wagon, late issue Flat Truck with wooden plank load, LMS Guards Van and Loco Coal Wagon 
together with a "Lowko Spirit" tinplate tank mounted on a early Hornby LNER chassis - varying amounts of age wear - otherwise 
Fair to Good.  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

3344. Bassett-Lowke O Gauge "United Dairies Milk Tank" Wagon - rare item with grey chassis, Great Western livery, some 
corrosion to the tank but does include the filler cap and outlets -otherwise Fair to Good. 

 £50 - £70 

3345. Leeds Model Company a group of Coaches and Wagons - to include 2 x LNER paper covered Passenger Coaches 
with white metal roofs. Wagons include paper covered Southern Railway Van and Great Western Cattle Wagon together with 2 
x wooden Open Wagons (one requires reassembly), Bakelite Open Wagon. Also in this lot is an unusual "BP Motor Spirit" 
Petroleum Tanker - probably made from a Leeds Model Company Kit - Fair.  (8) 

 £40 - £60 
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3346. Rossignol and other French German and British O Gauge Wagons - to include 2 x Open Wagons, one with coal load, 
another German Wagon, Timber Truck, Crane Wagon, Bogie Open Wagon together with a French 4-wheel electric Steeplecab 
Locomotive and a British Bar Knight (Glasgow) LNWR Open Wagon - Fair to Good.  (10) 

 £40 - £50 

3347. O Gauge tinplate "Janta Express" of Indian manufacturer - comprising tinprinted clockwork 4-wheel Locomotive with 2 
x tinprinted Carriages featuring Passenger detail, circa 1950's, scarce item with motor in working order - Good. 

 £20 - £30 

3348. O Gauge German and British tinplate clockwork Train Sets - to include a Keim (Germany) 040 Steam Locomotive and 
Tender with 2 x red/blue carriages and tinplate track - Good in a Poor to Fair illustrated box. Also in this lot is a train set box 
base only with a Wells (UK) clockwork Streamlined Locomotive and Tender with 2 x 1st Class Carriages, British made 
Coronation Loco, a Hornby Series No.2526 4-wheel Tender Loco, 2 x German Carriages together with a bag of Hornby or other 
spare chassis - Fair to Good Plus.  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

3349. Marklin (Germany) O Gauge 50-ton Hopper Wagon - brown, with opening side doors, unpainted buffers, operating 
mechanism, some wear to edges and high spots but otherwise generally Good. Also included is a Bogie Open Wagon with bare 
metal buffers - Good Plus.  (2) 

 £80 - £120 

3350. Marklin O Gauge group of Wagons and Vans - to include 2 x Baggage Cars with sliding doors in brown and dark blue 
livery, Open Wagon with cloth tilt, Lowsided Wagon, British Market LMS Van (lacks door) and a Wagon body only - otherwise 
Fair to Good.  (6) 

 £60 - £80 

3351. Vintage Marklin O Gauge British Market Wagons - to include 2 x 4-wheel Timber Trucks, repainted Fish Van, 2 LMS 
Open Wagons, North Eastern Van and dark green Milk Van (lacks door) - otherwise Fair to Good.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

3352. Fleischmann, BUB and other O Gauge tinplate Wagons and a Loco - Fleischmann items include 2 x Open Wagons, 
Lenke Bahnen Open Wagon, Mobile Crane and other wagons and spare chassis. BUB items include clockwork Steam 
Locomotive and a tinplate building - Fair.  (12 models plus spare parts) 

 £40 - £50 

3353. German assorted tinplate trains - to include a scarce OO Gauge "Roglin Express" Rail Car in 2 halves (lacks centre 
driving bogie), of Hungarian manufacturer by Rainer Haug. Also included is an Arnold tinplate miniature train layout (lacks 
locomotive), a Wimmer Diesel Line Loco and 2 x green Carriages plus a Box Van - Fair to Good.  (7) 

 £30 - £40 

3354. Paya or similar tinplate O Gauge Trains - to include a 4-wheel Electric Locomotive with pantograph (loose roof), 
together with 2 x matching Shell Tanker Wagons - believed to have been magazine issue items - otherwise Excellent to Near 
Mint in Good blister packs. Also included is a Paya or similar O Gauge clockwork Railway Locomotive with driver figure and 2 x 
Hopper Wagons - Excellent Plus.  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

3355. Paya (Spain) O Gauge Electric Crocodile style Locomotive and Carriages - to include a 14-wheel double ended electric 
locomotive with centre rail pick-ups. Bogie coach comprise Barcelona - brown/cream and Coruna - tan with red trim (slight 
fatigue to rear diecast panels) - otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus for display and include Good Plus illustrated boxes.  (3) 

 £80 - £120 
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3356. Joustra (France) O Gauge "Autorail Electrique" battery operated tinplate Articulated Rail Car - silver with black trim, 
includes both pantographs, lacks the small panel the top of each cab but does include buffers at each end. The set includes a 
quantity of tinplate straight and curved track, unchecked for completeness but otherwise Good in a Fair card box which lacks an 
end panel to the lid but does include a colourful illustration. 

 £80 - £120 

3357. Bing Table Top tinplate Railway items - large quantity including a LNER electric 3-rail 240 Tank Locomotive, several 
LMS and LNER Carriages and Wagons, Signal Box, Engine Shed, Tunnel, Station Buildings with platform components, quantity 
of 3-rail track, telegraph poles, together with double and single arm signals - some items are incomplete or would benefit from 
detail cleaning - otherwise Fair to Good.  (lg qty) 

 £130 - £180 

3358. Krauss (Germany) O Gauge group of tinplate mainly Bogie Wagons and Coaches - to include a Salt Wagon, Dapolin 
Tanker, Beer Transport Van and a 4-wheel Guards Van, together with 2 x International Express Coaches - Fair to Good.  (6) 

 £60 - £80 

3359. Marklin (Germany) O Gauge 20 volt Articulated Rail Car - with central electric bogie with 3-rail Pick-ups, some 
retouching and overpainting to the roof but is wired for electric lamps to headlights and interior - a Good scarce example. 

 £100 - £150 

3360. American Flyer and Lionel Lines (USA) O Gauge Locomotives - to include a black 442 Locomotive with plastic bogie 
tender, AF 4-wheeled Streamlined 3-rail Locomotive and matching tender, Lionel 027 cast metal 262 Locomotive with black 
plastic bogie tender. Also included is a vintage clockwork Steam Locomotive with cast metal body and matching tinplate tender 
marked "American Flyer Line" - Fair to Good.  (4) 

 £60 - £70 

3361. VEB (Eastern Europe) tinplate O Gauge Train comprising Steam Locomotive No.64002 with plastic driving wheels and 
sprung electrical 3-rail Pick-ups to underside, green Passenger Carriage with matching Luggage Van fitted with sliding doors. 
Also included is a similar brown Goods Van - Good.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

3362. American Flyer (USA) and other O Gauge tinplate Trains - American Flyer includes blue Passenger Coach and Mail 
Van, 3 x New York Central Pullman Coaches (one lacks bogies) together with 2 x green 4-wheeled Carriages. Also included are 
8 x Electro Flyer Carriages and Locomotives which would benefit from some restoration - otherwise Fair to Good.  (15) 

 £50 - £60 

3363. Georges Carette & Co (Germany) O Gauge Live Steam Locomotive and Wagons - the 4-wheel "Dribbler" type 
locomotive has a brass boiler and single cylinder, includes its funnel and tinplate bowl accessory, together with a green Open 
Wagon and a Timber Wagon. Also included in this lot are 3 x tinplate Bogie Coaches, some have opening doors, all are 
unmarked but are probably German and include Midland Railway, Great Northern and LNER - Fair to Good.  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

3364. Hornby O Gauge and other tinplate Trains and Accessories - to include "E320 Royal Scot" Train Set box with tinplate 
track and 2 x LMS Stanier type bogie carriages (one lacks wheels), but the set does not include a locomotive. Also included are 
Hornby empty boxes only for a station set and double track sections. Unboxed accessories include 2 x Hornby Series stations 
with platforms and 6 x signals and telegraph poles, papier mache embankments, tinplate tunnel and other items including a 
motorised Burnett Flying Scotsman Floor Train for reassembly and a small quantity of Bassett-Lowke style brass on wooden 
sleeper 2-rail track - Poor to Fair.  (qty in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £40 - £50 
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3365. KBN (Karl Bubb of Germany) tinplate Gauge Train Set - comprising 4-wheeled tinplate clockwork No.0-35 4-wheel 
Locomotive and matching Tender, together with 2 x red Passenger Carriages and a green Luggage Van (lacks 
wheels) - otherwise Good to Good Plus. Also included is a Poor set box together with a quantity of mixed manufacturers tinplate 
track.  (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3366. Marklin and another tinplate O Gauge Lineside Accessory (1) vintage Marklin Goodsyard Crane with tan coloured base 
and blue jib, includes hook and string - Fair to Good. Also included is a German made tinplate Station Building with detailed 
tinprinting and 2 x clocks - Good, 15"/39cm long.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

3367. O Gauge 2-rail Finescale "King's Canterbury" Southern Railway 440 Schools Class Tender Locomotive - kitbuilt to a 
well detailed standard, finished in SR green/black with cab detail, would benefit from more detailed cleaning - otherwise Good 
Plus to Excellent. 

 £200 - £300 

3368. Leinster O Gauge Locomotive body kit 7mm to 1' body kit for a Great Western Hall Class 460 Locomotive - unchecked 
for completeness but appears to include boiler footplate and nickel silver parts with some cast metal fittings. All is contained in a 
Fair plain card box with plan drawing. 

 £30 - £40 

3369. Sunnyvale (UK) "Shunting Engine" Train Set - comprising Technofix style baseplate with embossed track, comes with 2 
x LNER 2844 miniature clockwork Steam Locomotives, the track is 30"/75cm long, both locomotives are in working order with 
key and are generally Fair to Good in a Fair card box. Also included is a pair of O Gauge Mettoy Railways left and right hand 
points - Good in a Fair illustrated box. Also included are some German tinplate tinprinted track parts and a British made 
Champion Locomotive which are Fair.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3370. "Trix Express" HO Gauge 3-rail electric Locomotive - dark green, lacks one of the pantographs but does include the 
current collectors to the underside, no obvious sign of fatigue although there is some touching-in - otherwise Good. Also 
included is a French made 8-wheeled electric locomotive with one loose pantograph, 3-rail electric - Fair.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

3371. Jouets Hachette (France) "Autorail Electrique" - set comprises a tinplate SNCF electric Rail Car with tinplate track on 
plastic sleepers and the remains of a plastic building kit - the rail car is red lower body and cream upper, grey plastic fittings 
(lacks a front bumper) - unchecked for completeness but the contents are otherwise Good, the rail car is otherwise Good Plus 
to Excellent. All is contained in a Fair card box with illustrated lid. 

 £40 - £50 

3372. Hornby and other HO Train Sets - to include Hornby OO Scale Class 91 Diesel Intercity Locomotive - mounted on a 
length of track on a wooden plinth and sealed in a clear perspex tube for display (loose on the track). HO Train Sets comprise 
Lima Express battery train with Loco and 2 x Coaches plus track and Eastern European Set with Loco and 2 Carriages (the 
locomotive requires reassembly) - otherwise Fair to Good in Fair set boxes.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

3373. Hornby Train Set and Triang Minic Motorways Set (1) Hornby Railways clockwork Super Set No.R533 - comprising 
clockwork 040 Locomotive with key, plastic track, 2 x Open Wagons, Shell Petrol Tanker and 2 x Triumph 2000 Cars together 
with a Level Crossing (lacks gates) - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in a Good window box; (2) Triang Minic Motorways Set 
No.M1505 - contains 3 x Cars - Rolls Royce, Jaguar (both require detailed cleaning due to storage and a red Porsche, together 
with straight and curved track with a crossover, hand controllers etc. Paperwork includes owners handbook and a Minic 
Motorways colour catalogue - otherwise Fair to Good Plus in a Fair illustrated box.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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3374. Chad Valley pair of Building Sets (1) "Motorising Kit" Set No.10 for use with any Chad Valley Girder and Panel Building 
Sets, unchecked for completeness but contents appear Excellent, some are still sealed in plastic bags and come in a Good 
illustrated box with instruction book; (2) Vintage Chad Valley "Pinit Scotch Crane Outfit" - early Chad Valley set comprising pin 
together wooden components with metal wheels and fittings etc, does include an instruction book which states "Twice Selected 
and Purchased by Her Majesty the Queen" - unchecked for completeness but the contents appear Fair to Good in a Fair 
illustrated box.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

3375. A group of Metal Construction Sets - to include Construct Junior, Bob No.1 Set and another larger set. Other outfits 
include 2 x Juga Meccano style sets - unchecked for completeness but the Juga sets appear still attached to their backing card. 
The contents are generally Good in Fair to Good boxes.  (5 sets) 

 £40 - £50 

3376. Marklin (Germany) No.101 Construction Set - circa 1938, with tinplate components similar concept to Meccano - Fair, 
and comes in a Fair card box with torn edges to lid but does include a 54-page instruction book. 

 £30 - £50 

3377. Masterbuilder Set No.0, Masterbuilder 8001 Heavy Haulage Set, Arkirecto and other British Metal Construction 
Sets - most are similar to Meccano and include Arkirecto Set M4 with instruction book, Esco No.1 Building Set plus a Mac 
British Mechanics Set - Fair to Good in Fair assorted card boxes. Also included is a Dutch "Constructo Set with Meccano like 
components and wheels with rubber tyres which is Good in a Fair box together with a "Kliptiko" Set of clip-together metal 
components which are Fair, lack the correct box but do include a 30-page instruction book - Fair.  (7 sets) 

 £40 - £60 

3378. Gothischer Baustyl (Germany) "Gothic Structure" scarce building set comprising wooden components to build a Gothic 
structure, dating from the early part of the 20th Century, unchecked for completeness but the contents appear Good and come 
with the remains of a instruction book. All is contained in a Fair wooden box with illustrated sliding lid. 

 £30 - £40 

3379. Philips, Trix and other Engineering and Electrical Sets - lot comprises 2 x Philips No.ME1201 Construction Sets with 
electrical items, plastic and metal components to build various models. Also included is a Trix "Tricy" box containing 
supplementary sets with the Tricy Trix electrical engineering manual. Also in this lot is a British made Stemel electrical set with 
various used components in a varnish wooden box with hinged lid, also including BGL Searchlight Set comprising 3 x tinplate 
searchlights with switch, wire and battery clips etc - Fair and come in a made-up cardboard box but does include the original 
backing card - all are unchecked or completeness - otherwise Fair including packaging.  (5 sets) 

 £40 - £50 

3380. Lott's Bricks and Block Sets - to include Lott's Brick Set 0A, Lott's Tudor Block Set 3 and a rare Lott's Model Lighting 
Set. Also included are 2 boxes of loose bricks and blocks together with a USA made "Erector Brik" Building Set - Fair including 
the set boxes.  (4 sets and a qty of loose bricks) 

 £20 - £30 

3381. Airfix, Rosebud and other plastic Building Sets - to include Airfix Betta Bilda Engineer Set E2, Rosebud Easi-Build Set, 
Press-Fix Set and a Stacks Builder Set with plastic miniature buildings - all are British made and are generally Good in Fair 
boxes. Also included is an Elgo (USA) Skyline Construction Set - Good in a Fair box - all are unchecked for completeness.  (5) 

 £20 - £30 
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3382. A group of mainly wooden Construction Sets - to include New Craft, Simba, New Blocks (Japan), pre-war Gleyum 
Games Building Bricks in a wooden box, another British Building Blocks Set in a wooden case together with an Atlas Marquetry 
Set - all are unchecked for completeness but come in Fair assorted packaging. Also in this lot are a group of wooden 
construction blocks with printed paper covering to produce a Medieval style building but are unchecked and come in a plain 
cardboard box.  (7 sets) 

 £20 - £30 

3383. A group of boxed Train Sets - to include a Joyax (France) tinplate Mechanical Train, Gold Miners battery operated train 
set, Trambino tinplate Tram set, Straw Rail battery operated set, Flexi Track Train and others including 3 x 
Ankerbahn - unchecked for completeness but appear Good to Excellent in Fair to Good packaging.  (15 in 2 large cardboard 
boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

3384. A group of loose battery operated Trains including a Christmas Train - comprising Santa Fe with yellow Locomotive 
and larger scale Army Train with Military vehicles. Also included is a "Santa's Steam Engine" Train with various Santa and other 
Christmas Figures, Locomotive, Tender and Caboose together with a Christmas Express pop-up Book - all are unchecked for 
completeness but otherwise appear Fair to Good for display.   (3) 

 £20 - £30 

3385. A group of European and Chinese Construction Sets - European items include a Grua (Spain)Set 81 with diecast 
Crane components, Temsi Meccano style set, Metaltecnik, Merkur together with Constructo Sets 1 and 7. Also included are 
Chinese Wisdom Sets No.0 and No.4 - unchecked for completeness but contents appear Fair to Excellent in Fair to Good 
boxes.  (9) 

 £40 - £50 

3386. Minic Ships a pair of gift sets (1) Ocean Terminal Set - unchecked for completeness but contents appear Good in a 
Fair (torn) box; (2) "Fleet Anchorage" set - contents are still sealed in cellophane and are generally Near Mint to Mint in a Good 
card box with illustrated harbour plan and inner packing.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

General Toys 

3387. Lledo Days Gone Code 3 Issues by Castlehouse Models to include 2 x Fowler Showman Engines Portland Steam 
Show, 2 Horsedrawn Delivery Drays - "Devonish" and "Mitchells & Butlers Limited", Foden Steam Wagon - "John Groves & 
Sons" Mild and Pale Ales, Atkinson Steam Wagon - Mitchells & Butlers, Ford Model T Van - Camera Traditional Cask Mild, 
Morris Van Police Dog Handler - Somerset County Constabulary plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes with 
certificates.  (20) 

 £50 - £70 

3388. Lledo Days Gone Code 3 Issues by Castlehouse Models to include Morris Delivery Van - "Davenports", similar van but 
"Devonish" - Cellar Maintenance, Ford Model T Van "Camerons" - The Lion Brewery Hartlepool County Durham, Foden Steam 
Wagon - "Cheshire's Windmill Brewery", similar vehicle but "Shipstones Best Bitter", similar but "Black Dog Brewery" - Whitby 
North Yorkshire plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes with certificates.   (20) 

 £50 - £70 
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3389. Mixed group of vehicles including Lledo Days Gone Trackside including DG112000 Scammell Tractor with Artic Low 
Loader load - Wynns, other similar models, Lledo Days Gone various promotional models including 3 model "J Sainsbury" set, 
Scammell Tractor - "Pickfords", Mobiloil Streamline Tanker, various Single and Double Deck Buses, 3 x Corgi "Cadbury" 
Collection, Cararama Willys Jeep, Solido Coca Cola Delivery Truck, Oxford Diecast Bedford HA Beagle in red with cream body 
stripe plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.  (34) 

 £30 - £50 

3390. Vanguards a boxed group of Commercials to include VA29000 Leyland Comet Dropside - British Road Services, 
VA36000 Pickfords Commer Flatbed, VA18000 Leyland Comet Box Van - Ever Ready, VA34000 Karrier Box Back - British Rail 
Parcels, 3 x 3-model sets including JOR1002 - Jordan's Delivery Trucks plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes.  (11) 

 £40 - £60 

3391. Matchbox and others a mixed group to include Matchbox Collectables 50th Anniversary Commemorative 
Series - 5-model set including Matchbox Superfast and Matchbox Originals - Fire Engines, Cement Mixer and VW Beetle, 4 
individual Matchbox Originals including #4 Tractor in green and #1 Road Roller in blue, 3 x Matchbox Superfast blister packs 
including MB42 57 T-Bird and #36 Refuse Truck, some empty blister packs including roman numeral issues, 2 x Hot Wheels 
"The Beatles" Yellow Submarine Issues, Majorette "Cadbury's Collection" - 3-model set plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good 
to Excellent packaging (some empty boxes blisters are Fair).  (22) 

 £40 - £60 

3392. Corgi a mixed group of Buses and Trams to include OM49902 Van Hoole T9 and Plaxton Panorama Centenary Set 
with certificate, Original Omnibus OM43505 Balloon Tram Blackpool Transport "Walls Ice-Cream", The Kowloon Motor Bus 
Limited Edition", KCRC Olympian air-conditioned Double Decker, China Motor Bus Olympian and a open package Irish Site 
Seeing Tow Bus - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging.  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

3393. Corgi a mixed group to include 55101 Diamond T Tank Transporter M60 A1 Medium Tank - United States Armed 
Forces, CC10310 AEC Turntable Ladder - Wiltshire Fire Brigade, US 525111 Seagrave 70th Anniversary 7-man enclosed 
tractor drawn aerial ladder, Corgi Vintage Glory CC20110 1905 Fowler 6NHP Showmans Road Loco - Sir John Fowler and 
Vintage Glory CC20206 1925 Foden C-type Wagon - WJ King Taunton - generally Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus 
packaging.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

3394. Corgi a mixed group to include CC19907 Curtainside Trailer - "WH Malcolm", VA10602 Morris J2 Van - Dudley Zoo, 
TY86712 Volvo Rigid Truck and CC Trailer - Bishops Move, Super Hauler Issues including Castrol Honda Racing plus 
others - generally Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint packaging.  (7) 

 £40 - £60 

3395. Corgi TV & Film Related group (1) CC99111 "Only Fools & Horses" Ford Capri and Reliant Regal Supervan; (2) Only 
Fools & Horses Del Boys Reliant Van; (3) CC82224 "Mister Bean Mini" and resin figure; (4) 09002 "Dad's Army" Thornycroft 
Van with Mister Jones figure - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

3396. Corgi "The Beatles Collection" (1) 35302 Bedford VAL Magical Mystery Tour Bus; (2) 58003 Newspaper Taxi and 
Figure - Rita Meter Maid & Meter; (3) 35006 AEC Routemaster - Liverpool Corporation; (4) 05606 Bedford CA Van and 
figures - generally Mint in Excellent boxes.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 
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3397. Corgi a TV & Film related group (1) CC00603 "Gerry Anderson's Thunderbirds" FAB1 Limited Edition 40th 
Anniversary - metallic pink with "Parker" and "Lady Penelope" figures; (2) 05405 The Beatles "Yellow Submarine" including 
54mm white metal Beatles figures; (3) blister pack Corgi Yellow Submarine; (4) blister pack The Beatles "Magical Mystery 
Tour" - generally Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.  (4) 

 £50 - £70 

3398. Corgi a group to include "The Beatles" Album Cover vehicles including Revolver Double Deck Bus and Taxi, also 
similar but Help with 3 other Beatles related models - generally Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging.  (7) 

 £50 - £60 

3399. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear and Matchbox Collectables to include YRS01, YRS05 and YRS03 models from "A 
Fabulous 50th Road Service Collection" including AAA Chevy 3100 Pick-up Truck, 2 other models from the collectable range, 
Matchbox the Dinky Collection Models including DY921 Pewter E-type Jaguar, DY16 1967 Ford Mustang Fastback in green, 
DY7C 1959 Cadillac Coupe de Ville - pink with white roof, DY26B 1968 Studebaker Golden Hawk - metallic gold with cream 
flashes plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging.  (15) 

 £40 - £60 

3400. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Fire Engine Series" to include YFE02 1948 Land Rover Auxiliary, YFE04 1939 
Bedford Tanker, YFE16 1948 Dodge Route Van Fire Fighter Support Truck, YFE13 1947 Citroen type H Van, YFE24 1911 
Mack Fire Engine plus others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (20) 

 £60 - £80 

3401. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Fire Engine Series" a group of late issue models to include YYM35188 Land Rover 
Royal Navy Rescue Truck, YYM192 1937 GMC Ambulance, YYM37631 1948 GMC C.O.E. Tanker Pumper, YYM37636 1946 
Dodge Power Wagon Brush Field Truck, YYM37635 1936 Leyland Cub Open Top Ladder Truck, YYM37634 Ford Model AA 
High Pressure Truck, YYM37632 1932 Mercedes L5 Spotlight Generator Truck plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent boxes (do have some reference labels).  (12) 

 £70 - £90 

3402. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Fire Engine Series" (1) YSFE01 1930 Ahrens Fox "Quad" Fire Truck; (2) YSFE02 
1936 Leyland Cub FK-7 Fire Engine; (3) YYM36400 1952 Land Rover and Trailer - Surf Rescue - Excellent Plus to Mint in 
Good to Excellent Plus boxes.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

3403. Wrenn, Graham Farish a boxed Railway group to include 2 x Wrenn Railways superdetail Wagons W5043 Coal Wagon 
Ayr Co Co-op, Graham Farish 0636 Passenger Coach, 1806 Class 5 LMS "Crimson Lake" Locomotive and Tender.  
Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good Plus boxes. (4) 

 £15 - £20 

3404. Revell a boxed group to include H-1202-6 Ford Fairlane Sunliner, H-1203 Buick Century 4-door Riviera, plus one box 
of spare wheels and extra parts.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint, both models come in their plastic bags and both have 
instructions, one model appears to be partially built the other is still in its original castings, in generally Good Plus boxes. (3) 

 £20 - £30 

3405. Grand Prix Models D.G Models a boxed group to include 715 MGB GT Coupe, 717 Jaguar 3.8 "S", Riley Kestrel, Jag 
Airline.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £70 
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3406. Somerville Models, Western Models a boxed pair to include 103 Ford E93A Popular in blue, WMS4 1937 Bentley 3.5 
litre Coupe in two-tone blue.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Near Mint (models could benefit from a clean) in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

3407. Western Models a boxed pair to include WP101 Triumph Stag in red, WP103 1978 Jaguar XJS in silver.  Conditions 
appear generally Excellent in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

3408. Corgi a mainly boxed group to include 319 Jaguar XJS, 279 Rolls Royce Corniche, 286 Jaguar 12C, 154 Lotus 
Formula 1, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (19) 

 £50 - £70 

3409. Corgi a boxed group to include C97/1 AEC 508 Forward Control 5-ton Cab Over, C949/3 Bedford Type OB Coach, 
C820 1929 Thornycroft, D980/2 Ford Popular Van, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good 
to Near Mint boxes. (26) 

 £40 - £50 

3410. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include Y-27 1922 Foden C Type Steam Wagon and Trailer 
"Frasers", Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Limited Edition 3-piece gift set, Y-3 1912-16 Ford Mode T Tanker "Red Crown 
Gasoline", plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (39) 

 £50 - £60 

3411. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include Y-3 1912 Ford Model T "Express Daily", Y-18 1937 Cord 
812, Y-16 1928 Mercedes SS, Y-5 1927 Talbot "Ever Ready", plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (35) 

 £40 - £50 

3412. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include Y-10 1906 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost, Y-13 1911 Daimler, 
Y-12 Thomas Flyabout, Y-1 1936 Jaguar SS-100, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Near Mint boxes. (23) 

 £40 - £60 

3413. Matchbox a boxed Yesteryear/Dinky group to include Y-19 1929 Morris Cowley Van, Y-44 1910 Renault Bus, DY9-B 
1949 Land Rover, Y-5 1950 Ford V8 Pilot, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to 
Near Mint boxes. (20) 

 £50 - £60 

3414. ERTL, Gama, Eligor, Trax, Budgie, Siku and others a mainly boxed group to include 2521 White Truck in red/green, 
102 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud, 8010 EH Holden Sedan, 1166 BMW 323i, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus 
to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (24) 

 £50 - £70 

3415. Solido a boxed group to include 1/18th scale Prestige 8001 Bugatti Royale, 4405 Mini Bus, 4037 Packard Super 8, plus 
others similar, lot also includes 2 x unboxed models plus 3 x empty boxes (some models are not screwed down to their base).  
Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (14) 

 £40 - £50 
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3416. Solido a boxed group to include Panhard-Levassor 1925, Renault 40CV, Delahaye 135M, Cord L29, plus others 
similar.  Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint (models are not screwed down to their bases) in generally Good Plus 
to Excellent boxes. (18) 

 £50 - £70 

3417. Brumm, Rio a boxed group to include Bentley 4.5 litre, Fiat 500C Topolino, Morgan R2 Cycle Car, plus others.  
Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint (some models are not screwed down to their bases) in generally Good to 
Excellent boxes. (15) 

 £50 - £60 

3418. Rio a boxed group to include 13 Fiat 508, 52 Renault 40CV Torpedo, 66 Bugatti Royale, plus others similar.  
Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (14) 

 £50 - £70 

3419. Polistil a boxed group to include a 1/25th scale Jaguar XJ6L, 1/43rd scale Jaguar XJ4.2, 1/43rd scale Volkswagen 
Maggiolino, 1/43rd scale Rolls Royce, 1/18th scale Alfa Romeo 1750 6C.  Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in Fair to 
Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

3420. Airfix Motor Racing a boxed Scalextric Set M.R.11 1/32nd scale, set does come with two cars.  Conditions appear 
generally Excellent in generally Fair box. (1) 

 £30 - £40 

3421. Best Box, Morrison Stone/Made in Japan models a boxed group to include 5 x Made in Japan miniature Cars in 
perspex cases including 904 Oldsmobile Truck, 1914 Stutz Bearcat, plus 3 x Best Box series an Ifabex Product including 2503 
T Ford 1919 Crane Truck, 2504 T Ford 1919 Delivery Van, 2501 T Ford 1919 Pick-up, plus Esso Extra Petrol Pump Series AA 
Road Service Bedford Van.  Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

3422. Majorette, Hot Wheels, Viking, The Lindberg Line, Scale Links, Harbutts Replicars and others a mainly boxed group to 
include Harbutts Replicars 10-piece Car set, plus The Lindberg Line Mini Lindy Ford Pick-up Truck, Scale Links Vintage 
Vehicle, Viking 480 Krupp Titan Truck with Twin Trailer, plus Majorette small Locomotive, Graham Farish Locomotive "The 
Shredded Wheat Co", plus empty boxes, plus spare parts.  Conditions appear generally Good to Mint. (large qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3423. Solido, Norev, R.A.M.I. and others a partially boxed group to include Norev boxed 29 Citroen 11CV 1936, Solido 1930 
Citroen CF4 Van, 0364 Fiat Eldridge, Mudbray Citroen C4 1930, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint 
in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes. (23) 

 £50 - £70 

3424. Tomy, Corgi, ERTL, Lledo, Oxford Diecast a boxed group to include 4 x Mini Planes by Bachmann, 3 x ERTL models, 
1 x Corgi Cadbury's Crème Eggs model, Lledo models, Oxford Diecast models, plus others.  Conditions appear generally 
Good Plus to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes. (21+1 empty box) 

 £30 - £40 

3425. AMER, Easy Model and similar a boxed Aviation related group to include Royal Air Force Spitfire in 1/72nd scale, 1970 
Fairey Gannet, 1945 Avro Lancaster, plus others.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. 
(21) 

 £50 - £60 
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3426. AMER, Witty Wings a boxed group to include Spitfire Mk.IX, 1917 Fokker DR.1, 1918 SPAD, plus others similar.  
Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (21) 

 £50 - £60 

3427. Atlas Edition a boxed Aircraft group to include Fighters of World War II Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IXB, 4909331 The 
Phoney War Morane Saulnier, 4909426 Messerschmitt ME163, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (18) 

 £60 - £80 

3428. Atlas Editions a boxed group to include 4646114, 4646125, 4646111, 4646113, 4646101, plus others similar, all 
models are sealed.  Conditions appear generally Mint in Mint boxes. (18) 

 £60 - £80 

3429. Atlas Editions a boxed 1/24th scale Classic Motorbikes group to include Aerial Square 4956, Triumph Speed Twin 
1938, Peugeot 55 GL 1951, Indian Chief, plus others similar, all models are sealed.  Conditions appear Mint in Mint boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £70 

3430. Atlas Editions a boxed Eddie Stobart group to include H77 Scania T Series Curtainside "Kerry Jane", H6668 Scania 
R440 High Line Refrigerated Trailer "Matilda", H6363 Scania R440 High Line Tanker "Lynn", plus others similar.  Conditions 
appear generally Mint in Mint boxes (all boxes are sealed).  (15) 

 £60 - £80 

3431. Atlas Editions a boxed Eddie Stobart group to include RV232 Scania R560 Low Cab and Low Loader "Nicola Melissa", 
H4939 Volvo FH Walking Floor Trailer "Sophia Taylor", H5699 Scania High Line Curtainside "Adrienne", plus others similar.  
Conditions appear generally Mint in Mint boxes (all boxes are sealed).  (15) 

 £60 - £80 

3432. Sword Precision Scale Models a boxed 1/50th scale SW2049 Fermentation Tank Load.  Conditions appear Mint in 
generally Excellent box. (1) 

 £60 - £80 

3433. NZG 1/50th scale 617 R9940B Hydraulic Excavator Litronic "Liebherr".  Conditions appear Mint in Excellent box. (1) 

 £60 - £80 

3434. IXO, ROS a boxed pair to include IXO TTR006 Volvo F10 (P & O) 1/50th scale Truck, ROS B300 Hydraulic Piling Rig.  
Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

3435. WSI a boxed 1/50th scale Volvo Cab Unit with Fridge Trailer, plus extra Fridge Trailer with drawbar "Europe Flyer".  
Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint box. (1) 

 £70 - £90 

3436. WSI a boxed 1/50th scale 9736 Scania R5 Topline with Combi Fridge Trailers "Europe Flyer Holland".  Conditions 
appear Mint in generally Excellent box. (1) 

 £70 - £90 
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3437. WSI a boxed 1/50th scale 9975 Scania 3 Estepe - Koeloplegger Fridge Trailer "Europe Flyer".  Conditions appear Mint 
in generally Excellent box. (1) 

 £60 - £80 

3438. WSI a boxed 1/50th scale 02-1449 Scania R6 Topline 6x2 Voorloopas plus Koeloplegger Thermoking (3AS STR) 
"Europe Flyer Holland".  Conditions appear generally Mint in Near Mint box. (1) 

 £60 - £80 

3439. WSI a boxed 02-1450 Mercedes Benz Actros with Fridge Trailer "Europe Flyer Holland".  Conditions appear Mint in 
generally Excellent box. (1) 

 £60 - £80 

3440. WSI a boxed 02-1316 DAF XF 105 SSC 6x4 - Wipkar (2AS) "McAdie & Reeve".  Conditions appear generally Mint in 
Good Plus box. (1) 

 £60 - £80 

3441. WSI a boxed Crouch Recovery pair to include 02-2324 Volvo FMX Globetrotter 6x4 Wrecker "Crouch Recovery", 
02-2673 Mercedes Sprinter "Crouch Recovery".  Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes. (2) 

 £140 - £170 

3442. WSI a boxed 02-2610 Volvo FMX Globetrotter 6x4 Wrecker "Manchetts".  Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint box. (1) 

 £70 - £90 

3443. WSI a boxed 02-2463 Volvo FH4 Globetrotter 8x4 Wrecker "RS Recovery".  Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint box. 
(1) 

 £70 - £90 

3444. Tekno a boxed 003064B DAF XF Super Space Euro 6 with Skeletal Trailer with container load "Maritime".  Conditions 
appear Mint in Excellent box. (1) 

 £50 - £70 

3445. Tekno a boxed pair to include DF65210 Removals Truck "F. Bomhof" (side guard is loose but is still present, could be 
reglued), 4168 DAF 85 with Twin Trailers "P.A. Van Rooyen (one of the doors on the ends of trailers is loose however still is 
present).  Conditions are still generally Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

3446. Tekno a boxed 1/50th scale Truck 76797 Europe to Middle East International Transport Mack Truck with Curtainside 
Trailer "H.G. Brown & Son International Trucking" with certificate.  Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint box. (1) 

 £70 - £90 

3447. Tekno a boxed 1/50th scale Truck 75307 Scania Truck with Tanker load, plus 1 x Tanker additional Trailer "Daniel 
Morin" - conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint box. (1) 

 £60 - £80 

3448. Tekno a boxed 1/50th scale Truck 76790 Scania Next Gen S Series plus 3-axle Powder Tanker "Tom Hobbs" with 
certificate.  Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint box. (1) 

 £60 - £80 
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3449. Tekno a boxed 1/50th scale Truck 60954 Scania 141 with Curtainside Trailer "Essex International" with certificate.  
Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent box. (1) 

 £50 - £70 

3450. Tekno a boxed 150th scale Truck 70884 Scania Truck with Platform Tarpaulin "Brian Nielsen".  Conditions appear 
generally Mint in generally Near Mint box. (1) 

 £60 - £80 

3451. Tekno a boxed 1/50th scale Truck to include 4168 DAF with Dual Box Trailers "P.A. Van Rooyen (Top Movers)".  
Conditions appear generally Near Mint in generally Good Plus box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3452. Corgi a boxed Heavy Haulage CC13203 DAF XF Super Space Cab King Trailer and Locomotive load "Allelys Heavy 
Haulage Ltd, Studley, Warks".  Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint box. (1) 

 £50 - £70 

3453. Corgi a boxed Heavy Haulage CC13213 DAF XF Space Cab 3-axle Low Loader and Locomotive Tender load "Allelys 
Heavy Haulage Ltd".  Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3454. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include Haulers of Renown CC13426 MAN TGA Crane Trailer and palletised load 
"Evans Transport Ltd", CC1401 Bedford TK Box Trailer "Pickfords", CC13520 Volvo FM Box Lorry "D.R. Macleod", 80204 
Foden Steam Wagon with Tank "Ind Coope", 97091 Bedford Pantechnicon "Luckings", CC11408 Bedford TK Luton Van "Ulster 
Transport Authority".  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

3455. First Gear 1/34th scale a boxed pair to include 19-1873 1953 White 3000 Tractor with 30 Trailer "Mayflower Moving", 
19-2645 1953 White 3000 Tractor with 30 Trailer "Greyvan Lines".  Conditions appear Mint in Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3456. First Gear 1/34th scale a boxed pair to include 192146 1960 Model B-61 Mack Tandem axle Tractor with 35 Trailer 
"Allied Astro", 18-1519 1960 Model B-61 Mack Tractor and Trailer "J. Levy & Sons".  Conditions appear Mint in generally 
Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3457. First Gear 1/34th scale a boxed group to include 19-1203 1957 International R.200 with Moving Van "Bekins Van Lines 
Co", 19-1880 1953 Ford C-600 Straight Truck "Atlas Van Lines Inc", 19-1794 53 Kenworth Bullnose Co Tractor with 35 Trailer 
"Columbian Storage".  Conditions appear Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

3458. Torro 3818-1 1/16th scale Tiger I German Battle Tank remote control (model is missing battery and is without outer box 
but does come with instructions).  Conditions still appear Near Mint. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3459. Mettoy, Distler a boxed tinplate/plastic group to include boxed Mettoy electrically operated Bedford Tipper in cream/red, 
plus 1 x Distler Electromatic 7500, Porsche in blue with red interior.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Good in Fair box. (2) 

 £60 - £80 
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3460. A Soft Toy related group to include a BG Product large soft toy Horse, plus soft toy animals such as Bears, Rabbits, 
Octopus, plus 2 x Dolls.  Conditions appear generally Good. (8) 

 £20 - £30 

3461. Britains, Crescent and similar an unboxed Farm related group to include lead unboxed farm animals including Horses, 
Cows, Bulls, Chickens, Hens, Pigs, Sheep, plus Farmers, also includes trees, fencing and plus farm accessories.  Conditions 
appear generally Fair. (large qty) 

 £50 - £70 

3462. Triang Motorways a partially boxed group to include boxed 6-M 1609 Double Straight Standard 12 x 2, Humpback 
Bridge Set, plus boxed Renault Floride, plus some unboxed track, unboxed Cars, plus controllers, plus owners handbook and 
others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent in generally Fair to Good boxes. (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3463. A mainly Board Game related group to include board games such as Picture Spelling Frame, Roulette, Lotto, 123 Quiz, 
Chess, Draughts, also includes Chad Valley Noah's Ark, plus Vulcan Scales, plus others similar.  Contents are all unchecked 
for completeness, conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (large qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3464. A boxed Jigsaw group to include Waddingtons World Map 300, Waddingtons International Puzzles, The Good 
Company Jigsaws, Photo Frame Jigsaw Puzzles, plus others.  Conditions are unchecked for completeness and conditions are 
generally Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (22) 

 £30 - £40 

3465. Dinky, Crescent an unboxed Military related group to include Armoured Car, small Mobile Fighting Unit, Viscount 
Plane, Supermarine Swift, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Fair. (9 + 1 small box of missiles) 

 £30 - £40 

3466. Dinky, Corgi, Budgie, Lesney an unboxed group to include Bedford Truck with Pullmore Car Transporter with additional 
loading ramp, Ford Consul Classic, 4-berth Caravan, 74 Refuse Truck, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Good 
Plus. (15) 

 £40 - £50 

3467. Mettoy by Corgi a boxed pair to include 2 x MT00102 Austin FX4 London Taxi Black Cab, both come with certificates 
and key winder.  Conditions appear generally Mint in Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

3468. Mettoy by Corgi a boxed MT00102 Austin FX London Taxi Black Cab with certificate and key winder.  Conditions 
appear Mint in generally Excellent box. 

 £30 - £40 

3469. Mettoy by Corgi a boxed MT00103 Routemaster Bus London Transport in red.  Conditions appear Mint in generally 
Good Plus box (paper has slightly torn on the front - see photo).  (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3470. Mettoy by Corgi a boxed MT00106 London Country Green Routemaster.  Conditions appear generally Mint in 
generally Excellent box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 
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3471. Mettoy by Corgi a boxed MT00106 London Country Green Routemaster.  Conditions appear generally Mint in 
generally Excellent box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3472. Mettoy by Corgi a boxed MT00106 London Country Green Routemaster.  Conditions appear generally Mint in 
generally Excellent box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3473. Mettoy by Corgi a boxed MT00106 London Country Green Routemaster.  Conditions appear generally Mint in 
generally Excellent box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3474. Mettoy by Corgi a boxed MT00106 London Country Green Routemaster.  Conditions appear generally Mint in 
generally Excellent box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3475. ZT a boxed Big Track pair The Programmable Electronic Vehicle, both sets include instructions and decal sheets.  
Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

3476. A tinplate/plastic related partially boxed group to include Tomy Vibrating Bulldozer, Tomy Vibrating Dump Truck, Touch 
O Matic battery-operated Datsun 280-Z Racing Car, battery-operated Continental Express Train, remote control Aston Martin 
DB5 007 (no control), plus vintage tinplate Car, plus modern Chinese or similar built tinplate Car.  Conditions appear generally 
Fair to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

3477. Triang a partially boxed pair to include boxed RMS Pretoria Castle clockwork powered scale model, plus unboxed 
Triang Highway Milk Truck.  Conditions appear Fair in Fair box. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

3478. Britbus, Corgi, Dinky, Lesney a partially boxed group to include 2 x boxed Britbus models, 2 x boxed Corgi 347 
Chevrolet Astro 1 Experimental Cars in reproduction boxes, plus 1 x 555 Atlas Dinky Cabriolet Ford Thunderbird, 347 Chevrolet 
Astro 1 Experimental Car boxed, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Fair to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (10 boxed + 18 
unboxed) 

 £50 - £70 

3479. Airfix a boxed Ship kit group to include 09258 Golden Hind 1578, 09256 Wasa 1628, A09256V Wasa x 2, 04204 
Bismarck, 04207-1 HMS Mauretania, A04202V HMS Hood.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
to Excellent boxes (contents are unchecked for completeness however do appear to be complete).  (7) 

 £60 - £80 

3480. Airfix a boxed group to include 11050 Concorde, A55308 Ford 3 litre GT, 03055 HS Buccaneer S2B, Airfix 1910 B 
Type Bus.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes (contents are unchecked for completeness however 
do appear to be complete). (4) 

 £40 - £60 

3481. Revell a boxed 05699 Level 5 Disney Pirates of the Caribbean Salazar's Revenge Black Pearl in 1/72nd scale 895 
parts, 50cm length and 47cm high.  Conditions appear Mint (set is sealed) in generally Excellent box (contents are unchecked 
for completeness however do appear to be complete). (1) 

 £40 - £50 
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3482. Revell a boxed group to include 4 x 05499 Disney Pirates of the Caribbean Salazar's Revenge Black Pearl in 1/150th 
scale, includes 112 parts, 26cm length and 23.5cm high.  Conditions appear Mint (all sets are sealed) in generally Excellent to 
Near Mint boxes (contents are unchecked for completeness however do appear to be complete). (4) 

 £40 - £60 

3483. Revell a boxed 05104 1/350th scale Multi Purpose Amphibious Assault Ship the USS Wasp (LHD1).  Conditions 
appear Mint in Good Plus box (contents are unchecked for completeness however do appear to be complete). (1) 

 £30 - £40 

3484. Revell a boxed Ship group to include 05132 HMCS Snowberry, 05203 Luxury Liner Queen Mary, 05228 Search and 
Rescue Daughter Boat Verena, 05822 Tirpitz.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes 
(contents are unchecked for completeness however do appear to be complete). (4) 

 £40 - £60 

3485. Revell a boxed Ship group to include H-399 Cutty Sark (sealed), 00365 Clipper Thermopylae, 5412 Gorch Fock, 05412 
Gorch Fock.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (contents are unchecked for 
completeness however do appear to be complete). (4) 

 £50 - £70 

3486. Revell a boxed Ship group to include 05422 Cutty Sark, 85-0398 USS Constitution, 5412 Gorch Fock, 05408 HMS 
Victory.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes (contents are unchecked for completeness 
however do appear to be complete). (4) 

 £60 - £80 

3487. Revell a boxed Ship group to include 05422 Cutty Sark, 00365 Clipper Ship Thermopylae, 5412 Gorch Fock, 05408 
HMS Victory.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (contents are unchecked for completeness 
however do appear to be complete). (4) 

 £50 - £70 

3488. Revell a boxed 1/24th scale kit pair to include 07651 London Bus, 07559 Krupp Titan SWL80.  Conditions appear 
generally Mint in generally Good to Good Plus boxes (contents are unchecked for completeness however do appear to be 
complete). (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3489. Revell a boxed kit group to include 07651 London Bus, 04958 Antonov AN-225 Mrija, 07668 Jaguar E-type.  
Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes (contents are unchecked for completeness however do 
appear to be complete). (3) 

 £50 - £70 

3490. Tamiya a boxed 1/350th scale 78030 Japanese Battleship Yamato scale length 751.5mm beam 110mm.  Conditions 
appear generally Mint in generally Excellent box (contents are unchecked for completeness however do appear to be 
complete). (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3491. Tamiya 1/350th scale 7 US Aircraft Carrier CVN65 Enterprise length 1005mm, set also includes US Navy Aircraft Set 
No.1 and US Navy Aircraft Set No.2.  Conditions appear generally Mint (contents are unchecked for completeness however do 
appear to be complete) in an Excellent box (however staples have come out of the outer lid on one end, would just need 
re-stapling).  (1) 

 £40 - £50 
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3492. Hasegawa a boxed 1/350th scale kit 40025 IJN Aircraft Carrier Akaji 1941.  Conditions appear generally Mint in 
generally Excellent box (contents are unchecked for completeness however do appear to be complete). (1) 

 £50 - £70 

3493. Heller a boxed kit group to include 8076 Citroen DS19 Cabriolet, 1305 Gorch Fock, HMS Victory.  Conditions appear 
generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (contents are unchecked for completeness however do appear to be 
complete). (3) 

 £50 - £70 

3494. Heller a boxed group to include 80897 HMS Victory "Hull Painted", 81201 Eiffel Tower (sealed), 80807 Amerigo 
Vespucci (sealed).  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Mint boxes (contents are unchecked for 
completeness however do appear to be complete). (3) 

 £60 - £80 

3495. Academy, FROG, Ebbro and others similar a boxed kit group to include CH-46E Current US Marines Bull Frog 
Helicopter, 25009-800 Citroen DS21, F402 Sepecat Jaguar A.2/T.2 Tactical Support Trainer, Wild West Stagecoach Metal 
Earth steel model kit.  Conditions are Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes (contents are unchecked for completeness 
however do appear to be complete).  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

3496. Lindberg, Hobby Boss, Fujimi, Imai, Chad Valley a boxed group to include 854 British Sovereign of the Seas, French 
Navy Pre-Dreadnought Battleship Danton, 400300 Imperial Japanese Aircraft Kaga, B-310 Gorch Fock, unique take to pieces 
model of the RMS Queen Mary (Chad Valley).  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes 
(contents are unchecked for completeness however do appear to be complete). (5) 

 £50 - £70 

3497. Sergal, Amati, Constructo and similar a boxed wooden kit related Ship group to include 791 Thermopylae, 792 
President, HMS Victory, Mayflower, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent 
boxes (contents are unchecked for completeness however do appear to be complete). (7) 

 £50 - £70 

3498. Billing Boats, Mantua a boxed Ship group to include 799 Amerigo Vespucci, Billing Boats Fittings x 2, 484 Billing Boats 
Meta Ship (contents are unchecked for completeness).  Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent in Poor to Good Plus 
boxes. (4) 

 £30 - £50 

3499. De Agostini Model Space a partially boxed HMS Sovereign of the Seas set (contents are unchecked for completeness, 
maybe full set but unknown, however there is a large quantity of pieces).  Also includes 1 x ship hull, unknown if it matches 
correct set.  Conditions are generally Excellent.  (1) 

 £80 - £120 

3500. Heng Ti HT-2878A 1/275th scale Aircraft Carrier (radio controlled).  Conditions appear generally Mint in generally 
Excellent box with postage box. (1) 

 £30 - £40 

3501. Bburago a boxed 1/18th/1/24th scale group to include 0513 Ford AC Cobra 427, 3011 Ferrari 250 GTO, 3010 Lancia 
Aurelia B24 Spider, 3016 Jaguar E Cabriolet 1961, 3034 Chevrolet Corvette 1957, 3013 Mercedes Benz 300 SL - conditions 
appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Mint boxes (4 models are still in postage boxes).  (6) 

 £40 - £50 
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3502. Atlas Editions a boxed group to include Eddie Stobart, Great British Buses, Ultimate Tank Collection, Classic Sports 
Cars, Best of British Cars, The Sport of Kings, includes Atlas Dinky models, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally 
Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Mint boxes. (24 models + accessories) 

 £60 - £80 

3503. Corgi, Lledo a boxed Guinness group to include 59531 Scania 4-wheel Rigid Lorry and Close Coupled Trailer 
"Guinness", 15007 Scammell Scarab "Guinness", VA16009 Commer Dropside "Guinness" and Commer VA15002 Thames 
Trader Dropside "Guinness" plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint 
boxes. (26) 

 £40 - £50 

3504. Lledo a boxed group to include London's Burning, Coronation Street, Carry On, 7Up, Heartbeat, Antiques Roadshow, 
Dandy Beano, plus other similar models.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (52) 

 £40 - £50 

3505. Lledo a boxed group to include Grand Primrose Appeal 2003 Special Mini Buses, Military vehicles, McVities Penguin 
Van, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (63) 

 £40 - £50 

3506. Lledo a boxed group to include BR1002 The Bygone Days of Road Transport Trackside Set, PI 1004 Pickfords Days 
Gone Set, plus individual models.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. 
(33) 

 £50 - £60 

3507. Lledo a boxed group to include 3 x Cargo Kings models, Gladiators Truck, The Lledo Days Gone Collectors Guild 
models including Lledo sets including Railway Road Vehicles of the 1900s, plus Daily Farm set, plus others similar.  Conditions 
appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3508. Lledo a boxed group to include 11018 Horse Drawn Removal Van "Club Summer 1991", 32002 1907 Rolls Royce 
Silver Ghost in metallic green, 20020 1930 Model A Ford Stake Truck "Nestles Milk", plus others similar.  Conditions appear 
Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (63) 

 £40 - £50 

3509. Matchbox a boxed group to include Great Beers of the World Trucks YGB07 all the way up to YGB12, plus VEM02-M, 
James Bond 007 A View to a Kill Rolls Royce Silver Shadow 2, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in 
Good to Near Mint boxes. (16) 

 £30 - £40 

3510. Matchbox Collectables a boxed group to include the full set of YAS01-M all the way up to YAS12-M.  Conditions 
appear Mint in Mint boxes (all include outer boxes).  (12) 

 £50 - £70 

3511. Corgi a boxed group to include Corgi Super Haulers 59547 Volvo Race Transporter "Lotus", Corgi Camion, The 
Whitbread Collection Set, 57501 Cadbury's Crème Egg model, 9687 Thornycroft Bus "General" plus others similar.  Conditions 
appear Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (40) 

 £50 - £60 
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3512. Corgi, Dinky, Lledo, Matchbox and others an unboxed group to include Corgi 007 Aston Martin DB5, 184 Volvo 122S, 
Land Rover 109W.B, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint. (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

3513. A mixed boxed group of diecast models to include Guisval 17.501 5-piece Stand including Rolls Royce, Packard, 
Cadillac, Mercedes, MG, plus Oxford Diecast models plus Majorette Bassett's Liquorice Allsorts London Cab, Brumm 
push-along friction model, Hongwell Mini Cooper, plus others similar, plus 2 x Franklin Mints.  Conditions appear generally 
Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes. (large qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3514. Vanguards, EFE, Corgi Original Omnibus, Base-Toys, Maisto Super Car Collection, and others similar to include Gama 
a boxed Vauxhall Frontera in blue, 20902 Leyland PS1 Tiger Windover "Hebble", 42002 Leyland PD3 Queen Mary Opentop 
"Lallys of Galway", plus 22 x Maisto Super Car Collection models, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (37) 

 £50 - £70 

3515. Dinky an unboxed Trojan Van "Chivers Jellies Always Turn Out Well" in green and dark green with green hubs.  
Conditions appear generally Good Plus. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3516. Dinky an unboxed pair of Trojan Vans to include "Drink Cydrax Sweet Sparkling" in light green with green hubs, Brooke 
Bond Tea in red with red hubs.  Conditions appear generally Good to Good Plus. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3517. Dinky an unboxed pair of Trojan Vans to include Esso in red/white with red hubs, Dunlop the World's Master Tyre in 
red with red hubs.  Conditions appear generally Good, there is a small chip on Dunlop model on the roof. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3518. Dinky an unboxed Bedford group to include "Dinky Toys" in yellow/cream, "Kodak Cameras and Films" in yellow with 
yellow hubs, "Ovaltine and Ovaltine Biscuits" in blue and white with blue hubs.  Conditions appear Fair to Good. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3519. Dinky an unboxed Austin Van group to include Nestles in red with yellow hubs, Raleigh Cycles in dark green with 
yellow hubs, Shell in green/red with red hubs.  Conditions appear generally Good to Good Plus. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3520. Dinky a boxed 465 Morris Commercial Van - Capstan in two-tone blue with blue hubs.  Conditions appear generally 
Good in generally Good box. (1) 

 £60 - £80 

3521. Dinky an unboxed group to include Dodge Truck, Bedford Tractor Unit with Trailer, Land Rover in orange with Trailer 
(orange), plus 181 Volkswagen, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Good. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

3522. Lledo, Corgi a mainly boxed group to include 7 x The Days Gone Collectors Guild Lledos, plus 1 x D14/1 The Dandy 
Special Edition Beano Corgi Set, plus unboxed Rio Fiat 60CV.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally 
Good to Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £10 - £15 
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3523. James Bond/PG Tips a miscellaneous group to include 2 x James Bond Casino Royale Posters, 2 x PG Tips Monkey's.  
Conditions appear generally Excellent. (5) 

 £5 - £10 

3524. Mamod a boxed Steam Roads to SA1.  Conditions appear generally Excellent in generally Excellent box, comes with 
booklet and Mamod Steam Engines leaflet. (1) 

 £80 - £100 

3525. Corgi, Britains and others a boxed group to include Britains 1201 R.A. Gun, 04206 Special Agent 007 James Bond's 
Aston Martin DB5 50th Thunderball Anniversary, plus plastic OO scale resin kit Golden Arrow English Electric GT3 Gas Turbine 
Loco, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (11) 

 £50 - £70 

3526. Corgi, Lledo, Matchbox and others a mainly boxed group to include Corgi Morris Minor "Lovejoy", 8 x Matchbox Moko 
Lesney Originals, plus Pursuit Candle Powered Tin Boat, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (20 boxed + 6 unboxed) 

 £40 - £50 

3527. Spec Cast, Tonka, K J Classics a boxed group to include Sunbeam Bread stamped steel Delivery Van, Tonka Collector 
Series Classic 1956 Pick-up Truck, 2 x Spec Cast steel Replica Trucks.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

3528. ERTL Collectables a boxed plain Coin Bank group to include Wings of Texaco 1940 Grumman Goose, Wings of 
Texaco 1932 Northrop Gama, 1929 Curtiss Robin, United States Navy Flyers 1929 Lockheed Air Express.  Conditions appear 
Mint in generally Excellent boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

3529. ERTL Collectables a boxed pair to include F495 RAF Transport Command Operation Market Garden Arnhem 
September 1944 Douglas DC-3, Ford Trimotor Plane.  Conditions appear Mint in Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3530. Spec Cast plus others a boxed Plane group to include Lockheed Vega Money Box, US Army Air Goods Lockheed 
Vega Money Box, North American P-51D Mustang, Shell Oil Float Biplane, plus other.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good to Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

3531. Liberty Classics by Spec Cast a boxed Coin Bank group to include 5th in the series Shell Douglas DC-3, Lockheed 
Orion Shell vintage Airplane Bank, American Airways Ford Trimotor Airplane Bank, US Marine Corps Beechcraft Model 18 Twin 
Beech Coin Bank, United States Embassy Beechcraft D17 "Stagger Wing" Coin Bank, 1934 Stearman Biplane.  Conditions 
appear Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

3532. Matchbox Models of Yesterday a boxed group to include Y-27 1922 Foden Steam Lorry "Pickfords", Y-22 1930 Model 
A Ford Van "Oxo", Y-15 1930 Packard Victoria, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to 
Near Mint boxes. (34) 

 £40 - £50 
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3533. Lledo a boxed group to include Darling Buds of May, Coronation Evaporated Milk, Coca Cola, Branston Pickle, 
Cadbury's Drinking Hot Chocolate models, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint 
boxes. (29) 

 £20 - £25 

3534. A mixed group of Display Cabinets (1) antique style dark wood and glass construction with 2 x opening front doors and 
6 x glass display shelves, approx size width 37.5"/96cm x height 25.5"/65cm x depth 4"/10cm (2) similar; (3) wall mounted wood 
display cabinet with removable glass front, contains 5 x plastic display shelves backed with green baize-like material, approx 
sizes width 28"/71cm x height 31"/79cm x depth 4"/10cm; (4) & (5) are both similar - generally Excellent condition. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

3535. Lesney/Matchbox an unboxed group to include 70 Thames Estate Car, 7 Wolseley 1500, 29 Bedford Milk Van, 40 
Leyland Royal Tiger Coach, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

3536. Corgi Toys, Triang Spot-On an unboxed group to include Triang Spot-On Sunbeam Alpine, Mercedes Benz 300 SL 
Roadster, Lotus Mk.II Le Mans, Studebaker Golden Hawk, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Good Plus. (9) 

 £50 - £60 

3537. Dinky an unboxed group to include 132 Packard, 189 Triumph Herald, 169 Studebaker Golden Hawk, 157 Jaguar, plus 
others.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Good Plus. (12) 

 £60 - £70 

3538. Dinky an unboxed Commercials group to include Trojan Van "Brooke Bond Tea", Standard Atlas Dinky Toys Van, 
Horse Box "Express Horse Box Hire Service", plus others.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Good. (9) 

 £50 - £60 

3539. Dinky Dublo an unboxed group to include Bedford Flatbed Truck, Austin Truck, Commer Van, Commer Ford Prefect.  
Conditions appear generally Good. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

3540. Dinky, Britains, Lesney an unboxed Military related group to include 642 Pressure Refueller, 10-ton Army Truck, 688 
Field Artillery Tractor, Mighty Antar with Tank Transporter Trailer with Centurion Tank, plus others similar.  Conditions appear 
generally Fair to Excellent. (13) 

 £50 - £70 

3541. Triang Minic an unboxed group to include SS Unite States, RMS Queen Mary, HMS Superb, plus other Ships and 
accessories.  Conditions appear generally Good to Good Plus. (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3542. A tinplate unboxed pair to include unboxed Ichiko Chevrolet Impala Police Car friction drive tinplate circa 1960's, Wells 
London 4-door Saloon Car.  Conditions both appear generally Fair to Good. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3543. A Farm/Animal related unboxed group to include wooden Farm, plus Britains models including Britains Tractor, plus 
Britains Herald Farm models 6 Hurdles, plus unboxed Britains or similar animals such as rhinos, elephants, crocodiles, camels, 
plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (large qty) 

 £40 - £60 
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3544. Britains a boxed pair to include 00172 Marshall M Tractor, 08716 David Brown 900 Tractor, both lots come with box 
and outer box.  Conditions appear generally Mint in Mint boxes in generally Excellent outer boxes. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

3545. Britains a boxed 08735 Land Rover Series I, model still has original wrapping around the inner box.  Conditions 
assumed Mint in Mint box in generally Excellent outer box. 

 £40 - £50 

3546. Airfix, Bygone Age and others a mainly boxed group to include Airfix 10th British Hussar 185 Army, Polish Lancer 
1815, Bygone Age scale models including 19th Century Phaeton, Carriage Horses, Hand Pump Fire Engine, plus others.  
Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes (all contents are unchecked for 
completeness).  (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3547. Herpa, Triang and others a boxed group to include 12 x Magazine Issue Tractors, 3 x Herpa 1/43rd scale models, 3 x 
Ferrari, Triang Crane.  Conditions appear generally Poor to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (16) 

 £40 - £50 

3548. Corgi, Tonka, Dinky, Matchbox and others a mainly unboxed group to include Sooty Songster Xylophone, Corgi 
Renault 16 Tour De France Paramount Pictures, Dinky Toys Taxi, Tonka Truck with additional Trailer, plus others.  Conditions 
appear generally Fair to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (13) 

 £20 - £30 

3549. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mainly boxed group to include Y-4 1930 Model J Duesenberg, Y-26 1980 Crossley 
Beer Lorry, Y-12 1912 Ford Model T, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Good to Near 
Mint boxes. (38 boxed + 18 unboxed) 

 £50 - £70 

3550. A miscellaneous Children's Book/Toy group to include a group of Ladybird Books including Garden Birds, Toys and 
Games to Make, Club Scouts, Helping at Home, plus other books such as Fires in Montana, The Form that Liked to be First, 
plus Games such as Noddy Lacing Cards, Children's Puzzles, Playmobil Knights Basic Set 2, plus others.  Conditions appear 
generally Good to Near Mint. (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3551. Scalextric an unboxed Track/Accessory group to include different types of track for example straights, crossovers, 
bends, lap counters, plus accessories such as railing, bridges, power packs, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally 
Good to Excellent. (large qty) 

 £30 - £50 

3552. Scalextric an unboxed model group to include 2 x Scalextric Trucks, Racing Mini, Formula 1 Car, 2 x Motorbike and 
Sidecars, 2 x Porsche, plus others, also includes bag of tyres.  Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent. (11) 

 £30 - £40 

3553. Corgi/Oxford Diecast a mainly boxed group to include Dads Army J. Jones Thornycroft Van and Mr Jones figure, Corgi 
1130 Circus Horse Transport with horses "Chipperfields", plus unboxed Smiths Karrier Van "Chipperfields", VA11914 Ford 
Cortina Mk.4 2.3S, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

3554. A wooden framed Glass Picture with Steve McQueen on the Triumph Motorcycle from The Great Escape film, next to 
German sign board.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint. (1) 

 £5 - £10 
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3555. A Flying Scotsman Clock in polystyrene box (Atlas Edition or similar).  Conditions appear generally Mint. (1) 

 £10 - £15 

3556. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include 11 x Y-12 1922 Ford Model T (Harrods), plus Y-5 1927 
Talbot, Y-3 1912 Ford T, Y-23 1922 AEC S-type Omnibus, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint 
in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (49) 

 £50 - £70 

3557. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include 1894 Aveling Porter Steam Roller, 10 x Y-12 1922 Ford T 
(Harrods), Y-29 1919 Walker Electric Van, Y-20 Mercedes 540K, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in 
Good to Near Mint boxes. (48) 

 £50 - £70 

3558. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include Y-14 1911 Maxwell Roadster, Y-8 1914 Stutz, Y-12 1909 
Thomas Flyabout, Y-15 1930 Packard Victoria, Y-16 1928 Mercedes SS Coupe, plus others similar.  Conditions appear 
generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (27) 

 £50 - £70 

3559. Lledo a boxed group to include Days Gone Hanleys Specials set including The Royal Air Force Ground Support Crew, 
1984 Collector Pack "Daily Express", "Pears King of Soaps", "Robertson's Silver Shred", plus others similar.  Conditions 
appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (103) 

 £60 - £80 

3560. Corgi, Dinky, Bburago a boxed group to include 3 x Bburago 1/18th scale models including Dodge Viper, Jaguar E 
Coupe, Chevrolet Corvette, plus 3 x Corgi Double Decker Buses, 41 1902 State Landau, Dinky Motorway Services Ford Transit 
Van without accessories, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. 
(13) 

 £50 - £70 

3561. Scalextric and others a boxed group to include 1 x boxed Scalextric set, the contents are unchecked for completeness, 
also comes with 1 x box of loose track, also includes Jump Jockey J300 set, Rolf Harris Stylophone, Petit International Playcraft 
Typewriter.  Conditions are all unchecked for completeness and appear generally Good to Excellent in Poor to Fair boxes. (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

3562. Matchbox and others a mainly unboxed group to include boxed 43 Steam Locomotive, plus boxed 25 Flat Car 
Container, plus 6 x more unboxed Matchbox Superfast models, plus Magnifying Glass, plus other model kit equipment.  
Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

3563. A Train related group to include Britains Farmyard Equipment, Farmyard Animals plus Flying Scotsman 3D Pictures, 
plus poster/borders, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Mint. (qty) 

 £5 - £10 

3564. A Farm related group to include wooden Farm with base and outbuildings, plus one box of Farmyard Animals.  
Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint. (qty) 

 £20 - £40 
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3565. A Railway related group to include Hornby Railways, Lima, Triang and other similar Locomotives, Carriages and 
Trailers, plus unboxed mainly Hornby track.  Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent, all unchecked for working order. 
(qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3566. Matchbox a Railways group to include boxed TN100 Totally Portable Panel System Goes Together in Seconds Train 
Set, plus TN120 Matchbox Set, plus one bag of unboxed track and vehicles. (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

3567. Lledo a boxed group to include sets including North Yorkshire Moors Railway, Exchange and Mart, Hanleys, plus Royal 
related perspex cased boxed Lledo's plus Oxford Diecast Corgi models, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally 
Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (39) 

 £40 - £60 

3568. Lledo a boxed group to include Heartbeat, 7Up, Coca Cola, Rupert, London's Burning, 40 Years of ITV and other 
models.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (81) 

 £40 - £50 

3569. Lledo a boxed group to include Canadian Provincial Series, Pepsi Cola, Coronation Street, VE Day, Dads Army and 
other models.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (80) 

 £40 - £50 

3570. Lledo a boxed group to include Canadian Provincial Series, Oxo, Mr Blobby, RNLI Lifeboat, Harrods, Past Times 
Delivery Vans, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (80) 

 £40 - £50 

3571. Lledo a boxed group to include 7Up, Goodnight Sweetheart, Pepsi Cola, Royal Mail, Campbells, Golden Age of Steam 
and other models.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (81) 

 £40 - £50 

3572. A Magazine/Annual group to include Warlord, Star Trek, Victor annuals, plus DC Comics including Legends of Dark 
Claw, Black Hood, Star Trek the Next Generation, plus others similar.  Conditions appear to be generally Good to Near Mint. 
(large qty) 

 £30 - £50 

3573. Dinky a boxed group to include 23h Ferrari, 235 H.W.M Racing Car, 231 Maserati Racing Car, 233 Cooper-Bristol, 232 
Alfa Romeo Racing Car, 230 Talbot-Lago (all are in reproduction boxes).  Conditions appear generally Fair to Good. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

3574. Dinky a boxed group to include 3 x 150 Rolls Royce Silver Wraith in two-tone grey.  Conditions appear generally Good 
to Good Plus (all models have slight minor chips in places and all are in reproduction boxes).  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

3575. Dinky a boxed Rolls Royce pair to include 198 Rolls Royce Phantom V in two-tone grey, 198 Rolls Royce Phantom V 
in cream/light grey/green, both in reproduction boxes.  Both models are generally Good to Good Plus (both have small chips in 
places).  (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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3576. Dinky an unboxed pre-war pair to include 35 Series 2-door Saloon and 25hk Fire Engine.  Conditions appear Poor to 
Fair. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

3577. Triang Spot-On a pair of unboxed Bullnose Morris Cowleys (1) in red/black with yellow wheels, (2) yellow with black 
and red wheels, both with drivers.  Conditions appear generally Excellent. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

3578. A Made in England unboxed Fire Engine pair to include Charbens unboxed Fire Engine with crew and ladder, Johillco 
Toy 1934 unboxed Fire Engine with ladder/bell plus figures.  Conditions appear generally Poor to Fair. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3579. Charbens, Tootsie and others a mainly unboxed group to include however, boxed 4 Ford 1907 in blue, 2 x Tootsie 
models including 4-door Saloon in green, 2-door Car in green, plus 1 x unknown manufacturer blue Racing Car, plus D&G black 
Austin Sports Car, plus 3 x figures, plus 1 x traffic light.  Conditions appear generally Poor to Good. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

3580. Ziss Modell a boxed group to include Opel Doktor 1909 x 2, Audi Alpensieger 1913, N.A.G. Touren-Sport 1905, N.S.U. 
8/24 1914.  Conditions appear generally Excellent in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

3581. Rami a boxed group to include Taxi De La Maine, Packard Landaulet 1912, Citroen B2, plus others.  Conditions 
appear generally Good to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £70 

3582. Rami an unboxed group to include Lorraine Dietrich 1911, Delaunay Belleville, Brazier 1908, 5HP Citroen, plus others.  
Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (16) 

 £50 - £70 

3583. Dugu Mini Auto Toys, Museodell' Automobile models (Vettura Della Collezione) a partially boxed group (all made in 
Italy) to include Darracq 9.5HP 1902, Peugeot 2.5HP 1894, Fiat 3.5HP 1899 Scoperta.  Conditions appear generally Good 
Plus to Near Mint in generally Good boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

3584. Gama, Modele Depose, Safir a partially boxed European group to include a boxed Gama Oldtimer 975 Beny Victoria 
1893, Peugeot 1895, Decauville 1901, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Good to 
Excellent boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

3585. A Dinky, Corgi, Matchbox a boxed group to include 152 Rolls Royce Phantom V, TY06801 Rolls Royce The Ultimate 
Bond Collection "Goldfinger", Matchbox Collectables DYM35185, DYM35181, plus others similar including 6 x unboxed 
Matchbox Models of Yesteryear models.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes. (18) 

 £50 - £60 

3586. Brooklin Models a boxed white metal pair to include BRK-81 1936 Pierce Arrow 1601 Sedan in navy blue, BRK40 1948 
Cadillac Dynamic Fastback Coupe in navy blue.  Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 
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3587. Western Models a boxed white metal pair to include WMS4 1937 Bentley 3.5 litre Coupe in brown and dark brown/light 
brown, WMS22 1932 Bucciali TAV16 "Saoutchik" in black.  Conditions appear generally Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. 
(2) 

 £60 - £80 

3588. Rex Toys a boxed group to include Packard Super Eight 1940 Formal Sedan, Rolls Royce Phantom IV Limousine R.H. 
Duchess of Kent, Rolls Royce Phantom IV Limousine S.M. Le Roi Despagne.  Conditions appear generally Mint in Good Plus 
to Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

3589. Matrix a boxed 1/43rd scale MX10402-022 Daimler DE36 Green Goddess in silver/red met.  Conditions appear Mint in 
Mint box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3590. Matrix a boxed 1/43rd scale MX41904-011 Talbot Lago T26 Grand Sport by Franay 1947 in black.  Conditions appear 
Mint in generally Mint box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3591. CEF Replex, ABC Models a boxed Bus pair to include TRA5101 2-door 1926 Leyland Lion - PLSC Stockport 
Corporation Tramways, Bus Model 1191 Scania Bus model 911.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

3592. Minichamps, Kess a boxed pair to include 436039401 Maybach Zeppelin in metallic grey, KE43037013 Mercedes Benz 
540K (W29 Roadster) Erdmann and Rossi soft top 1936 in yellow with green soft top roof.  Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint 
to Mint boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

3593. Brumm a boxed group to include R73 Blitzen Benz, R26 Alfa Romeo 60HP Corsa, I99 Bentley 4.5 litre, plus others.  
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (18) 

 £70 - £90 

3594. Solido, Schuco, Detail Cars Platinum a boxed group to include 144 42-piece Voisin 17CV, 02151 BMW Dixi, 070013 
Austin A125 Sheerline 1947 in beige and dark red, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good 
to Near Mint boxes.  (14) 

 £50 - £60 

3595. Oxford Diecast a boxed group to include BN6001 Bentley Mk.VI "Ivor Peters", AT001 black Austin Low Loader Taxi, 
AHT001 Austin Heavy 12 - Airways blue, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Near Mint boxes. (13) 

 £50 - £60 

3596. Oxford Diecast a boxed 1/43rd scale group to include DS001 Daimler DS420 in Old English White, RD001 King 
George V "Sandringham" 1929 Daimler, 43RRP5001 Rolls Royce Phantom V James Young in navy/silver, plus others similar.  
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

3597. Eligor, Vitesse a European 1/43rd scale group to include 1201 Ford V8 1932 Roadster Capote, L030 Messerschmitt 
KR200 Roadster 1960, 1017 Citroen 5CV 1925, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £40 - £50 
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3598. IXO a boxed group to include CLC060 Alfa Romeo 8C 1931 in red, CLC012 Ford T Runabout 2-seaters 1925 opened 
in black, CLC138 Benz Patent Motor Wagon 1886, plus others.  Conditions appear Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint 
boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

3599. Rio a boxed group to include 6 1912 Fiat Torpedo, 82 Lincoln Continental Berlina, 52 1923 Renault 40CV Torpedo, 85 
Mercedes 770K Pullman Limousine, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (21) 

 £80 - £100 

3600. Bburago, Lledo, Corgi, Matchbox a mainly unboxed group, to include 5 x boxed Lledo all "Walker Crisps" models, 
1/24th scale Range Rover Ambulance, Renault Fuego Racing Car, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair to 
Mint. (28) 

 £20 - £30 

3601. A mixed miscellaneous group to include Books and Annuals including A.A. Milne Winnie the Pooh, Rupert and the 
Magicians Umbrella, Doctor Who and the Day of the Daleks, plus others, also includes Wade porcelain models, also includes 
other pottery, Durham Industries Inc models, Britains unboxed Animals, lead and plastic Soldiers, plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent.  (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3602. Matchbox Superfast a boxed group from the early 70's to include 70 Dodge Charger Dragster, 23 Volkswagen Camper, 
29 Racing Mini plus others similar (there is one model which does not match up with its box). Conditions are generally Fair to 
Excellent in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (22 boxed models plus 2 unboxed with one empty box plus 1 x Merit Railway 
Accessories OO and HO Gauge Set). 

 £60 - £80 

3603. Pair of wall hanging Picture Pride wooden/glass Cabinets (1) width 43cm, depth 8.5cm, height 84cm, (2) width 55.5cm, 
depth 9cm, height 84cm. Conditions are generally Excellent, all models come with glass shelves. 

 £40 - £60 

3604. Scalextric a boxed Slot Car group to include 3 x Scalextric Rally Models including C115 Porsche Turbo 935 plus 343 
King Cab, 347 BMW M1 plus others. Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint, boxes are generally Fair to Good (some 
boxes are missing inner packaging).  (8) 

 £40 - £60 

3605. Scalextric a boxed group to include Scalextric Super Stock Electric model Racing C662 Set plus Scalextric C4512 
Think Tank, Control Tower, Pit Stop and Crew including Tool Kit, Dunlop Bridge, C190 Track Pit Stop Set plus others. 
Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes.  (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

3606. Vanguards, Cararama, Schuco and similar a mainly boxed group. To include VO06615 Ford Transit Van Mk.1 Van and 
boxed Trailer "Strathclyde Police Dog Branch" (missing box trailer), VA06510 Rover 3500 Traffic Car plus 2 x Auto Display 
Cases for 1/43rd scale models, unboxed models mainly are Police or Emergency Services vehicles including manufacturers 
mainly Cararama, also includes Eligor, Schuco, Schabak plus others. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally 
Good to Near Mint boxes.  (20) 

 £50 - £70 
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3607. Minichamps, Norev, Schuco a boxed group to include 4 x Minichamps Cars including Alfa Romeo 156 Saloon Novella 
blue, Alfa Romeo 156 Saloon Achilli blue plus Volvo S60 2000 in gold metallic (model is loose within the box), plus Alfa 15920 
Race Control Car, Minichamps Mercedes Benz Van, Norev Citroen C5, Schuco Mercedes Benz C Class "Notarzt", conditions 
appear Good to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (7) 

 £60 - £80 

3608. A Board Game group to include Waddingtons Buccaneer, Railroader, Go, Minor Million, Battle of Little Big Horn, Spy 
Ring, Cluedo, Concentration plus others. All contents are unchecked for completeness, contents appear Good to Mint in 
generally Fair to Good Plus boxes.  (14) 

 £20 - £40 

3609. Dinky, Crescent Toys a unboxed group to include Rolls Royce Silver Wraith, Bedford Truck with Pullmore Car 
Transporter, Foden Flatbed Lorry, Leyland Comet Flatbed Lorry, Land Rover plus others. Conditions appear generally Poor to 
Fair.  (15) 

 £60 - £70 

3610. Dinky a unboxed modern issue Truck group to include Foden D800 with yellow tailboard and plastic hubs, Johnston 
Road Sweeper, Mercedes Benz LP1920, conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

3611. Dinky a unboxed commercial group to include Dublo Dinky Austin Truck, Foden Flatbed Truck, Bedford Truck with 
Trailer, Bedford Pick-up Truck "Dinky Service" plus others similar (some models are repainted), conditions appear generally 
Poor to Fair.  (15) 

 £60 - £80 

3612. Dinky a boxed 930 Bedford Pallet Jekta Van with windows (model comes with 3 x plastic pallets), conditions appear 
generally Good Plus (does have small chips across the model) in generally Fair box. 

 £50 - £70 

3613. Dinky a boxed group to include 533 Leyland Cement Wagon (repro box/repaint), 905 Foden Flat Truck (repro 
box/repaint), 981 Horse Box, 252 Refuse Wagon (repro box), 261 Telephone Service Van, 066 Dublo Dinky Bedford Flat Truck, 
conditions appear generally Fair to Good in generally Poor to Fair boxes.  (6) 

 £60 - £80 

3614. Corgi/Corgi Classic, Lesney and others a unboxed group to include white metal/resin unknown manufacturer Royal 
Mail Parcel Van, Land Rover 109 W.B. Recovery Truck, Karrier Bantam Truck, Crescent Toys Truck with Trailer "British 
Railways" plus others. Conditions appear Fair to Near Mint, also includes 6 empty boxes.  (19 models plus 6 empty boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

3615. Corgi Classics a boxed Road Transport Heritage group to include CC10803 Foden S1 Tipper and Gravel load "Sam 
Longson Ltd", CC13308 Austin Cattle Truck "British Road Services", CC105505 ERF KV Flatbed Lorry and Barrels "IND 
Coope" plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes.  (60 

 £50 - £70 

3616. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 2 x Building Britain models including Thames Trader Tipper, Bedford S Tipper, 
29201 Guy Warrior Platform Trailer "BRS" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near 
Mint boxes.  (9) 

 £50 - £70 
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3617. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 3 x Golden Oldies models, 9730 Bedford OR Articulated Truck "Chipperfields", 
20202 Bedford S Tank "Milk", 19702 Bedford S Canvas Back Set "Tetleys" plus others. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (9) 

 £50 - £60 

3618. Corgi a boxed group to include 23203 Bedford TK 4-wheel Platform Lorry "Eddie Stobart", CC13210 DAF XF 
Superspace Tractor Unit "Gibbs of Fraserburgh", CC11406 Bedford TK Luton Van "Pickford Ltd" plus others. Conditions appear 
Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (13) 

 £50 - £60 

3619. Matchbox, Lledo, Conrad, Siku and similar a boxed group to include 2103 Fire Skip Lorry, Conrad Ford Transporter, 
Y-9 1920 Leyland 3-ton Lorry plus others. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (22) 

 £50 - £60 

3620. Corgi Classics a boxed pair to include 80110 Fowler B6 Showmans Locomotive "Onward" Le Mont Blanc and Caravan 
"John Fowler & Co (Leeds)", 31014 Guy Invincible Long Platform Trailer, Pipe Load and Diamond T Ballast Nicholas Bogies 
Vessel Load "Sunter Bros". Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3621. Corgi, Lledo a boxed Sunter Bros group to include 17602 Scammell Constructor and 24-wheel Low Loader with load, 
17902 Scammell Contractor, CC12302 Scammell Contractor, DG111000 Sentinel Ballast Tractor with Low Loader and load. 
Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (4) 

 £50 - £70 

3622. Dinky, Corgi, Matchbox a boxed group to include 282 Land Rover Fire Appliance, 673 Submarine Chaser, 2 
Hovercraft, Hershey Corgi Juniors 3-piece set plus others. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Fair to 
Excellent boxes.  (13) 

 £50 - £70 

3623. A tinplate/plastic Boat group to include 1 x Sutcliffe Toys boxed Tiger clockwork Speedboat, Scalex Boats Aberdeen 
North Sea Drifter, plus 1 x unboxed Triang Boat.  Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent in Fair boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

3624. Matchbox, Corgi a boxed group - all models are Matchbox Superfast apart from 1 x James Bond Aston Martin DB5 in 
gold, Matchbox Superfast includes 6 x boxed items including 69 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow Coupe with light yellow base, plus 
a boxed 41 Ford GT with light yellow base, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Fair to Near Mint in generally Good boxes 
(all boxes do have slight pen marks).  (24) 

 £40 - £50 

3625. A miscellaneous group to include Viewmaster with 101 Dalmatians cards, plus 1 x unboxed Meccano Set in tray, plus 1 
x bag of Lego, plus board games such as Monopoly and Cluedo, also includes a bag of farm animals, plus others.  Conditions 
appear generally Good to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

3626. Triang, Corgi, Dinky a mainly unboxed group to include Bedford Tractor Unit "Wameru Sub District" with 2 x giraffe 
figures, Triang Spot-On Jaguar S-type, US Van "Golden Eagle" plus others.  Conditions appear generally Poor to Near Mint in 
Fair boxes. (qty) 

 £50 - £70 
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3627. Matchbox, Majorette a mainly unboxed group, however does include 2 x Majorette boxed Monster Trucks, plus Jaguar 
XJ12 with Caravan, Formula 1 Racing Car, 9 AMX Javelin, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Poor to Excellent. (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3628. A miscellaneous group to include 2 x Slot Cars, 1 x Nintendo Game Boy with Tetris game in, unchecked for working 
order, plus one bag of Farm Animals, plus some Brooke picture cards, plus books such as Building the Williamson Engine, The 
James Booths Engine 1843, plus other bits of paperwork, also includes The Toy Job a Lifetime of Toys and Trains by Barry 
Potter.  Conditions appear Fair to Good Plus. (qty) 

 £5 - £10 

3629. A pair of unboxed Tonka vehicles including 1 x Tonka Turbo Diesel Mighty Tow Service with Hydraulic Boom, plus 1 x 
Tonka Turbo Diesel Mobile Crane.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

3630. A Book group to include 12 x Charles Dickens novels.  Conditions appear generally Fair. (22) 

 £5 - £10 

3631. A miscellaneous group to include unboxed mainly Construction related vehicles all Cararama or similar, plus some 
more unboxed vehicles including Matchbox Superfast Model A Ford plus others, also includes Triang Railways book, The 
Collectors Guide to Toy Trains, The Treasures of Childhoods, plus mechanical 3D puzzle of a Field Jeep.  Conditions appear 
generally Good to Excellent. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

3632. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include Y-23 1922 AEC Omnibus, Y-14 1931 Stutz Bearcat, Y-5 
1927 Talbot Van "Ever Ready", plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus 
boxes. (46) 

 £30 - £50 

3633. Revel, Humbrol, Melinera a boxed mainly Kit group to include 5222 Geopotes 14 Train & Suction Hopper Dredger 
"Royal Volker Stevin", 5232 Rhein Dampfer Goethe, 80625 Avenir, plus Illuminated Globe. Conditions appear generally 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes, (contents unchecked for completeness).  (4) 

 £50 - £60 

3634. Revel, MKD a boxed Kit group to include 8813 Schaufelradbaggr Bucket Wheel Excavator 289, 8803 Shell/Esso North 
Cormorant Off-shore Platform, plus MKD Paris Eiffel Tower plastic model kit. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes (contents are unchecked for completeness).  (3) 

 £60 - £80 

3635. Matchbox a unboxed group to include K42 Nissan 270X, 23 Bluebird Dauphine, 60 Holden Pick-up plus empty box for 
73 Ferrari Racing Car plus others. Conditions appear Poor to Good Plus.  (9) 

 £10 - £15 

3636. Matchbox a mainly unboxed group to include Matchbox Collectors Choice Golden Veterans 3-piece set plus Superfast 
models including 70 Dodge Dragster, 40 Vauxhall Guildsman, Super Kings K-21 Cougar Dragster plus others. Conditions 
appear generally Poor to Excellent.  (41) 

 £50 - £70 
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3637. Corgi Juniors a unboxed group to include Whizzwheels Lotus Europa, Whizzwheels Ferrari 512S, Corgi Rockets 
Jaguar XJ6, Corgi Rockets Aston Martin DBS plus others - conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent.  (21) 

 £30 - £40 

3638. Corgi, Dinky a unboxed group to include Spectrum Patrol Car, Surtees TS9F1, Lincoln Continental plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Poor to Excellent.  (18) 

 £60 - £70 

3639. Pelham Puppets a boxed SS Mitzi and also includes 1 x Pedigree Tiny Tots small doll. Conditions appear generally 
Excellent in Good boxes.  (2) 

 £15 - £20 

3640. Corgi, Vanguards, Maisto, Polistil plus others to include boxed Corgi 54 Massey Ferguson MF50B Tractor with Shovel, 
Corgi boxed 314 Fiat X1/9 Bertone plus 3 x Transformer or similar models plus 1/18th scale Polistil MGA Twin Cam plus others. 
Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes.  (17) 

 £50 - £60 

3641. Dinky a mainly unboxed group to include 692 Leopard Tank, 3 x Austin Taxi, Plymouth Gran Fury "Police", Aveling 
Barford Diesel Roller, Princess 2200HL, Dinky Toys Taxi. Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint in generally Good 
box.  (8) 

 £30 - £40 

3642. Corgi, Matchbox, Lledo, Dinky a mainly boxed group to include unboxed Corgi Toys Hillman Imp, unboxed Dinky Guy 
Flatbed Truck, Royal Mail Van plus boxed Corgi Classics 08002 Royal Mail Mini Van Set, 98162 AEC Regal "Wallis Arnold" 
plus others similar. Conditions appear Poor to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes.  (28) 

 £50 - £70 

3643. A Book group to include mainly Giles, Mack and similar books including Giles the Collection 2018, 2017, The Ultimate 
Giles and Peter Troy, The Giles Family, Rupert Beaumont Grandma, Mack 2016, Mack 2017, Mack 2015, Her Majesty the 
Queen as seen by Mack plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint.  (28) 

 £10 - £15 

3644. Corgi, Matchbox, NFIC and similar a mainly partially boxed Bus group to include strong friction drive Motor Single 
Decker Bus, Corgi 471 Silver Jubilee Bus, Q991/7 National Guard Festival Tram, Matchbox Y-19 1929 Morris Cowley Van 
"Selles Removals" plus others similar, plus 1 empty box and 1 London Bus and Taxi set is without bus. Conditions appear 
generally Good to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes.  (22) 

 £40 - £60 

3645. Alberon & The Doll Art Workshop a small group of modern Bisque Dolls to include "Shay" by The Doll Art Workshop 
along with others.  Please note some of these dolls are already on stands and they all come dressed in period costumes.  
Conditions do generally appear Fair to Good with generally Fair to Good costumes (please note the costumes and the dolls 
would all require a further clean possibly due to storage).  (5) 

 £5 - £10 

3646. Waddingtons, Falcon and other Railway and Transport Themed Jigsaws - to include Waddingtons Living Legend, 
Flying Scotsman, Golden Arrow, Devon Sunlight together with Arrow The Age of Steam Series and others including 4 x vintage 
Great Western Chad Valley Puzzles to include Paddington Station etc - unchecked for completeness but appear Fair to Good 
including boxes.  (51) 

 £20 - £30 
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3647. Waddingtons Railway and other Jigsaws - to include Bridge North Departure, Summer Showers, Going North together 
with Falcon Coronation Scot and HMY Britannia. Also included are Great Western Railway 400-piece, Airfix BAC Jaguar and 
others including a Train Station 3D Puzzle - unchecked for completeness otherwise Fair to Good including boxes.  (27 in 2 
large cardboard boxes) 

 £20 - £40 

3648. Schylling and other tinplate toys - to include Stealth clockwork Zeppelin, "Swing Boats" clockwork Fairground ride, 
Electra Robot - lilac, New York Central 464 Streamliner Locomotive, "Felix the Cat" Speedboat and a Looney Tunes 2 Coach 
Train with Locomotive - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes.  (6) 

 £40 - £50 

3649. Mecavion (France) tinplate kit of parts for the assembly of a Model Aircraft, unchecked for completeness and some age 
related wear but does include both wheels and axle for the undercarriage, includes 32-page instruction manual - otherwise Fair 
to Good in a Fair card box with reinforced lid corners but still has its colourful illustration. 

 £40 - £50 

3650. Japanese made "Great Flying Boat" friction drive Space Vehicle - multi-coloured with tinprinted detail, plastic drivers 
head to cockpit, clicking action - Excellent Plus ex-shop stock item circa 1970's, 13"/32cm long. 

 £15 - £25 

3651. Wells Steam Roller and German Trailers - to include a large scale Wells German tinplate clockwork Road Roller, fitted 
with replacement front roller and repainted canopy - orange body with detailed tinprinting including driver, the clockwork motor 
is in working order with an integral key.  Also included are 2 x German made Tipping 4-wheeled Trailers - a Side Tipping Trailer 
by Gely 9.5"/24cm long with opening tailboard and a smaller Trailer by Gama or similar together with an Arnold 72397 tinplate 
Container for the Low Loader Truck - Fair to Good. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

3652. Lines Bros (pre-war Triang) clockwork Tank and Tractors for restoration - to include 9" clockwork pre-war RAF Tractor 
with rubber wheels (9"/23cm long), together with spare body and 2 x further wheels plus smaller Tank - Fair basis for 
restoration. (3) 

 £15 - £25 

3653. Gunthermann (Germany) or similar tinplate clockwork Tram Car - green/cream with 65 to each end and sides, appears 
to have been retro fitted with a working clockwork motor to the underside and fitted with wooden wheels, may need some 
adjustment and appears to lack the trolleypole otherwise Good Plus for display, 12"/31cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

3654. Fischer (Germany or similar) a group of Pennytoys - to include 5.5"/14cm Truck - blue and a similar Van - green 
together with a smaller Racing Car and a Streamlined Car - Fair to Good.  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

3655. Hong Kong plastic Bus and Racing Car (1) Clifford Series BRM Racing Car with friction drive, British racing green with 
racing number 5 to one side and (2) "British Airways" Airline Bus - red/white - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good 
boxes. Also included is a Clifford Series "Cabin Cruiser" for restoration with loose motor - Fair including illustrated box. (3) 

 £15 - £25 

3656. Knox and Floyd Classic Toys "Melbourne W Class Tram" - scarce reproduction tinplate clockwork model, probably 
made for the Australian Market by Welby of India. The model is finished in green/cream, with spring loaded trolleypoles, a 
couple of thin scratches to one side otherwise an Excellent Plus example designed to run on O Gauge track, 12.5"/32cm long 
and comes in a Excellent box with illustrated label. 

 £15 - £25 
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3657. Mettoy (UK), a pair of tinplate clockwork large scale Tanks (1) two-tone greyish-green, spring requires attention, lacks 
one replacement track; (2) two-tone grey, repainted turret, fitted with replacement rubber tracks, motor in working order, with 
brake - otherwise Fair. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

3658. An unknown manufacturer wooden Fort with wooden base on wheels play display for Fort.  Fort base display 
measures approximately 66cm x 91cm.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus. (qty) 

 £5 - £10 

3659. Hornby O Gauge, boxed pre-war clockwork Set which includes 3 x Wagons (missing loco) along with track and other 
accessories.  Condition does generally appear to be Fair to Good although not checked for completeness/correctness and is 
untested - in generally Poor to Fair outer box (missing lid). 

 £20 - £30 

3660. Automec - unboxed pair (1) "RN" Covered Wagon - blue including ridged hubs and metal tilt and (2) unboxed Flour 
Truck - pale green cab and chassis, white back - conditions are generally Good (do have chips on edges).  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

3661. Ruby Toys 48 Scammell Flatbed Truck - green cab and chassis, red/maroon back, dark green hubs.  Condition does 
generally appear Good in generally Good Plus to Excellent lift-off lid presentation box (please note this model does appear to 
have some superficial damage i.e. paint flaking to chassis and one of the baseplate screws has been pulled through). 

 £15 - £25 

3662. US Model US-28 1947 International Stake Truck - finished in red, black with separate stake sides (please note this 
does have some small pieces loose but present) - Good to Good Plus in Good Plus to Excellent outer box. 

 £10 - £15 

3663. Cragstan "Wild Wheels" a group of plastic issues including Lincoln 1941; Cord 1937; Ford 1927 and Packard 
1932 - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid perspex cases are Excellent to Near Mint, backing cards are Good Plus 
to Excellent. (4) 

 £15 - £25 

3664. Tre Forest Mouldings a group of lead Warships including Aircraft Carrier, Battle Cruiser plus others - conditions are 
generally Fair to Good Plus - still display well. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

3665. Corgi, Matchbox, Dinky, Mettoy a boxed group to include Corgi Toys 437 Superior Ambulance, 438 Land Rover 109B, 
332 Lancia Fulvia Sport Zagato, Dinky 122 Volvo 265 DL Estate, Matchbox KW Dart Dump Truck, plus Computer Car by 
Mettoy, plus others (some boxes are reproduction).  Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint in Poor to Good boxes. (22) 

 £70 - £90 

3666. A miscellaneous group to include unboxed Cowboys and Indians, Kellogg's Royal Guards, unboxed diecast including 
AA Motorbike and Sidecar, also includes Militaria, plus others.  Conditions appear Fair to Good Plus. (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

3667. An Annual/Magazine group to include 1962 TV Express Annual, Express the Boys Super Colour Annual, Eagle Annual 
No.8, Film Fun Annual 1961, plus The Hotspur magazines from 1961 up until 1965, plus Victor books from 1961 up until 1966, 
plus others.  Conditions appear Fair to Good. (large qty) 

 £40 - £60 
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3668. Onyx a boxed Formula 1 Racing Car group to include 256 Williams Renault FW17 "David Coulthard", 196B Jordan 194 
Sasol "Andrea De Cesaris", Williams Renault 1997 British GP "Heinz-Harald Frentzen", plus others.  Conditions appear Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £30 - £40 

3669. Onyx a boxed group to include 196A Jordan 194 Sasol "Eddie Irvine", Q4100 Cooper Climax T51 "Rob Walker" Stirling 
Moss Winner Italian GP 1959, X303 Minardi-Hart M197 "Jarno Trulli", plus others similar.  Conditions appear Mint in Excellent 
to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £30 - £40 

3670. Onyx a boxed Formula 1 Racing Car group to include 032 Lotus 101 "Satoru Nakagima", 035 Scuderia Italia BMS 
Dallara F189 "Andrea De Cesaris", Tamiya 94037 McLaren MP4-6 Honda 1991 Formula 1 World Champion, plus others.  
Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £40 - £50 

3671. Onyx a boxed Formula 1 Racing Car group to include 021 McLaren Honda "Ayrton Senna", 002 McLaren Honda 
"Ayrton Senna", 121 Ferrari 643 F1-91 "Alain Prost", plus others similar.  Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
boxes. (11) 

 £40 - £50 

3672. SMTS a boxed RL39 Copper T53 Braham model in green, racing number 2.  Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint box. 
(1) 

 £20 - £25 

3673. Minichamps a boxed 1/43rd scale Formula 1 Racing Car group to include 430960006 Williams Renault FW18 "J. 
Villeneuve", 430970058 Benetton B197 Renault 1997 "A. Wrz", 430970001 Arrows FA18 Yamaha 1997 "D. Hill", plus others 
similar.  Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

3674. Minichamps a boxed 1/43rd scale Formula 1 Racing Car group to include Olivier Panis, Winner GP Monaco, 19th May 
1996, 514974311 Jordan 197 Peugeot 1997 "R. Schumacher", 511964315 Sauber Ford C15 "H. Frentzen".  Conditions appear 
Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

3675. Minichamps McLaren Formula 1 boxed group to include 530930007 McLaren F1 93 "Andretti", 530964307 McLaren 
Mercedes MP 4/11 M. Hakkinen, 530954317 McLaren Mercedes MP 4/10 M Blundell plus others. Conditions appear Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (7) 

 £50 - £60 

3676. Minichamps a boxed Michael Schumacher Collection group to include 510641111 Benetton Heim 1993, 510964301 
Ferrari F310 "M. Schumacher", 510914332 Jordan F1 M. Schumacher plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (9) 

 £70 - £90 

3677. Hot Wheels a boxed Formula 1 1/18th scale pair to include 26699 Jaguar Racing Formula 1 Car plus Stewart Grand 
Prix Stewart F2 "HSBC" Rubin Barrichello (one wing mirror has snapped off but is still present in the box). Conditions appear 
generally Excellent to Near Mint (both models appear to have been on display and would benefit from cleaning) in Good boxes.  
(2) 

 £30 - £40 
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3678. Minichamps a boxed 1/18th scale pair to include 180980011 Prost Peugeot APO1 "O. Panis", 100020025 Toyota 
TF102 "A. McNish" (models would benefit from a light clean). Conditions appear Near Mint in Good boxes (both boxes have 
piercing to the film).  (2) 

 £60 - £80 

3679. Minichamps a boxed 1/18th scale Formula 1 Racing Cars No.180000023 BAR Honda O2 "R. Zonta". Conditions 
appear Mint (would benefit from cleaning) in Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

3680. Minichamps a boxed 1/18th scale Formula 1 Racing Car 100040011 Sauber Petronas C23 "G. Fisichella". Conditions 
appear Mint in generally Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

3681. Minichamps a boxed Sauber BMW C24B F1 Test 2006 "A. Zanardi". Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint box. 

 £40 - £60 

3682. Dinky Dublo, Lesney, Budgie and similar a unboxed group to include Dinky Dublo Austin Flatbed Truck x 2 one in 
green, one in blue/yellow plus Merit plastic containers, plus Lledo Bus, Matchbox Lesney models, Budgie Scammell Scarab or 
similar plus miniature Railway related signs plus others. Conditions appear generally Fair to Good Plus.  (qty) 

 £20 - £25 

3683. High Waver a boxed group of RC related parts including IW20202 small parts for chassis, IW902 Motor Set, IW109 
Motor Set IW01, IW1010 Antenna IW01 plus others. Conditions appear generally Mint in Near Mint boxes.  (lg qty) 

 £60 - £80 

3684. A Puzzle group to include Falcon 4357 Exeter 1000-piece Jigsaw, House of Puzzles Ltd Happy Holidays 1000-piece 
Puzzle, The Big Top 1000-piece Puzzle Jigsaw, plus others similar. Conditions are generally Good to Mint (unchecked for 
completeness).  (qty) 

 £20 - £40 

3685. Corgi, EFE, a boxed Bus group to include China Motor Bus Olympian Story Set; Corgi City Bus Set; 18715 Bedford SB 
Duple Vega "United Counties" plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. 
(12) 

 £40 - £60 

3686. Corgi, a boxed Bus group to include 98427 MC1-102 DL3 Peter Pan Birthday Bus; 54603 AEC Transit GM5307; 54005 
Public Service GM4502 plus others.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (12) 

 £40 - £60 

3687. Corgi, a boxed Bus group to include 98421 MC1-102 DL3 Demonstration Bus; US54406 GM4501 Greyhound 
Scenicruiser "Chicago Express"; 33101 Dennis Lancet Coach "Smith's of Reading" plus others similar.  Conditions appear 
Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (12) 

 £40 - £60 

3688. Joal, Matchbox Dinky, Atlas Editions, Oxford Diecast and similar, a boxed group to include 149 Volvo Bus "Parrys"; 
DY-S10 1950 Mercedes Benz Diesel Omnibus Type O-3500; 76 LRT007 Leyland Royal Tiger Coach "North Western" plus 
others.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes. (13) 

 £40 - £50 
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3689. Lledo, a boxed group to include Golden Shred, Coleman's Mustard, Cherry Blossom Boot Polish, Lyon's Ice Cream 
Bricks 4-piece Set, Cadbury's models, Coke models, The Wedding of His Royal Highness Prince Andrew to Miss Sarah 
Ferguson model plus others.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (39) 

 £20 - £25 

3690. Bburago, Majorette, a boxed group to include 3024 Chevrolet Corvette (model missing wheel but is still present in box, 
3005 Bugatti Type 59, 6108 Williams FW14 Formula 1 Car plus others.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint in 
Good to Good Plus boxes. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

3691. Dinky, unboxed group of Buses to include Vega Major Luxury Coach x 2, Luxury Coach, Observation Coach plus 
others.  Conditions appear generally Poor to Good Plus. (11) 

 £30 - £40 

3692. Corgi, EFE, unboxed group of Buses to include GMC Coach, City Bus Duple Metsec Trident, Bedford OB Coach.  
Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint. (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3693. Joal, Matchbox, Signature Models, Diapet, Solido, a group of unboxed Buses to include Ikarus Coach "Voyager", Setra 
Coach, Express Tours Coach plus others.  Conditions are generally Fair to Near Mint. (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

3694. Dinky, unboxed Military related group to include 626 Military Ambulance, 673 Scout Car, 651 Centurian Tank 
(reproduction box), 80C Char AMX, 677 Armoured Command Vehicle plus others.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Good 
Plus. (19) 

 £60 - £80 

3695. Matchbox, Corgi, Cararama, EFE and similar, a partially boxed group to include 12 Safari Land Rover (in reproduction 
box), Chitty Chitty Bang Bang Corgi TY87801, Cararama Junior Rescue Police Transit with Speed Boat, Batman Movie 
Batmobile, 99631 AEC Regal "British Railways" plus others similar.  Conditions appear Fair to Mint in generally Good to 
Excellent boxes. (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3696. Dinky, unboxed group to include Leyland Octopus Flatbed Truck, Road Grader, Yale Tractor Shovel, Aveling Barford x 
2.  Conditions appear generally Poor to Fair. (11) 

 £50 - £60 

3697. Dinky, mainly unboxed group to include Atlas Dinky boxed 40 Bedford 10cwt Van "Kodak", Dodge Truck, Rolls Royce 
Silver Wraith, Bedford Van "Dinky Toys" plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Poor to Mint in Near Mint box. (14) 

 £50 - £70 

3698. Corgi, unboxed group to include Ford Thames Walls Ice Cream Van, Corgi Whizzwheels Vigilant Range Rover, 
Bedford CA Van "Corgi Toys", Chevrolet Impala "Kennel Club" x 2 plus others.  Conditions appear generally Poor to Good. 
(14) 

 £50 - £70 

3699. Corgi, unboxed TV & Film group to include 3 x Chitty Chitty Bang Bang (one with all four figures, one with two figures 
and one with one figure), Batman Batmobile with Batman figure.  Conditions appear Fair. (4) 

 £30 - £40 
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3700. Wooden built Fire and Coach Station - condition appears Fair to Good (see photo). (2) 

 £30 - £50 

3701. Mixed group to include unboxed Playmobile Supersonic Plane (Concorde) - nose is detached but still present; Galoob 
Micro Machines Aeroplane with small figures; Micro Machines Aircraft Carrier; Micro Machines Garage and Service Stations 
plus some Victor annuals.  Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

3702. Matchbox, unboxed group to include 31 Lincoln Continental with reproduction box; 30 Beach Buggy with reproduction 
box; Volkswagen Camper plus others.  Conditions appear generally Poor to Excellent. (33) 

 £30 - £40 

3703. Dinky, Matchbox, Corgi, a group of mainly unboxed to include Corgi Toys Sunbeam Imp; Ford 200E Corsair; Jones 
Fleetmaster; Hot Wheels Batman Armoured Car; Dinky Toys 4-berth Caravan plus others.  Conditions appear generally Poor 
to Near Mint. (large qty) 

 £60 - £80 

3704. A mixed group to include Ertl Noddy Figure and Car; Dinky Toys leaflets including No.9 and No.10; Major Pack M4 
Ruston Bucyrus; Corgi Whizzwheels 151 Yardley McLaren M19A Formula 1 Racing Car; Rainbow Shooter Machine.  
Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes. (6) 

 £20 - £40 

3705. Lledo a boxed group to include What's on TV, Exchange and Mart, Hanleys, Branston Pickle, plus others models, also 
included is Toyota World Rally Champions Castrol model, plus 7 x unboxed Lledo.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to 
Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (109) 

 £60 - £80 

3706. Hot Wheels a boxed group to include Fast and Furious 1970 Ford Escort RS1600, Batmobile, 68 Shelby GT500, 69 
Dodge Charger Daytona, plus others (this lot may include small duplication).  Conditions appear generally Mint in Good Plus to 
Near Mint boxes. (51) 

 £40 - £50 

3707. Corgi, Eaglemoss and others a boxed TV & Film group to include 11 x James Bond magazine issue models, plus 1 x 
Batman Movie magazine issue model, Road Signature Steve McQueen 1968 Mustang GT Bullitt, 01803 Jaguar 2.4 litre 
"Inspector Morse", plus others.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes. (18) 

 £50 - £70 

3708. Atlas Editions a boxed group to include 943 Leyland Octopus Tanker "Esso", "Best of Police Cars" Jaguar Mk.II, Aston 
Martin DB5, Williams Renault FW14B.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Fair to Mint boxes. (24) 

 £60 - £80 

3709. Lone Star, Cararama, Corgi, Matchbox and similar a boxed group to include Ford Capri III set, Matchbox Super Kings 
K168 Porsche, MB3 Porsche Turbo, Road Signature Ford Mustang, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent 
to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (large qty) 

 £60 - £80 

3710. Oxford Diecast a boxed group to include 76CAP003 Diamond White Ford Capri Mk.III, 76TS004 Triumph Stag in Tahiti 
Blue, 76FBB001 Fowler BB116BHP Ploughing Engine Dorset, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Near Mint boxes. (24) 

 £40 - £50 
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3711. Oxford Diecast a boxed group to include 76TS002 Triumph Stag in Java green, 76VWB001 Pearl White 53 VW Beetle, 
76FBB003 Fowler BB1 Ploughing Engine 15436 Princess Mary, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Near Mint boxes. (25) 

 £40 - £50 

3712. EFE, Corgi OOC, Cararama, Classix, Base-Toys, plus others a boxed group to include Cararama 6-piece Racing Mini 
Set, 29508 Plaxton Panorama Bristol Greyhound, 97903 Leyland Leopard PSU3B Londonderry and Lough Swilly Railway, plus 
others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (32) 

 £50 - £70 

3713. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA3400 Ford Capri 109E in turquoise/white x 2, VA44000 Austin A60 Cambridge 
in grey/white, VA21005 Ford 100E in grey, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

3714. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA05007 MGA Opentop 50th Anniversary gold plated model, VA08803 Daimler 
Sovereign Heather, VA08610 Jaguar XJ6 Series I in Old English White.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in 
Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

3715. Bburago and similar a boxed group to include 30018 Jaguar E Coupe 1961, Porsche 356B Coupe, Ferrari F300B, 
Jaguar XK120 Roadster, plus 10101 1931 Peerless Saloon Car Signature Models or similar.  Conditions appear generally Mint 
in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £25 - £35 

3716. A Corgi boxed reproduction group to include Corgi Gift Set 38 BMC Mini Cooper S, Rover 2000, Citroen DS19 x 3, 2 x 
have models, 1 x is just an empty box, plus 1 x Gift Set 31 Buick Riviera with Boat Trailer and Water Skier, 267 Batmobile, 214 
Ford Thunderbird, plus 2 x Batmobile empty boxes, plus 1 x empty box for Citroen DS19 (all reproduction boxes).  Conditions 
appear generally Poor to Fair in Poor boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £70 

3717. Maisto, Bburago, Hot Wheels, Hornby/Scalextric and similar a unboxed group to include a large quantity of unboxed 
diecast/plastic vehicles including 1949 Mercury Saloon Car, Ford Capri on plaque, Formula 1 Cars, Buses & Motorbikes plus 1 
box of 30 axles plus others. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint.  (lg qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3718. Dinky, Corgi a unboxed TV & Film group to include Chitty Chitty Bang Bang with all 4 figures, 108 Sam's Car, Shado 
UFO Interceptor, James Bond Aston Martin DB5 plus others. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good.  (10) 

 £40 - £50 

3719. Corgi/Dinky a unboxed TV group to include Ed Straker's Car, Batmobile, James Toyota 200GT, Lady Penelope's Car, 
James Bond Toyota 200GT "Lady Penelope's" Car, James Bond Aston Martin DB5 plus others. Conditions appear generally 
Poor to Good.  (10) 

 £40 - £50 

3720. Corgi, Dinky a unboxed TV & Film group to include Batman Batmobile with Batboat, James Bond Aston Martin DB5, 
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang with all figures, Buick Regal "Kojak" plus others. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good.  (9) 

 £40 - £50 
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3721. Corgi a unboxed group to include The Chevrolet Experimental Car Auto 1, Ford Capri 3 litre GT, Citroen Safari 
"Grenoble", Volvo P1800 plus others. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good Plus.  (22) 

 £50 - £70 

3722. Corgi, Husky a unboxed group to include Corgi Whizzwheels Mini Cooper S, Austin Mini Countryman, Lotus Esprit 007, 
Batmobile plus others. Conditions are generally Poor to Excellent.  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

3723. Corgi Classics a unboxed Commercial group to include Whizzwheels Vigilant Range Rover x 2, Superior Ambulance 
on Cadillac chassis, H.D.L. Hovercraft SR-NI plus others. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good Plus.  (17) 

 £50 - £70 

3724. Dinky a unboxed group to include Ford Transit Van "Fire Service", Dinky Fire Engine, Cooper-Bristol Racing Car, 
Pontiac Parisienne plus others. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good.  (18) 

 £60 - £80 

3725. Matchbox/Lesney a unboxed Superfast/Regular Wheels group to include Matchbox Series No.12 Land Rover Safari, 
Freeman Intercity Commuter, Porsche 910, Alfa Carabo plus others. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent.  (qty) 

 £60 - £80 

3726. Matchbox a unboxed group to include King Size, Super Kings, Matchbox Models of Yesteryear and others similar 
including Lamborghini Miura, Car Transporters, Scammell Heavy Wreck Trucks, Ford Capris plus others. Conditions appear 
generally Fair to Good Plus.  (lg qty) 

 £50 - £70 

3727. Airfix, Marx Toys and others, a boxed military related kit group to include snap-together model Pontoon Bridge; 
snap-together model Gun Emplacement; snap-together model Sherwood Castle; British Entrant Port Group Troops plus other 
including unboxed vehicles and Marx Cap-Firing Tank. (Please note no contents have not been checked for completeness or 
correctness however appear to be complete).  Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in Poor to Excellent boxes. (21) 

 £50 - £70 

3728. Airfix, a boxed group to include 06001 Short Sunderland III; 10999 Battle of Britain Memorial Kit; A04106 De Havilland 
Comet 4B plus others. (Please note no contents have not been checked for completeness or correctness however appear to be 
complete).   Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

3729. Airfix, a boxed Kit group to include A07112 De Havilland Mosquito PR. XVI; 06001-1 Short Sunderland; A05037 
Vickers Wellington MK1A/1C plus others.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

3730. Airfix, a boxed Redline group to include Lockheed C130K Hercules x 2 (one in reproduction box) plus 2 x R502 
Evening Star Locomotive; 2 x 1/6 scale Skeletons; Short Sterling; Boeing B-17G Flying Fortress.  Conditions appear generally 
Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes. (8) 

 £70 - £90 
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3731. Airfix, a boxed Bentley group to include 3 x 1930 Bentley 4.5 Litre Supercharge models - all different kit series including 
A20440, 20440 and 2001.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

3732. Airfix/Revell, a boxed group of Boat/Ship kits to include 04207 RMS Mauretania; A50104 RMS Titanic; 09252 HMS 
Victory 1965; 5611 RMS Titanic.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

3733. Academy boxed 14202 RMS Titanic Centenary Anniversary Edition.  Condition appears Mint in generally Mint box and 
Excellent outer sleeve. 

 £50 - £70 

3734. Airfix, Tamiya, Revel, Bburago, a boxed Kit group to include 85-6513 Dawn of Time Tusk Mammoth; 24006 
Lamborghini Countach LP500; 7020 Mercedes Benz 500K Roadster (1936) plus others.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

3735. Miniature figure group to include miniature play set "Noah's Ark" set of unknown manufacture but made in Hong Kong; 
unboxed plastic figures including Britains Deetail Royal Guards, Knights, Cowboys plus others.  Conditions appear generally 
Good to Near Mint in generally Fair box. (qty) 

 £20 - £40 

3736. Hornby, a boxed pair to include Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban Platform 9 3/4 Set; Hornby Toy Story 3 
Electric Train Set.  Conditions appear Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

3737. A TV & Film related group to include unboxed Matchbox Tracy Island, unboxed Micro Machines or similar Tracy Island, 
plus bag of figures and unboxed Thunderbirds models, plus Batman head, Star Trek Enterprise plus 2 x Daleks, also includes 
Scalextric Batman Set that is unchecked for completeness.  Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent. (qty) 

 £20 - £40 

3738. A miscellaneous group to include a Miniature TV, old House Phone, plus brass Music Equipment, plus Super Striker 
Board Game, plus Atlas Edition Heritage Collection Pocket Watches, plus others Watches, plus Tetley a boxed figure group.  
Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint. (large qty) 

 £30 - £50 

3739. Vinyl a boxed group to include Albums and Singles including Frankie Goes to Hollywood "Welcome to the Pleasure 
Dome", Spandau Ballet "Parade", Genesis Live "The Way We Walk", Tom Jones, The New Seekers, TV & Film such as Chitty 
Chitty Bang Bang, Oklahoma, The South Pacific, plus others, also includes singles such as Aled Jones, Abba, Billy Preston, 
Torville and Dean, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint. (qty) 

 £10 - £20 

3740. A Precision Tool group to include Anker Drawing Instruments, Moore & Wright Sheffield, M&W Fine Tools, Digital 
Calliper, plus others. Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent.  (6) 

 £20 - £30 

3741. Vintage Kodak group to include Kodak Instamatic Camera, plus Kodak Polaroid, plus Insta 330 Cameras with Polaroid 
carry case. Conditions are unchecked for working order however appear generally Excellent.  (3) 

 £20 - £40 
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3742. Nikon, Sony, Praktica a boxed Camera/Video Recorder group Sony Video HR18 hand held camera recorder with carry 
case, carry case with portable DVD player of LED screen, Praktica Camera in case, Nikon Cameras with cases including extra 
lenses plus flashes plus others (all unchecked for working order). Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint.  (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3743. Vintage Camera group to include Ensign 88 Midget Camera x 2 both with cases, plus Kodak Eastman VO3 
Autographic Camera plus Nemen "Kronos" Camera with case. Conditions are unchecked for working order but appear generally 
Good to Excellent.  (4) 

 £20 - £40 

3744. A Book group including Seafarers Time Life Books including Men of War, The Vikings, Fighting Sail, The East Indian 
Men plus Boat Books including The Story of the Disaster in the Newspapers of the Day Titanic, Olympic and Titanic Ocean 
Liners of the Past plus others. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint.  (lg qty) 

 £20 - £40 

3745. Walt Disney a Toy/Annual/Magazine group to include Walt Disney's Magazines from the 1970's plus Annuals from the 
70's, plus toys such as Walt Disney Movie Maker plus Movie Viewer 8-colour Cassettes plus small plastic figures plus others 
similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint.  (lg qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3746. Scalextric a partially boxed group to include boxed Skyfall 007 set with Land Rover Range Rover and Aston Martin 
DB5 models plus one box of unboxed track, plus cars and others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally 
Excellent box.  (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

3747. Oxford Aviation, Lledo, Top That Kids, GE Fabbri a boxed group to include 2 x Fabbri Jets plus Combat Micro Flyers 
with model and book plus the Bygone Days of Aviation Biplane set plus 3 x Oxford Aviation Models in 1/72nd scale. Conditions 
appear Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

3748. Corgi a boxed Aviation Archive No.AA34809 Vickers Armstrong Wellington MK.1A "R" (N280). Conditions appear Mint 
in generally Near Mint box. 

 £50 - £60 

3749. Corgi a boxed Aviation Archive/Fighting Machines group to include AA36602 P-38J "Troop Snoot Lightning", AA31105 
Boeing B-17F, 1 x Fighting Machines CSFS 10004 Set plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to 
Near Mint boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

3750. Aviation Archive mainly boxed group to include 5 x Aviation Models plus 5 x Atlas Edition Boats plus 5 x unboxed 
Aviation models. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (15) 

 £40 - £50 

3751. A Raleigh Chopper related accessories and parts group to include 2 x Mk.2 frames including 1 front and 1 back 
Redline tyres and wheels, plus accessories and parts including brake callipers, lights, pedals, extra parts from frames and 
others plus others similar. Conditions range from generally Fair to Near Mint.  (lg qty see photo) 

 £100 - £200 
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3752. Raleigh Chopper a Mk.2 Bike with Redline tyres, model has seat but is detached and is without pedals. Conditions 
appear generally Fair (see photo). 

 £100 - £150 

3753. A mixed group to include Board Games including Merit Chemistry, Chess Set by Sculpture Craft plus spare games 
Scrabble for Juniors plus Roller Blades, instruction manuals and a portable 5.5" black and white television with AM/FM radio. 
Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint.  (7) 

 £20 - £30 

3754. A Gaming lot to include Commodore Console plus games, books, Sinclair Personal Computer and games plus Dragon 
32 Console plus others (all are unchecked for working order). Conditions range from Fair to Near Mint.  (qty) 

 £40 - £60 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25     %).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE. Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable
which will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods
can only be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been
made. We reserve the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most
major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as
possible, allowing for other bids. 
Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be
decided by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification
relates to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of
any item. It must be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be
regarded as opinion only, and cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such
faults does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free
of faults. Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in
the event that an item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this
is proven to the Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days
of the sale in the condition it was sold.

4 TELEPHONE BIDDING
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for
telephone bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any
missed calls due to human or technical errors.

4 BANK TRANSFER
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: 
Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 3EX.

Account Name: Vectis Auctions Limited 

Sort Code: 40-51-62

Account: 42076703 

IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703

Swift Code: HANDGB22



CONDITIONS OF SALE: CONTINUED

4 ESTIMATES
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

4 RESERVES
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a
reserve on a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the
placed reserve. The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed with
Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

4 LATE WITHDRAWALS
(A) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top
and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(B) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the mid
point between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

4 PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS OF AUCTION
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the
right to withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the
calendar month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable
in respect of the amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each Lot.
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each Lot might realise.

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.

BACK ISSUES OF CATALOGUES

We have a good selection of back catalogues going back many years. 
Each catalogue costs £3.50.

To order your copies or for further information 
please contact the Vectis office.

Vectis Auctions, Fleck Way, Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 9JZ.
Telephone: 0044 (0)1642 750616 - Fax: 0044 (0)1642 769478.

e-mail: admin@vectis.co.uk 
website: www.vectis.co.uk



Participate in live internet bidding
or view the auction live via

www.vectis.co.uk
and www.invaluable.com

To enable this system to operate successfully, the following bidding
increments will apply:

Images of all Lots can be viewed at 

WWW.VECTIS.CO.UK

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for
this sale that contain odd figures will be rounded up to the nearest
bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for
£222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some
further information about participating in this auction, please
contact us on 01642 750616.

£5 - £50............................................................£5
£50 - £200......................................................£10
£200 - £700....................................................£20
£700 - £1,000.................................................£50
£1,000 - £3,000............................................£100
£3,000 - £7,000............................................£200
£7,000 - £10,000..........................................£500
£10,000 onwards.....................................£1,000
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